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FOR GOD has said 
only one thing:

only two do I know:
t hat to God alone 
belongs power

and to you, Lord, love;
a nd that you repay 
each man

according to his deeds.

— Psalm 61 [62]

Front Cover: The adoration of the baby Jesus by the 
Magi. Painted by the Spanish artist Bartolomé Esteban 
Murillo [1618-1682] the scene reveals the three kings in 
adoration before the Child and Mary. Joseph is shown, 
but not the ox and the ass. What varies most among the 
myriad artistic representations of this famous theme is 
the number of figures: and there is much variation in 
background matter, which can be any sort of shelter, 
ranging from a cave, a stable or an inn, to a house. The 
gospel account can be found in Matthew 2. After Jesus 
was born, ‘behold, there came wise men from the east 
to Jerusalem’. They had seen a star which guided them 
to Bethlehem where they found the child. They offered 
Jesus their gifts: gold, incense and myrrh (a pleasantly 
perfumed resin). An exquisite 4th century sarcophagus 
now in the Vatican Museum shows Mary and Jesus 
being greeted by the three wise men who offer their 
gifts while their camels look on. It was found in the 
Catacomb of Saint Agnes on the Via Nomentana.



The ChrisT-Child  
lay on Mary’s lap

The Christ-child lay on Mary’s lap, 
His hair was like a light. 

(O weary, weary were the world, 
But here is all aright.) 
 
The Christ-child lay on Mary’s breast 
His hair was like a star. 
(O stern and cunning are the kings, 
But here the true hearts are.)  
 
The Christ-child lay on Mary’s heart, 
His hair was like a fire. 
(O weary, weary is the world, 
But here the world’s desire.) 
 
The Christ-child stood on Mary’s knee, 
His hair was like a crown, 
And all the flowers looked up at Him, 
And all the stars looked down.

— G. K. Chesteron
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AN ARChBIShoP  
‘FRoM AND FoR hIS FLoCK’

Excerpts from the Homily of Archbishop Anthony Fisher 
Ninth Archbishop of Sydney

THE INFANT Church in Australia had a special 
reason to honour Mary: in the years when 

Catholic priests and Masses were forbidden, the 
laity kept the Faith alive by public recitation of the 
Rosary. The first Catholic church – which became 
the cathedral once Bishop John Bede Polding 
arrived in 1835 – was built with the pennies of 
poor Irish and British Catholics, but also the 
assistance of that enlightened Governor, Macquarie, 
and some Protestant worthies. 

‘It is an early example of respect for religious 
liberty, of collaboration between Church and State, 
and of harmony between believers; these are, I 
believe, amongst our nation’s greatest strengths 
and the presence tonight of diverse political and 
religious leaders is testament to that. We must be 
eternally vigilant to protect these aspects of our 
national life. To people of other faiths or none I 
hold out the hand of friendship and collaboration, 
and to those suffering at home or abroad for their 
faith I commit to working for peace and harmony.

‘When the newly-pregnant Mary greeted her 
kinswoman, the Gospel relates that the child 
leapt in Elizabeth’s womb. Poets have the foetal 
John the Baptist doing somersaults for joy at the 
coming of the Saviour; iconographers have him 
leaping into kneeling position; either way, it can’t 
have been very comfortable for his Mum! But the 
scene captures the excitement we all should feel 
at encountering Jesus Christ. Already this unborn 
boy glimpsed his vocation as a finger pointing to 
Christ.

‘It took me rather longer to grasp! As a child in 
the Lakemba and Lane Cove parishes in Cardinal 
Gilroy’s time, our class was given Br Davy’s The 
Christian Gentleman, with a preface by the Cardinal. 
Its advice on etiquette with Governors, Premiers 
and Nuncios seemed of little relevance: little did I 
know! 

‘Through my adolescence at Riverview and 
Sydney University, Cardinal Freeman was 
archbishop and he washed my feet one Holy 
Thursday night; I never dreamt I’d one day be 

washing the feet here – a reminder that I am ‘to 
serve, not to be served’ (Jn 13:1-17; Mt 20:25-28). 

‘As a young cleric in Sydney and Melbourne in 
Cardinal Clancy’s time, I never guessed I would 
one day stand on the shoulders of those great 
men, all the way back to Polding. I gratefully 
salute our recently-deceased father, Ted Clancy. I 
likewise acknowledge Cardinal George Pell, whose 
auxiliary I was for seven years and who before 
his appointment to Rome achieved so much in 
education, chaplaincies and seminaries, in centres 
for formation, retreat and pilgrimage, and through 
the Sydney World Youth Day with which I was 
privileged to be associated.

‘What a joy to return in this new way! I’ve lived 
or worked in the South-West of Sydney and the 
lower North Shore, the upper North, inner city and 
the East, and lately the West of this great city. I love 
its people. Pope Francis says pastors should smell 
of their sheep. This is not a comment upon clerical 
hygiene: it is an insistence that we are from and for 
our flocks. Pray, therefore, that I will always be a 
shepherd for Sydney after the heart of Jesus Christ.

‘Tonight I’ve looked back to the origins of this 
cathedral, diocese and national church. Looking 
forward, we have much to build on. Above all, we 
have Jesus Christ as our foundation stone and the 
many works inspired by His Spirit over the past 
two centuries. The Catholic Church in Australia 
now has around 10,000 hospital beds, 20,000 
aged care places, 700,000 school desks, and assists 
countless people through parishes, CatholicCare 
and St Vincent de Paul. 

‘Five-and-a-half-million Catholics, in 1300 
parishes and every walk of life, contribute in 
myriad ways to our nation. Peaceful democracies, 
affluent economies and cohesive societies don’t 
just happen: they depend upon a complex of ideals, 
practices and institutions and in this country these 
are largely a Judeo-Christian inheritance, however 
under-appreciated that often is. There is much to 
be done to renew that social capital and I commit 
the Church in Sydney to that task.’

InstallatIon of archbIshop fIsher
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Bottom Left:  Archbishop’s Fisher being greeted 
by his mother and father who had borne the 
Offertory Gifts for the votive Mass of Our Lady 
Help of Christians, to the High Altar.

Opposite page:  A long line of priests processes 
into the Cathedral before the arrival of the 
Archbishop-elect.

Top Left: Archbishop Fisher being vested before his Installation 
as ninth Archbishop of Sydney.
Earlier he had been greeted as he entered his Cathedral by 
members of the Sovereign Order of Malta, by Equestrian 
Knights of the Holy Sepulchre and by thousands of faithful who 
packed the Cathedral and the crypt.

Below: Papal Nuncio Archbishop Paul Gallagher applauds 
Sydney’s  newly installed Archbishop Anthony Fisher.

Photos this page: Giovanni Portelli
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WITh JoY 
LET hEAvEN  

RING

BLESS’D BE the Lord our God; 
With joy let heaven ring; 

Before his presence let all earth 
Its songs of homage bring. 

His mighty deeds be told;
His majesty be praised;
To God, enthroned in heav’nly 
 light, 
Let every voice be raised.

All that has life and breath,
Give thanks with heartfelt 
 songs. 
To him let all creation sing
To whom all praise belongs. 

Acclaim the Father’s love, 
Who gave us God his Son; 
Praise too the Spirit, giv’n 
 by both, 
With both forever one.

— Hymn at Vespers in the Psalter of the Roman Breviary for 
Sunday in Week Four of the Year.
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Truly Dreadful Savaging

Grateful thanks should be 
extended to Annals for the article by 
Graham Hutton [Annals 8/2014] on 
the treatment of St. Thomas More 
by Hilary Mantel in her massive 
novel, Wolf Hall. I could not believe 
what I was reading in the text about 
More – such lies, such distortion of 
the man, his life, his mind, his intel-
lect, but worst of all, his rare rela-
tionship with his daughter Meg 
which was ground-breaking  stuff in 
many ways in the mid-16th century.

It is of little consolation that in 
the second book of this series Bring 
up the Bodies, both Mary and Anne 
Boleyn get savaged truly dread-
fully – we know both had their 
faults, but Anne did ultimately die 
a true Christian death, proclaimed 
to all, and she doesn’t even get 
that mention in Ms. Mantel’s book. 
As the final book in the series is 
currently in preparation, I cannot 
wait to see the end of Mantel’s 
beloved Thomas Cromwell. It is 
sound historic fact that his last 
letter to Henry VIII ended: ‘Beloved  
Lord  and   Master  – Mercy,  mercy,  
mercy.’  Cromwell didn’t get his 
mercy on earth. I wonder how Ms. 
Mantel will get round that one.
Patricia Keenan Winston Hills, nsW 2153

Proto-greenies please note

Now that you have re-opened 
your columns to letters, may I 
say that The Green Agenda by 
Peter Fisher [Annals 7/2013] 
saddened me greatly because he 
is 100 % correct.  The Wet Tropics 
Management Authority some 15 

years ago initiated their Golden 
Cassowary Awards for those deemed 
outstanding in environmental 
activism.  I was the first private 
individual so awarded at that first 
event. I have thrice addressed, by 
invitation, the International Union 
of Forest Research Organizations 
{IUFRO) in France, Germany and 
Ireland.  James Cook University 
has for many years (not 2012-
13) brought 25 students to my 
place for a one-day, 0900-1700, 
harangue on tropical low land 
rainforest ecology even though I 
have no formal education.  In all 
modesty may I add that my conser-
vation activities are rated second 
to none. Australians who swallow 
the Marxist, anti-Christian, anti-
Australian rubbish spouted by the 
green movement are mostly urban 
dunces who have no idea where 
their food comes from, nor where 
their waste goes.  I refer to them 
as ‘denizens infesting the southern 
urban feedlots’.  There is usually 
some protest from my students but 
over the course of the day I convert 
them to the extent that they all 
thank me and shake my hand on 
boarding their bus at 1700.  That 
is quite an achievement as they are 
all proto-greenies on arrival.  Well 
done Peter Fisher!
errol Wiles BaBinda Qld 4861

More Prudent to go  
with the Consensus

the article “Abuse of Science” 
by William Kininmonth in the 
October 2014 Annals presents itself 
as a rebuttal of my article “Science, 
Miracles and Global Warming” in 
the June 2014 Annals, and if the 
two articles are not read side-by-
side, one might assume it is such 
a rebuttal, whereas the two arti-
cles make very different claims.  
Kininmonth makes numerous asser-
tions related to climate such as:  
“... the Earth is in no danger from 
runaway global warming”, whereas 
I made no assertions at all about 
climate and rather tried to explain 

how science works and that there-
fore we should pay considerable 
attention to what scientists are 
saying when there is a very large 
consensus about the risk of global 
warming.  I was also very clear 
that Kininmonth and other climate 
change deniers might actually be 
right in saying “. . the Earth is in 
no danger from runaway global 
warming”.  The only way to prove 
this one way or another, is to do 
nothing and see if we have a catas-
trophe or not.  But do we wait 
and see, or do we judge that it is 
more prudent to take the advice 
of the very large majority of scien-
tists, even if we can’t be totally 
certain they are right?  What I do 
think is offensive in Kininmonth’s 
article is his denigration of scien-
tists and perhaps “Abuse of 
Science” was an appropriate title 
for his article.  Kininmonth writes: 
“One could be cynical and say that 
the paradigm [global warming] 
will continue to gather support so 
long as it remains a conduit for 
research funding”.  Quite apart 
from the insult to all scientists, 
does research funding mean poor 
quality research producing results 
that should not be believed?  I 
think most people would assume 
more funding might produce 
more research and that compe-
tition for funding means greater 
rigor.  On the other hand if scien-
tists are as corrupt as Kininmonth 
suggests surely they should change 
to climate-change denial to access 
oil and energy company money 
rather than scrabbling for govern-
ment grants?  Kininmonth also 
comments that:  “There are not 
‘thousands of climate scientists’.  
There are thousands of scien-
tists working in fields allied to the 
climate system.  These fields encom-
pass physics, chemistry, geology  
...”.  Let us reword this: there are 
thousands of scientists from many 
different fields working on trying 
to understand the climate– just as 
there are thousands of scientists 
from many different fields working 
on cancer, diabetes, etc.  Surely 
this is exactly as it should be, and 

Letters
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Ratzinger he wrote Values in a 
Time of Upheaval. In this book 
he passionately defends the role 
Judeo-Christian values should play 
in a pluralistic society and a multi-
cultural world. We ought not be 
surprised that Jesus provides the 
answers for us today. His Salvation 
is just as available and necessary 
today as it was over 2000 years ago. 
The book is readily available and 
should be in every parish library. 
Kevin Walker       Thornleigh NSW 2120

Bicycle pumps and  
the Paris art scene

Thank you for a fine magazine 
which gives light on subjects not 
covered by other Catholic publica-
tions. Unfortunately our own WA 
‘Record’ has been disbanded owing 
to falling support by readers who 
prefer the more modern commu-
nication systems. I’m not one of 
them as you can see from my use of 
my faithful typewriter – thankfully 
ribbons are still available, but for 
how long?

Your frequent quotes from our 
beloved Chesterton are always 
appreciated. Why Chesterton is not 
on the curriculum of Catholic High 
Schools remains a mystery to me. It 
would teach students to think.

The article by Alister Kershaw 
‘Bicycle pumps and the Paris art 
scene’ prompted me to write to 
you. My late husband Greg often 
commented ‘People can’t think for 
themselves’ and this general exalta-
tion of rubbish in art is an example. 
It reminds me of my visit to the 
Perth Art Gallery with a young 
granddaughter where to my aston-
ishment most of the so-called ‘art’ 
expensively enclosed in ornate 
frames was a series of unintelligible 
squiggles. The saving grace was the 
beautiful sculptures.
Maureen taylor dunsBorougH Wa 2014

(Readers’ comments are welcomed. not 
just on material that appears in Annals but on 
issues that concern the Catholic and the wider 
community. Please keep your letters short. 
They may be edited if too long. Always print 
your full name and street address [not post 
box, please] and include a daytime phone or 
fax number or preferably an email address at 
which you may be reached. Editor, Annals)

Cacophony of  
Competing Claims

The article by Prof. Dougherty 
(Annals 3/14) was no easy read. His 
condensing of 500 years of western 
history from the wonderful contri-
butions of such an array of eminent 
scholars required that I read it 
several times before I could grasp 
the significance of the circum-
stances into which our 21st Century 
has descended. Here in our beloved 
Land of The Holy Spirit, we can 
hear the cacophony of competing 
claims from forces that either do 
not regard our traditional way of 
life as worth preserving or are defi-
nitely antagonistic to its values. 

How to respond to this mess? 
A very important teaching on this 
matter has been provided by Pope 
Benedict XVI when as Cardinal 

in fact should give us greater confi-
dence, that at this stage in history it 
is surely more prudent to go with 
the consensus of this huge array of 
scientists – even if we can’t be abso-
lutely certain they are right.  We 
also have to ask ourselves that when 
someone writing in the Annals or 
the popular press makes categorical 
statements such as: “global temper-
ature . . . has not risen over the 
last 15 years”; are these things that 
scientists working in the field might 
know about and have considered?  
And finally one might note that the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), which tries to 
distil the scientific consensus about 
climate change for policy makers, 
has issued even clearer warnings 
since my article was published.
Paul coMPton randWick nsW 2031

When there is no Policing

Corruption is white collar (non-
violent) crime; if systematic, it is 
organised crime. James Murray 
writes (Annals, September 2014): 
‘The push is on for a federal 
version of the NSW Independent 
Commission Against Corruption.’ 

One of the pushers is the Hon 
David Ipp QC, the former chairman 
of ICAC . Referring to Canberra, 
Ipp said on Four Corners on June 
23, 2014: ‘Corruption is endemic 
to the human being. That is, when 
the opportunities are there, when 
there is no policing, there are some 
people who will get involved in that.’

There are opportunities, e.g. 
defence procurement, and there 
is no policing. Ipp again: ‘It is so 
screamingly obvious that there is a 
breakdown in trust at the moment 
and that the only way of … recov-
ering the trust is to demonstrate 
that there are adequate means of 
discovering corruption.’

Trust is unlikely to be recov-
ered; only the Greens want a 
federal ICAC. What inference can 
Mr Murray draw from the refusal by 
the Coalition and Labor to have an 
anti-corruption body?
evan Whitton gleBe nsW 2037

Death of  
a Society

SuppoSe a human 
community is hammered, 

crushed, overwhelmed by 
some natural calamity or 
some powerful enemy; as 
long as it still exists – if it 
preserves within itself justice 
and civic friendship and faith, 
there is within it actual hope 
of resurging, there is a force 
within it which tends by itself 
to make it live … because 
no hammer can destroy this 
immaterial force. If a human 
community loses these 
virtues, its internal principle 
of life is invaded by death. 
… justice and righteousness 
tend by themselves to the 
preservation of states … 
injustice and evil tend by 
themselves to the destruction 
of states, and to that real 
failure in the long run of which 
I also spoke.

— Jacques Maritain, The Range of 
Reason, New York, Scribners, 1952. 

See: The Social and Political Philosophy 
of Jacques Maritain, Image Books, 1965, 

p.303.
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Mary’s son, the Son of God, was not born ‘to the purple’ like Persian royalty, 
where the mother gave birth in a palace room made of porphyry. There is an 

old saying: ‘Born in castles or cottages – the greatest was born in a stable’.

ChRISTMAS
By His Eminence George Cardinal Pell

LL FOLLOWE R S 
of Christ owe a lot 
to St Luke, because 
h is  gospe l  a lone 
recounts many of 
the most interesting 
encounters in Jesus’ 

public life. Over the years I have 
come to appreciate and love his 
writings. Only Luke has the ‘infancy 
narrative’ giving us details of Jesus’ 
birth.

Jesus had a strong, many-sided 
personality. He was a 
Judean, an individual 
human being, not an 
anonymous myth. 
Naturally he too 
was shaped by his 
religion and culture, 
formed for the 
three difficult and 
turbulent years of his 
public life especially 
by his mother Mary 
and her husband 
Joseph. Mary 
must have been a 
formidable woman 
to have borne such a 
formidable son.

Devotion to 
Joseph – Jesus’ 
foster father only, 
as Jesus is divine – has waxed and 
waned, but was strong in some 
European countries e.g. Spain, in 
the nineteenth century. With so 
many marriage breakdowns, so many 
fathers absent from their children 
today, St. Joseph should be an 
important figure in popular devotion. 
He was a successful father. His son 
turned out well !

I was tempted to write that 

Jesus’ birth story is easily told and 
well known. This is no longer true 
as an increasing number of people 
is profoundly ignorant about the 
origins of Christmas and indeed of 
religion generally.

Luke’s Story

Luke tells us that the Roman 
Emperor Augustus ordered a census 
and in Palestine citizens had to 
return to their own town to be 

registered, so Joseph and Mary his 
wife came from Galilee in the north 
to Bethlehem, near Jerusalem, where 
Mary gave birth to her son in a 
stable.

Usually the translations explain 
that there was no room ‘in the 
inn’, but one commentator at least 
suggests that this is a mistranslation. 
I am not competent to judge on 
linguistic grounds, but as Joseph 

would have had many relatives 
in Bethlehem, it is unlikely that 
someone could not have found a 
spot for them with their animals 
(who were brought inside at night), 
even if their small homes, often 
caves, were already filled with 
others who had also returned for the 
census.

Mary’s son, the Son of God, was 
not born ‘to the purple’ like Persian 
royalty, where the mother gave birth 
in a palace room made of porphyry. 

‘Born in castles or 
cottages, the greatest 
was born in a stable’.

The shepherds, 
uneducated locals, 
came to worship him 
as did the wise men 
form the East, educated 
seekers after the truth, 
perhaps from Persia. 
Christ came to teach 
and save every type of 
person in every nation.

Italy

The same Christmas 
story is told everywhere 
in the world, but 
is celebrated in 
different ways. A 

major difference exists between 
the Northern hemisphere where 
Christmas occurs in winter and the 
Southern Hemisphere including 
Australia, where Christmas is 
celebrated in summer heat. Nearly 
everywhere Christmas is more 
popular than Easter, as less faith is 
needed to see hope in the new-born 
than in the suffering and death of a 
Redeemer.

catholIc culture

A section of the famous Crib constructed lovingly by Neapolitan craftsmen 
in the 1700s and to be found near the entrance to the Basilica in the 
Roman Forum dedicated by Pope Felix IV in ad 527 to the two Greek 
brothers who were physicians saints and martyrs, Sts Cosmas and Damian.
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St. Francis of Assisi’s innovation 
– the crib – for the Midnight Mass 
at Gubbio in 1223, was an inspired 
development which is now used 
everywhere.  Legend has it that 
the Christ child himself replaced 
his replica during the first showing 
of a crib! Our minds, hearts and 
imaginations are all moved by a 
beautiful crib.

Perhaps the best known Italian 
cribs come from Naples and can 
be purchased in Via San Gregorio 
Armeno in the old quarter there, 
a narrow street lined with shops 
selling every sort of image from 
the sacred to the profane. This hilly 
lane is often thronged with people 
in the run up to Christmas and is a 
pickpocket’s paradise.

Generally the figures in these 
Neapolitan cribs are dressed in 
eighteenth century costumes, 
with the three wise man dressed 
elaborately as kings accompanied by 
a black servant.

The amount the buyer can afford 
defines how many attend the birth 
as well as the regular shepherds and 
kings. The crib at Domus Australia 
in Rome has a dog performing 
his ablutions, a pig and a sleeping 
drunkard, as well as a butcher with 
his meats.

Most intriguingly, some of the 
characters are always ugly; the 
Neapolitans specialize in this: the 
bad and the ugly, as well as the 
beautiful. The message must be 
that Christmas is for everyone, not 
just the handsome, the rich and the 
respectable.

In Australia we have no Italian 
clubs – they are all regional e.g. 
Venetian, Calabrian. So too the cribs 
differ in the various Italian regions, 
where especially in the North the 
wooden figures are very much in 
the German style, with Christmas 
markets so that believers can buy a 
new figurine as they sip their mulled 
wine.

Children are still taken by 
their parents to view the cribs in 
the different churches, while the 
Basilica of St. Mary Major in Rome, 
which dates from the fifth century, 
claims to possess relics  from the 

Bethlehem nativity cave and the 
manger itself.

Every year a different diocese 
from a different country sets up the 
huge Christmas tree and a crib in St. 
Peter’s Square.

Christmas gatherings in Australia 
are usually on the day of the feast, 
but in Italy the extended family 
gathers on Christmas eve, where 
they have a fish meal  (perhaps a 
leftover from the old Advent fasts) 

before all head off to Midnight Mass.
Christmas is the most comforting 

of all the feasts in the liturgical year 
– comforting for believers, who 
grasp its significance and also for 
the wobblers, doubters and even 
unbelievers who welcome new life.

His EminEncE GEorGE cardinal PEll is Prefect of 
the Secretariat for the Economy of the Holy See. He 
is affectionately  remembered by the Catholics of 
Melbourne and Sydney as their former Archbishop.

One of the cribs thought to be on display in the Museo del Presepio, 
Via Largo Corrado Ricci and Via Tor dè Conti, Roma. If any Annals reader 
can identify this characteristically Roman crib, we should be grateful.

Pity the Convicts at Christmas

THe SYdNeY Gazette And New South Wales Advertiser for Sunday 
december 23, 1804 carried the following proclamation: ‘Tuesday 

next being Christmas day, the Commissary is directed to issue an extra 
ration to each person on the Civil and Military establishment, Constables, 
Watchmen, and overseers; one pound of fresh beef, half a pound of 
suet, with the addition of half a pound of raisins to each soldier’s family 
victualled from the stores. To such prisoners receiving a ration, one pound 
of salt pork and one pound of Flour or Wheat equal thereto.’

unfortunately for the proposed recipients of the Christmas extra ration, 
the Sydney Gazette And New South Wales Advertiser was written to be 
read in england where those that read it could rejoice in the benevolence 
of the Military dictatorship that controlled the Colony. In reality, few if any of 
the advertised extra comforts for Constables, Watchmen, overseers and 
Convicts were ever actually handed out. 
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We cannot return to the days of the ‘white picket fence’. But we should 
recognise that there were many virtues and human qualities proper 

to that era that we are now the poorer for having jettisoned. 

ThE ERA oF ThE ‘WhITE PICKET FENCE’
By Peter Fisher

HESE DAYS, any 
reference to an era 
of  the so-ca l led 
‘ w h i t e  p i c k e t 
f e n c e ’  i s  o f t e n 
accompan ied  by 
scorn and derision 

from modern ‘progressives’. The 
period in question is the 1950s and 
early-to-mid-1960s, prior to the 
coming of age of the baby boomers 
and the sexual revolution that came 
in their wake. 

Clearly, some critics see the 
picket fence as a metaphor for the 
alleged confining 
of the wife and 
mother to daily 
domestic drudgery, 
denying her 
an opportunity 
to express her 
individuality in the 
world outside. 

No doubt it’s 
true that many 
wives and mothers 
then made, and 
now continue 
to make, huge 
sacrifices in the 
interests of their 
families. One wonders however, 
what proportion of the women 
of that era – despite episodes 
of weariness, pain, anguish and 
frustration – were mere abject 
victims, overcome by the futility of 
their existence. 

One also wonders what 
proportion of them looks back on 
that period with immense pride for 
the role they played in the care and 
nurture of their families. 

Am I wrong in suggesting a small 
proportion of the former and a very 
large proportion of the latter?

When I look back through 
my particular brand of rose-
tinted glasses I admit that all 
was far from perfect in that time. 
There were pockets of grinding 
poverty, demoralisation and 
serious crime. Many lived in 
basic accommodation, communal 
facilities were limited, roads and 
highways were sub-standard, 
means of communication were 
restricted and food, clothing and 

home appliances were relatively 
very expensive. There were also 
elements of sectarian prejudice, 
and at least in the early years of the 
post-war migrant boom, of racial 
ignorance and intolerance. 

Some have also contended that 
art, culture, cuisine and architecture 
were dull and stultifying then, 
and that they have since been 
liberalised to the advantage of 
society. 

It seems to me that there were 
many highly admirable qualities 
and values present in the ‘white 
picket fence’ era that sadly have all 
but vanished over time. 

Lack of material benefits was 
not nearly as important then as it 
is today. Credit was very restricted 
and it was very difficult, unless 
gambling or other social ills 
intervened, to live beyond one’s 
means however meagre. Saving 
was encouraged and pursued 
as much as individual or family 
circumstances would allow.

It was a 
period of post 
war growth and 
general optimism. 
Quality of life 
tended to be 
measured in 
terms of family, 
community, sport 
and work-related 
well-being, and 
dare I say it, 
religious practice, 
rather than in 
terms of material 
possessions. 

F a m i l i e s 
tended to be larger with very 
strong common bonds and with 
a willingness to sacrifice personal 
interest and comfort for the sake 
of overall domestic well-being and 
harmony. It was not uncommon 
for gifted children to leave school 
early in order to hold down a job 
to help support the family. Payment 
of board was both expected and 
usually made without complaint or 
discord.

lookIng back In 2014
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The general working class was 
very large and homogeneous, 
usually with common goals 
and aspirations. With some few 
exceptions there was a quiet but 
admirable dignity in the way men 
toiled hard, often in menial tasks, to 
support and educate their families. 
Trade unions still played a very 
important role in their support 
and solidarity in striving for better 
pay and working conditions. 
Neighbourhood bonds were strong. 
Spoilt children were rare.

Moral and ethical values of the 
day were high, engendered even in 
families living on the poverty line. 
School education was conducted 
in Catholic and State Schools by 
both lay and religious with a strong 
sense of vocation and fundamental 
purpose without hidden political or 
philosophical agendas. Individual 
development was encouraged. 
Firm but generally fair discipline 
was exercised for the common 
good. Rebellious behaviour was 
not tolerated. Police and civic 
authorities were respected and civil 
disobedience was rare.

Life was ordered and relatively 
peaceful but not necessarily dull. 
Political correctness was unknown 
and the ‘Nanny State’  had not yet 
emerged. Life could be extremely 
adventurous. Children from a 
very young age roamed free and 
wide, most often without much 
adult supervision but subject to 
strict curfews. There was little or 

no fear of the ‘dark stranger’ and 
people were generally trusted 
and trustworthy. Children usually 
heeded the advice of parents 
and elders and for the most part 
avoided major misadventure, 
though not always minor mischief. 
Obesity was rare.

Youth groups abounded, were 
lively and provided simple but 
satisfying recreation and enjoyment 
based on group activities. Boys 
vigorously pursued girls and 
despite flaring hormones, generally 
respected the widely accepted 

boundaries of female intimacy. 
Girls of good upbringing were in 
the majority and highly respected. 
Coarse language and unseemly 
behaviour were almost unheard of. 

The women of the day were not 
the docile, down-trodden creatures 
portrayed by today’s rabid feminists 
and modernists. Certainly very 
few pursued careers and most 
were keen to marry well and raise 
a family. Their position in the 
household was almost invariably 
one of dignity, respect and strength. 
They exercised considerable power 
over the care and well-being of the 
family. Very little of consequence 
happened in the family of those 
days unless it had the agreement 
of the wife and mother. While the 
father was the breadwinner, it was 
the mother who was the more 
powerful influence within the 
family.

There was great respect for 
elders socially and within the 
working environment. Experience 
gained from life and work was 
honoured. The life experiences 
of grandparents, senior relatives 
and friends of the family made  
lasting impressions on the young. 
Seniority was often the criterion for 
promotion at work and while not 
always the best indicator of ability, 
it usually fostered a stable working 
atmosphere. On the other hand 
those with talent and ambition 
– even if not highly educated – 
usually did well.  

The Pope’s 
Divisions

WINSToN CHuRCHIll 
used the phrase in 

his The Second World War, 
Chartwell ed. (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1983)  p.135. Churchill 
attributes the phrase to Stalin 
in a meeting with French 
prime Minister laval in 
1935. others have reported 
Stalin used the expression 
with Churchill himself and 
with president Roosevelt 
in wartime conversations. 
Supposedly, pope pius XII 
commented when he heard 
about the remark, ‘You can 
tell my son Joseph that he will 
meet my divisions in heaven.’
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agree with some commentators that 
in fact he was suggesting that our 
past moral taboos (generally in line 
with Catholic Church teaching) 
one by one, have fallen in the name 
of ‘progress’.  And that incest, or 
euthanasia or human cloning may 
be the next taboo to fall. 

‘Progress’ and the promotion 
of individual human rights have 
brought us to the stage where 
religious freedom is under threat 
often from Government legislation. 

Catholic health workers in many 
jurisdictions are being denied 
by law the right to express their 
conscientious objection to birth 
control and abortion. And in 
education Catholic institutions 
are being pilloried for failing to 
employ teachers and academics 
with lifestyles or beliefs openly 
hostile to the ethos of the Catholic 
institution. Unfortunately, some 
Catholic institutions tolerate this 
situation in the name of academic 
or professional freedom.

No one denies there have 
been very significant advances 
over the last fifty years in science 
and technology. The benefits to 
mankind have been wide and 
numerous. Unfortunately also, 
they have carried in their train 
serious ethical issues which the 
Church alone appears to be 
questioning. These have been 
very sympathetically reviewed 
in some detail in Archbishop 
Anthony Fisher’s excellent 2012 
book ‘Catholic Bioethics for a New 
Millennium’.

We cannot return to the days 
of the ‘white picket fence’. But we 
should recognise that there were 
many virtues and human qualities 
proper to that era that we are now 
the poorer for having jettisoned. 

Would we not be wise to call 
them to mind, and use them as 
a beacon which – as we journey 
inexorably on – we may keep firmly 
in view in our rear vision mirror?  

PETER FISHER is a retired professional forester 
with over forty years experience in all facets of 
forest management. He is a former Assistant 
Commissioner of the Forestry Commission of NSW.

consequences of the moral decline 
since the days of the ‘white picket 
fence’. 

The litany of moral slippage 
makes long and miserable 
reading. Increasingly youthful 
sexual adventure, unstable de 
facto relationships, widespread 
drug and alcohol abuse, chronic 
inter-generational unemployment, 
dysfunctional families, pornographic 
saturation of the internet and 
social media, rampant abortion on 
demand and gay ‘marriage’ – all are 
commonplace. 

The Catholic Church comes 
in for a lot of flak for being too 
preoccupied with sexual matters 
but surely, as Paul VI predicted, it 
is from the abuse and misuse and 
commercialisation of this most basic 
human gift of sexuality that most 
of the above problems originate. 
In this litany I am not overlooking 
the Church’s own problems which, 
however, evidence suggests, grew 
rapidly, like much else, in the post 
‘picket fence’ era.        

 Recently a District Court judge 
was widely criticised for remarks 
he made about incest. I tend to 

The widespread availability of 
the contraceptive pill and the sexual 
revolution of the late 1960s and 70s 
had a profound and lasting effect 
on western society and sounded the 
knell of the era of ‘the white picket 
fence,’ and of much else besides. 

Hailed as the great liberator – 
especially for women –  from sexual 
repression, and the means by which 
one could express one’s individual 
freedom and desires often without 
the constraints of marriage, the 
results are plain for all to see. 

Pope Paul VI was widely 
criticised at the time for his 
Encyclical ‘Humanae Vitae’ that 
confirmed the Catholic Church’s 
teaching on marriage and artificial 
birth control. Allegedly the Pontiff 
failed to ‘read the Signs of the 
Times’. The contrary is the case.  
While the Encyclical disappointed 
many otherwise faithful Catholics, 
there is also no doubt that the 
Pope’s predictions as to the effects 
of artificial contraception on moral 
standards and behaviour have sadly 
come to pass.

Only the most intransigent 
libertarian would deny the 

Taking the Lowest Place

THe GloSS comments, ‘pride is the last vice to leave those 
returning to God, and the first to greet those leaving God behind.’ 

Someone has put it well: Although you are fighting well and think you 
have uprooted everything, pride still threatens to re-contaminate you 
and must therefore be conquered. For the proud enemy uses pride 
from the start to make a man who is eager to hurry to heaven think 
that he amounts to something in the lord’s eyes or in the eyes of 
certain men, to think that he is more virtuous and less given to vices 
than he really is – and to have just the opposite opinion of others. 
In this light it is a great grace to steady the heart (Heb 13:9) and, by 
steady humility, to acquiesce to the Word of God that says, when you 
are invited to a wedding feast, sit down in the lowest place (lk 14:10) 
and esteem others better than yourself (phil. 2:3). let us then humbly 
and pragmatically put into practice the advice Saint Bernard rightly 
gives in his sermon on the Canticle, ‘I do not want you to compare 
yourself to those greater or lesser than you, to a particular few, not 
even to a single person, etc.’ For we do not even know for sure what 
state we are in or what shall become of us tomorrow – much less can 
we know the truth about others. We are all created by one Creator, 
who establishes the members of the Body of Christ not according to 
our judgements but according to his own knowledge.
— Guigo de ponte (died 1297) a Carthusian monk of the Grande Chartreuse in the French Alps, 
reflecting on a gloss [or comment] written in the margin of a MSS of the epistle to the Hebrews.



‘See that you do not look down upon one of these little 
ones. For I tell you that their angels in heaven always see 

the face of my Father.’ – St Matthew, 1810

MAKE RooM FoR JESUS AT ChRISTMAS

By Bede North, msc

RECENTLY I visited the Kindergarten class at 
our parish school, Holy Cross, Helensburgh 

NSW.  Helensburgh is the parish in  the diocese 
of Wollongong that is closest to the Archdiocese 
of Sydney. 

I asked the children what was the best present 
they would receive for Christmas. I was given a 

great variety of bests, ranging from dolls to ipads. 
Eventually the children got round to recognising 

that, really, the best gift would be the gift of Jesus. 
I asked them why this was so. 
Molly, all of six years old, put 
her hands on her heart, and said 
that it was because Jesus came 
into her heart; she could feel him 
there, and it gave her peace. Her 
face was so radiant and her whole 
demeanour so convincing that this 
just had to be the absolute truth.

I remembered what someone 
once wrote to the effect that we 
live in an age of guided missiles 

and misguided men; an age 
that makes us scientific 
millionaires and spiritual 

paupers. Here was a little 
child reminding us how 
easy it is to leave God 
aside and so miss out 
on that great gift of 
peace that was His to give. 

Part of the scientific world set out to 
create a perfect world without the need for 
God. And in so many ways it succeeded. It 
made a world perfect for putting men on 
the moon. And from there they could see 
millions on earth, starving to death. Perfect 

for analysing murder and harnessing DNA, 
curing diseases and performing transplants, 

while stockpiling nuclear weapons of mass 
destruction. Perfect for creating great plasma 

TV screens on which we can watch our war-dead 
carried out in living colour. We can do better than 
that. We can go back to the baby Jesus in the crib

 ‘Along the pathway to the stars 
We toil to the moon and Mars.
Have we lost our mind
In leaving Bethlehem behind?’
- Johnston G. Patrick
That crib tells us how much God loves us. Our 

lives tell Him how much we love Him. 
Christmas reminds us that 

God is always near. But we 
have to reach out to Him, 
welcome Him into our hearts, 
and we stand a chance of 
knowing the simplicity and 
truth of Molly’s words, ‘He gives 
me peace’. Is there anything we 
want more than that in our 
lives?

Arthur Miller wrote very 
movingly of the last days 
of the life of his wife, the 
famous Marilyn Munro. He 
described her addiction to 
drugs. Not long before 
she died he asked 
the doctor to give 
her another dose, 
and she fell asleep. 

Miller then said ‘I found myself straining to 
imagine miracles.  What if she could wake 
up and I were able to say “God loves you, 
darling,” and she was able to believe it. How 
I wish I still had my religion and she had 
hers.’

The biggest loser in the Christmas story 
was the innkeeper who could find no room 
for Jesus. Let’s all do a Molly and open our 
hearts to receive Him, and make Him the centre 
of our Christmas.

 — Father Bede North, msc is Administrator of the parish of Helensburgh within  
the beautiful National Park that lies between Sydney, and Wollongong.
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The revolutionary armies of Napoleon inspired greater fear in Britain 
in their day - and for a more protracted period - even than the threat of 

German invasion during the early days of the Second World War.

Too MANY FRENCh CoNNECTIoNS
by Giles Auty

S THE main holiday 
season approaches 
in Australia, I find 
my thoughts turning 
increas ing ly  and 
somewhat perversely 
to France - the land 

where most of my holidays were 
formerly spent from the days of my 
childhood onwards.

I should admit here that part 
of the reason for this sudden, 
renewed burst of interest in France 
is that I recently 
bought myself a 
new and highly 
detailed map of 
that country.  That 
was probably a 
mistake since such 
a map provides me 
now with a perfect 
excuse for nostalgic 
reflections.

Not long after 
I arrived in this 
country nearly 
twenty years ago, 
an Australian 
television station 
conducted a survey 
among other 
Britons who had recently settled 
here.  Why had they done so and 
what did they now miss most about 
their former homeland?

Most of the questions and 
answers were fairly predictable 
until some bright spark - when 
asked what he missed most about 
no longer living in London - simply 
replied “Paris”. 

I could not help applauding his 
wit.

France lies only thirty or so 
kilometres from the nearest point 
on the English coast yet offers such 
a totally different experience of life 
that it might just as well lie at the 
other end of our planet.

Australia does indeed lie at the 
other end of our planet, of course, 
yet still retains a great many 
common features with Britain - 
including language.  Unlike most 
British schoolchildren of my day, 
few Australians seem to learn 

French which possibly helps France 
appear especially enigmatic - or 
even hostile - to many Australians.  
I seldom sense any great affinity 
between the two nations.

Yet curiously France had a much 
greater influence on the shaping 
of Australia than most people here 
acknowledge.

In short, the severity of sentences 
passed on large numbers of 
early Australians owed a great 

deal to the fear of civil unrest 
and invasion engendered by the 
French Revolution and by the 
period of the subsequent infamous, 
so-called Terror which created such 
a tempting precedent for other 
homicidal maniacs of the future to 
follow. 

The latter include such notable 
examples as Lenin, Stalin, Hitler 
and Pol Pot as well as all too many 
others for whom ‘mere’ human life 
counted for little or nothing when 

compared with the 
pursuit of seriously 
flawed political 
ideologies.

What is not 
c o m m o n l y 
appreciated now, 
in an age of 
declining historical 
knowledge, is that 
the revolutionary 
armies of Napoleon 
inspired greater 
fear in Britain in 
their day - and for 
a more protracted 
period - even 
than the threat of 
German invasion 

during the early days of the Second 
World War.

Britons of the early 19th 
century were well aware of the 
horrific reputations of Napoleon’s 
revolutionary troops from the days 
of the latter’s campaigns in Spain.  
In other words the armies whose 
deeds prompted Francisco Goya’s 
famous series of etchings The 
Disasters of War were not the sort 
of people with whom Britons were 

MIssIng parIs (and lourdes)

Memorial to Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette in the Basilica of Saint Denis, Paris. Born at 
Versailles in 1754 Louis was beheaded in the Place de la Revolution, Paris on 21 January 
1793. He was 38 years old. Marie-Antoinette, aged 37, was beheaded on October 16, 1793.
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particularly anxious to share their 
homeland.  

No more terrifying statement 
on the subject of war has probably 
ever been made although Goya 
relied for the making of his 
apocalyptic images on nothing more 
complex than simple paper and line.  
But it does help, of course, to be a 
genius.

France remains, in fact, a country 
of so much staggering beauty 
inherent in its landscape, cities, 
towns and major buildings that 
it becomes easy to overlook and 
even to forget just how ugly various 
events in that country’s history have 
been.

Foremost among such events for 
me was the absolute tragedy of the 
French Revolution which is still 
commemorated as though it were 
an event worthy of national pride 
rather than one associated in any 
way with national guilt or shame.  

As proof of this latter assertion 
we need look no further than the 
barbaric words of France’s national 
anthem the Marseillaise.  In my 
view, the seeds of France’s endless 
flirtation with the politics of the 
extreme Left remain embedded in 
that bloodthirsty and  anachronistic 
diatribe.  

What other nation on earth 
still sings happily today about 
the tainted blood of its former 
inhabitants ‘fertilising the furrows 
of its land?’

That said I feel embarrassed to 
admit here that my own paternal 
ancestors were not just French but 
almost certainly involved in the 
spread of early Protestantism in 
France.

By the addition of just a single ‹l› 
to Giles my name reverts rapidly, in 
fact, to being wholly French since 
Auty is simply the name of a rural 
village a few kilometres North East 
of Montauban.  In the distant days 
of the 17th century, Montauban was 
the capital of the so-called Protestant 
Republic of Southern France and 
thus one of the two main centres of 
Huguenot resistance.  The other and 
more famous centre in those days 
was La Rochelle.

Slightly to the East of Montauban 
and thus nearer to the former 
stronghold of Albi - former home to 
Albigensian religious rebellion - lies 
the town of Cordes sur Ciel which 
remains my favourite hilltop town 
in France even though its history 
is actually more heretical still since, 
during the earlier so-called Cathar 
wars of the 13th century, the entire 
town found itself excommunicated.  
The French writer Albert Camus 
once said tellingly of Cordes: 
‘Everything is beautiful there, even 
regret’.

However, in spite of the Protestant 
pasts of my ancestors I personally 
became a Catholic in 1962, an 
event I celebrated by a first visit to 
Lourdes which lies in another of 
my favourite areas of France, not far 
from the Spanish frontier.

Services were still held in Latin 
in those pre-Vatican II days and the 
particular advantage of a universal 
language was brought home to 
me forcibly when I found myself 
singing the creed in the company 
of believers from all over the world.  
While taking part, one evening, in 
the famous torchlight procession 
I found myself flanked by fellow 
pilgrims from central Africa, South 
America and Canada.  No-one 
around me seemed to experience 
any apparent problem with a 
language which, like many English 
schoolboys of my day, I first began 
learning - along with French and 
Greek - at the tender age of ten.

Power without Grace

AMoNG Waugh’s works, The Life of the Right Reverend Ronald 
Knox - a biography of the scholarly priest who translated the 

Vulgate into english - is probably one of the less read  … at the very 
beginning of this book there is an episode of haunting power, which 
… must obviously have affected Waugh in a very personal-way. In 
a few memorable pages, he describes the death of Knox’s maternal 
grandfather, an Anglican clergyman who ended his missionary life in 
Zanzibar in a state of total poverty, loneliness and dereliction, under 
the indifferent and uncomprehending eyes of the natives. This seems 
to have been a theme that presented special meaning for Waugh. He 
once summed up the subject of A Handful of Dust as ‘the civilised 
man’s helpless plight among savages’. The interesting twist in the latter 
description is that, if indeed the main character of the novel ends up as 
a captive in the Amazonian jungle, this final mishap occurs merely as a 
sort of epilogue - actually the true savages who destroyed his life with 
mindless cruelty were smart members of fashionable london society. 
Those who bear witness, staunchly and faithfully, to a spiritual tradition 
are reduced by the modern world to a condition of ‘aborigines … to be 
shot at leisure, so that things may be safe for the travelling salesmen’. 
Modern man, who moves with the times and seeks power without 
grace, is finally a much greater menace to human integrity than tattooed 
cannibals; thus, in Brideshead Revisited, we are told that Rex Mottram, 
politico and tycoon, epitome of worldly success (he is still very much 
alive among us today, forever aspiring to become our leader) `wasn’t 
a complete human being at all. He was a tiny bit of one, unnaturally 
developed; something in a bottle, an organ kept alive in a laboratory. I 
thought he was some sort of primitive savage, but he was something 
absolutely modern and up-to-date that only this ghastly age could 
produce: a tiny bit of man pretending he was the whole.’
— Simon leys [pierre Ryckmans] ‘Terror of Babel: evelyn Waugh’ in The Angel and the Octopus, 

duffy & Snellgrove, Sydney 1999, p.198.
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early motor yachts many of which 
were still to be found around the 
Southern shores of France.  The vast 
detour I had made was simply to 
revisit Lourdes.

But who, given the somewhat 
volatile nature of the world at that 
precise moment, would ever have 
believed such a far-fetched seeming 
tale?

Dover’s customs officers were 
totally convinced for some hours, 
at least, that they had got their 
man. Perhaps, as a result of my 
plight, they should simply have 
been discouraged in the future 
from watching too many Hollywood 
crime films?

GilEs auty was born in the UK and trained 
privately as a painter. He worked professionally as 
an artist for 20 years. Publication of his The Art of 
Self Deception swung his career towards criticism. He 
was art critic for The Spectator from 1984 to 1995.  
He continues to devote himself to his original love - 
painting. He is a regular contributor to Annals.

Connection had dealt with an 
attempt by criminals from the South 
of France to import large quantities 
of heroin into America by car.

However, the rather odd 
truth remained that I had been 
commissioned to direct the 
photography of a book about 

The following day when visiting 
the famous grotto at Lourdes, I 
experienced a sudden, overwhelming 
sensation of Divine presence and 
peace which was unlike anything 
I had ever known.  Disbelievers 
dismiss the cause of such 
experiences as ‘auto-suggestion’ yet I 
had not the slightest inkling of what 
was about to occur.  How then could 
I possibly have induced it myself?

Regrettably I was not destined to 
visit Lourdes again until 1973 when 
I did so during a lengthy journey I 
made by car at the beginning of 
autumn.

Earlier in that journey, when 
driving through Northern Paris, I had 
been extremely puzzled to see scores 
of inhabitants out on the streets 
listening intently to portable radios.

The cause turned out to be the 
start of the Yom Kippur War of that 
year in which Arab states - notably 
Syria and Egypt - prospered initially.  
Yet by the time I began my return 
journey to Britain a fortnight later 
Israel had totally reversed the earlier 
military situation and petrol prices 
had already doubled as a result of 
the conflict.

While finally making my way to 
Lourdes, I stopped briefly at the 
ancient walled city of Carcassonne 
where I sat for a while on the 
ramparts.  Carcassonne was occupied 
by the Romans as early as the second 
century BC yet the thought came 
to me then that the historic France 
which I had known and loved since 
childhood would henceforward slip 
slowly away, unable to cope with the 
crueller realities of a changing world.

A few days later I crossed the 
channel to Dover where somewhat 
over-zealous customs officials made 
a pretty good job of taking my car to 
pieces.

For some extraordinary reason 
they had convinced themselves 
that I was carrying drugs for why 
else would someone drive an 
anonymous- looking car to the Cote 
d›Azur outside the normal holiday 
season and then make a huge detour 
on the way home?

Some two years earlier an 
American thriller called The French 
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book revIew

GOD and our lack of exactitude in the use of Language

WATCh WhAT YoU SAY
By Jude P. Dougherty

é M I  B R A G U E 
declares at  the 
outset that the aim 
of this book is to 
describe the image 
made of God by 
Christianity.  In 

Himself God is the same for all, but 
the images and concepts that have 
been made of God differ among 
men and among the associations 
that bring men together, whether 
they be philosophical or religious.  
‘I want to show,’ writes Brague, ‘that 
a certain image of God, the one 
that Christians address, possesses 
traits that distinguish it from certain 
other images.’

Rémi Brague writes as a 
philosopher but as one steeped 
in the history of Western thought 
from antiquity to the present. He 
is professor of philosophy at the 
University of Paris, I Pantheon-
Sorbonne and the University of 
Munich. This book builds upon 
his previously published and 
much-admired work, The Legend 
of the Middle Ages: Philosophical 
Explorations of Medieval Christianity, 
Judaism and Islam.1  

This volume is an extended 
critique of the often misleading 
language by which some Christians 
express their beliefs. To speak 
of three Abrahamic religions, for 
example, is not only false but 
dangerous. ‘To so speak’ writes 
Brague, ‘is to mask a serious error 
concerning the nature of the three 
religions.’  

By the phrase, ‘the three religions 
of Abraham,’ people believe that 
they have established common 
ground by appealing to a common 
ancestor. It is true that all three, 

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, 
have books in which the name 
Abraham appears, but, says Brague, 
‘The history of Abraham is not 
interpreted in the same way in 
Judaism and Christianity, let alone 
in Islam.  The Quran makes use of 
the figure of Abraham to recount 
a history that neither Judaism nor 
Christianity know anything about. 
For Islam there is only one religion 
of Abraham, which is Islam itself.’

Well-meaning Christians who 
speak of the ‘religion of Abraham’ 
include Judaism and Islam, and 
associate them with Christianity 
in a vague sort of way.   But the 
Abraham that the three religions 
have in common is nothing more 
than a vague abstraction.  ‘The 
smallest of common denominators 
coincide with none of the concrete 
figures revered by them in which 
they recognize themselves.’ To 
accept such an Abraham, Christians 
would have to renounce a 
dimension of their faith. 

‘So, too, with the expression, 
“three religions of the book”.’  
There are three very different 
books, the Old Testament, the 
New Testament, and the Quran.  
The concept of ‘revealed religion’ 
is similarly deceptive.  ‘What is 
revealed in Judaism is the history 
of the people of Israel.  For 
Christianity, the revealed object 
is not the New Testament but 
the person of Christ himself; the 
book only recounts the history 
and reports the teaching of this 
person. In Islam, the revealed object 
is truly the book; the person of 
Mohammed, at least in primitive 
Islam, had little importance.’ 

To speak of ‘monotheism’ is 
equally misleading, says Brague.  
The designation comes from 
without, not from within the 
religions themselves.  The term, 
‘monotheism’ can be traced to 
the pen of Henry More, one of 
the Christian Platonists who used 
it in 1660.  Monotheism is not 
essentially religious.  This can 
be seen in the deism of certain 
Enlightenment thinkers, but the 
best examples may be sought 

Brague, Rémi, On the God of the 
Christians (and one or two others), 
trans. from the French Du Dieu des 

chretiens by paul Seaton. South 
Bend. IN: St. Augustine press, 

2013.  pp. xvii + 160.
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Face any  
Tribulation

ReMINdING JeSuS of our extreme destitution, I told him: ‘Give me 
what is in your hand, open your hand.’ He then opened his hand and 

I saw that it was pierced. The only true devotion is pity for Jesus, which is 
to say the compassion of Mary. one must pray. every thing else is useless 
and stupid. For he who prays much, there can be no despair nor bitter 
grief I am telling this to you, and I have the right to do so, and I speak with 
true authority! You must pray simply, naively, yet with a powerful will. The 
main thing is to pray for a long time, patiently, without yielding to disgust 
nor to fatigue, until emotion arises and you feel as if you had a fire brand 
in your heart. Then you may go in peace and face any tribulation.

— leon Bloy [1846 – 1917] quoted Simon leys, Other People’s Thoughts, Black Inc 
Melbourne, 2007 pp.89-90.

among the Greek philosophers 
who never heard of Judaism, not to 
mention Christianity, for example 
Xenophones of Colophon (6th-5th 
century BC), who spoke of ‘a sole 
god, the greatest among gods and 
men, who resembles mortals neither 
in appearance or in thought.’ 

Aristotle himself called the 
unchanging first mover of his 
natural philosophy by the name 
of ‘god.’ In an aside, Brague notes 
that Christianity recognizes the 
monotheism of Judaism ‘although 
Judaism finds it harder to return 
the favor.’ Maimonides, the 
12th-century Jewish philosopher 
reproached Christians for making 
God ‘the third of three.’

Addressing the question of how 
do we know God, Brague finds it 
necessary to reference the thought 
of Aristotle, C.S. Peirce, Pascal, 
Schleiermacher, and Locke, who 
each in his own day has reflected 
on the subject. Granted that God is 
one, how is unity to be conceived?  
Brague begins his discussion with 
a distinction between belief and 
faith.  Belief, he holds, is imperfect 
knowledge of what can be known. 
We can believe in something but 
we can also believe in someone. 
Belief in something is susceptible 
of degrees; to believe in someone 
is not, ‘In the case of God, faith 
bears simultaneously upon a 
content and the one who reveals 
it. In Christianity the content of 
Revelation is nothing other than the 
one who reveals himself.’ 

In a chapter entitled ‘The 
One God,’ Brague addresses the 
uniqueness and unity of God 
revealed as Triune. ‘The mystery 
of the Trinity exists only in God 
and has no real analogy within the 
types of unity found within the 
created world.’  Thus one must not 
conceive God on the model of the 
created world. ‘For the Christian 
the Trinity is the manner in which 
God is one; to say that ‘God is 
one’ is a way of saying that God is 
love.’  And Brague adds, ‘The way 
in which God is one is not without 
implications for the way in which 
we have to conduct ourselves.’ 

Brague finds it necessary 
in talking about the Trinity to 
distinguish between uniqueness 
and unity. ‘To be unique and to be 
one do not mean the same thing.  
To say that God is unique means 
there is but one God, and there is 
not a plurality of gods [as in pagan 
antiquity]. In contrast to say that 
God is one means to say that god 
is simple.’ Brague continues this 
with an extended discussion of the 
Incarnate Word as found in John of 
the Cross.

There follows the question of 
the definitiveness or closure of 
Revelation.  Brague answers in the 
spirit of John of the Cross: ‘God has 
spoken in such a definitive and total 
way that if God,  per impossibile, 
spoke again, this would be to repeat 
himself, to harp. . . . Everything 
may be given, but everything is not 
manifested.’ Then, too, if everything 
has been said, in the words of 
Hegel, if ‘God no longer has any 
secrets,’ a thousand things need to 
be done.

Reading Remi Brague is to 
find insight after insight, one 
gem following another. He, more 
or less, ends this volume with a 
short discourse on the meaning of 

life.  ‘A bit too often people speak 
of the meaning of life. Sometimes 
the phrase is used for apologetic 
purposes and therefore means 
“Faith gives meaning to life.” It 
would be impossible to live if life 
did not have meaning. Hence we 
need faith.’ There may be some 
truth to that, but, says Brague. 
‘Christianity does not propose to 
give meaning to life, as if life did 
not have meaning and there was 
need to seek for some outside of 
it.  Christianity rather proposes to 
unveil this meaning.’

In a final passage ‘on the 
withdrawal of the sacred,’ Brague 
observes sadly ‘The modern 
world can be characterized as the 
time of the silence of the gods or 
God.  The long process of several 
centuries during which the world 
‘modernized,’ no longer leaves 
room for divine words.’ It doesn’t 
take a philosopher to notice that 
withdrawal, but it may take a 
rejuvenated philosophy to reopen 
a place for the Divine Word within 
the academy.  Clearly, Rémi Brague 
in this and in other works has 
shown the value of philosophy to 
theology and, indeed, theology’s 
rightful place within centers of 
learning.

ProfEssor JudE douGHErty is Dean Emeritus of the 
Philosophy Faculty, Catholic University of America, 
Editor, The Review of Metaphysics, and General 
Editor, Series Studies in Philosophy and the History 
of Philosophy, Washington, D.C. He is a regular 
contributor to Annals.
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One hundered years ago a miracle occurred amidst the horror of trench warfare. Peace 
on earth, which even now seems evasive, came about in a corner of Europe, and it 

sprang from the fighting men rather than the generals or politicians, who opposed it.

ThE ChRISTMAS TRUCE, 1914
By Alan Gill

H E  T R U C E 
c o m m e n c e d  o n 
C h r i s t m a s  E v e , 
1914, and was first 
reported in the Ypres 
sector of the Belgian 
trenches occupied on 

the British side by county infantry 
regiments and units of the Brigade 
of Guards.

My late father, Percy Gill, was 
only 15, but had fooled a Guards 
recruiting sergeant because of his 
height. He participated in the truce. 
At least he said he did. As he would 
tell my sister and me annually 
over the breakfast table: ‘We were 
listening to Christmas carols on 
an old phonograph. One of our 
lot decided to “play one for Fritz” 
and put on a recording of Silent 
Night. The Germans replied with 
“O Tannenbaum” (Oh Christmas 
Tree). Then someone stuck a tin hat 
on a stick and raised it above the 
trenches. The Germans didn’t shoot 
so we came out into the open.’

Whether this was how the truce 
actually began is disputed. A map 
produced by London’s Imperial War 
Museum says dad’s unit was not 
even there. Received wisdom has it 
that the Germans, not the British, 
began the truce, which arose in 
different circumstances according to 
location.

A popular version has it that a 
small group of Germans, also in the 
Ypres sector, mounted the parapet of 
their trenches, and carrying lanterns, 
slowly began to walk unarmed, 
towards the British trenches.

It happened under a full 
moon and a starry sky, and must 

have been an astonishing sight. 
Two British officers, Captain Sir 
Edward Hulse and a Lieutenant 
Barry, both of the Scots Guards, 
went to meet the Germans. 
‘The men felt it right we should 
come over and wish you a merry 
Christmas,’ said one of the 
Germans in perfect English.

The Illustrated London News 
published a stylised picture of the 
event, calling it ‘The Light of Peace 
on Christmas Eve.’ It showed a 
German soldier standing at the 
British lines holding aloft a small 
Christmas tree. Just looking at it 
makes me cry.

Possibly no other event has 
such powerful imagery. According 
to English war historian and 
documentary film maker, the late 
Malcolm Brown: ‘What makes it so 

meaningful to many people is the 
sheer unlikeliness of it all. When 
people think of World War I they do 
so in terms of mud, blood, massive 
casualties and hatred.

‘Soldiers at the front were being 
instructed, mandated by the Press, 
by the general attitude of the nation 
to think that the enemy was the 
dastardly Hun. The Germans, also, 
were indoctrinated to think that the 
Belgians, the French and no doubt 
the Brits were pretty nasty too.

‘On Christmas Eve they met and 
had a jolly time together. Probably 
they thought, “They’re not bad 
guys, these people we’re supposed 
to hate”. They met without their 
weapons and realised just for a 
brief while the humanity of the 
other fellow. They discovered they 
were the same kind of people.

‘The tragedy of it is that, having 
seen what they did, and despite 
these insights, they had to go back 
to the killing game for the next four 
years.’

It is possible that the truce 
started simultaneously in several 
places. Certainly, it quickly spread 
to occupy a line several hundred 
kilometres wide. In one sector a 
stray bullet from the German lines 
was followed by a written note of 
apology. Several soccer matches 
were held. Dad’s team was beaten 
3-2 by the Germans.

Officers as well as other ranks 
fraternised openly, exchanging 
presents. Guards officers from 
upper class backgrounds found 
they knew some of their opposite 
numbers socially. A British soldier 
was astonished to meet the German 

chrIstMas and the angel of death

15-year-old Percy Gill
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barber who had cut his hair in 
London. He willingly repeated the 
process.

Plum puddings were exchanged 
for sausage and sauerkraut. Family 
photographs were admired. An 
English soldier looked at a picture 
of a German with two attractive 
females. ‘I’d like to marry your 
eldest daughter after the war,’ he 
said. The German was flattered. The 
‘eldest daughter’ was his wife.

The truce did not come entirely 
out of the blue. In some sectors a 
partial truce had existed almost 
since the beginning of the conflict. 
Brown tells the story of Andrew 
Todd, a telegraphist in the Royal 
Engineers, who gave the following 
account in a letter home:

‘Perhaps it will surprise you 
to learn that the soldiers in both 
lines of trenches have become very 
pally. The trenches are only 60 
yards apart at one place, and every 
morning about breakfast time one 
of the soldiers sticks a board in 
the air. As soon as this board goes 
up all firing ceases, and men from 
either side draw their water and 
rations. All through the breakfast 
hour, and so long as the board is 
up, silence reigns supreme...’.

In 1974, Malcolm Brown visited 
Australia to make a TV program 
(part of a series on world leaders) 
about Gough Whitlam. He met an 
expatriate Briton who said he had 
fought in France in 1914. ‘I said to 
him, “Did you hear anything about 
the Christmas Truce?” He looked at 
me as if I’d said a dirty word and 
replied, “Eyewash.”Well, of course, it 
wasn’t eyewash.’

This and other experiences 
aroused his professional interest. 
Brown collaborated with Shirley 
Seaton to write a book (and later 
a TV documentary) considered the 
last word on the Christmas Truce. 

For decades the general view 
— among those who admit that a 
truce existed at all — has been that 
it lasted a mere three days (from 
Christmas Eve to Boxing Day) and 
that fighting resumed following 
demands from the brass at GHQ, 
whose own lives were not at risk. 

Threats of court martial overruled 
pledges by individual soldiers that 
neither side would fire the first 
shot. 

My father recounted an 
extraordinary tale about how 
the ‘Angel of Death’1 visited the 
battlefield to bring the spirit of 
Christmas to an end. As he told 
it, two English soldiers, who were 
burying their dead, looked up 
in the Boxing Day mist to see an 
officer on horseback, well dressed 
but in unfamiliar uniform, who 
leered at them in a strange fashion 
and ordered them to recommence 
fighting.

When they refused, he put his 
hand on his sword and threatened 
to kill them. They decided to obey, 
and picked up their rifles. When 
they looked up a second later, the 
visitor appeared to have galloped 
off — though they heard no hoof-
beats.

(A variation of this is that a 
German general visited the front 
line and ordered a soldier to fire at 
a Briton, who was standing in the 
open. The man, a marksman, fired 
wide, hitting a rock. The Tommy 
then turned and waved his spade 
at the German. Whether this was 
acknowledgment of a warning or 
a mere friendly gesture will not be 
known. The general grabbed the 
rifle and shot him dead.)

In his book, Christmas Truth, 
first published in 1984, Brown 
accepted the three-day theory 
(he did not mention the ‘Angel of 

Death’ legend), but noted various 
exceptions, including a statement 
by one Major Archibald Buchanan-
Dunlop that in one section — held 
by the 1st Leicesters — the truce 
continued until middle or late 
January.

This and similar reports have 
in the past been treated with 
scepticism. Startling new evidence 
now suggests they were not only 
true but that in some sectors the 
truce went on for considerably 
longer.

According to Brown: ‘We have 
the good old Imperial War Museum 
to thank for this. As you would 
know, the museum is always on the 
lookout to collect material, and has 
a very energetic policy to encourage 
people to deposit letters and diaries 
and things like that. 

‘I had a call one day from 
from the museum’s Keeper of 
Documents, Roderick Suddaby, 
which was the spark.’ Says Brown: 
‘He rang me one day and said, 
“You’d better look at this material, 
I think you’ll be quite amazed.” So I 
did and I was.’

The material included a letter 
from one Captain F.E. Packe of 
the 1st Welsh Regiment. Packe 
had been wounded at the first 
battle for Ypres, in 1914, but 
made a good recovery. After 
convalescence in Britain he was sent 
to the Ploegsteert sector in Belgium 
(nicknamed ‘Plug Street’ by the 
Tommies), but apparently found 
things ‘quiet’.

The Devil’s Breath

You AlWAYS felt this poison-gas was so mean and treacherous. It 
wasn’t so much the harm it did to the body … as the harm it did to the 

mind.  … This harmless-looking, almost invisible, stuff would lie for days 
on end lurking in low places waiting for the unwary. It was the devil’s 
breath from the first velvety phut of the shell-burst to those corpse-like 
breaths that a man inhaled almost unawares. It lingered about out of 
control. When he fired it, man released an evil force that became free 
to bite friend or foe till such time as it died into the earth. Above all, it 
went against God-inspired conscience. In using it the user degraded 
himself, for war even more than peace should be inspired by moral law. 
The greater the power of the user the greater the need of restraint.

— lt.-Col. A. A. Hanbury-Sparrow, The Land-locked Lake, Arthur Barker, ltd, london, 1932, 
quoted: Anthology of Armageddon, eds. Bernard Newman and I.o.evans, dennis Archer,  

london 1935, p.273.
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The first Australian troops 
arrived in the European theatre 
of war in March and April, 
1915, having been withdrawn 
from Gallipoli in December. 
Theoretically, that could have put 
some of them among the 100-day 
‘trucers’. A spokesman for the 
Australian War Memorial said he 
knew of no such cases. He added 
that ‘unofficial truces were not 
unknown, usually to allow burial 
of the dead, as occurred between 
Australians and the Turks at 
Gallipoli.

‘This subject comes up from time 
to time in literature on the medical 
side. The prime purpose in war as 
far as casualties are concerned is to 
get them out of the road because 
they slow down the progress of 
battle.’

Malcolm Brown said there were 
cases other than burying the dead 
or evacuating the wounded when 
‘decent people’ chose not to fire on 
each other.

I told him a story about my 
father, who went into a wooded 
area to relieve himself, and while 
squatting was surprised by a 
mounted officer of the Ulans (the 
Kaiser’s personal guard) looking 
down on him. Did the German 
draw his pistol or sword? As my 
father told it: ‘I did not wait to 
find out. But I think he acted as a 
gentleman.’

The tale excited Brown, who 
commented: ‘A splendid story. 
Breakfast truces, as I have said, 
were a natural thing in the war 
and the same thing applies to a 
visit to the latrines. The common 
humanity does come out – let them 
have their bacon and a cup of tea, 
do their business, then we’ll get on 
with the war.’

alan Gill was for 23 years the religious affairs 
writer for the Sydney Morning Herald. In the 1990s 
he spent considerable time researching the import 
of British child migrants, resulting in the well 
received book ‘Orphans of the Empire’. In 1995 he 
was made a Member of the Order of Australia for 
sevices to the media.

1. Not to be confused with the story of the Angel of 
Mons, which will be raised in a later issue.

The letters from Ingram, Castle, 
Buchanan-Dunlop, Packe and 
others led Brown to claim ‘with 
reasonable certainty’ that ‘the 
Christmas truce lasted in places 
almost to Easter, but not beyond.’

All this caused Brown to 
conclude: ‘There is little doubt 
that by Easter [his italics] it was 
over and done with, consigned to 
history, a thing of the past. The 
long truce was finally broken, after 
a little over a hundred days.’

There are other stories, many 
sad, some happy, to emerge from 
the truce. Several prominent 
‘trucers’ died within hours of 
hostilities being resumed — shot by 
men with whom a few hours earlier 
they had been singing carols.

Captain Sir Edward Hulse, 
featured in the famed Illustrated 
London News picture, was shot and 
killed while coming to the aid of 
his commanding officer, who had 
been wounded. He is buried in a 
French military cemetery. There is 
a tablet to his memory in Salisbury 
Cathedral. He was 25.

One of the more poignant 
stories concerns a young officer, 
2nd Lieutenant Wilbert Spencer, 
whose father was English and 
whose mother was German, 
connected with the von Richthofen 
family. ‘She had three sons in the 
British Army and three cousins in 
the German Army and the fear in 
her mind was that there would 
be a charge in which they would 
meet.’

They did meet during the 
Christmas Truce. Spencer wrote 
home to his mother about it. He 
was killed by shellfire on March 10 
– just two weeks short of his 18th 
birthday. The two branches of the 
family are still close-knit and have 
received with gratitude an updated 
copy of Brown’s book.

A POSTSCRIPT
The question is often asked: 

Did Australians participate in the 
Christmas Truce? If the truce lasted 
three days, as previously thought, 
the answer must be ‘No.’ If it lasted 
up 100 days, as now suggested, the 
answer is ‘Possibly’.

Whether he approved or 
disapproved of this situation is 
unclear. On March 19, 1915, he 
wrote to his family: ‘On Sunday 
[March 14] we moved up to the 
trenches. The regiment we relieved 
had been there for a month... It 
was one of those places where they 
fraternised with the Germans at 
Christmas and a certain amount of 
the truce has gone on apparently. 
Anyhow there was very little firing 
by day and it was never really 
heavy by night. I only had one 
man hit in two nights, not badly, 
and he was the only casualty in the 
regiment.’

The letter closely followed 
another gem — unearthed by 
Suddaby — in the form of a diary 
kept by Sergeant E.W. Castle, a 
clerk and confidential shorthand 
writer on the staff of the GOC II 
Corps, General Sir Horace Smith-
Dorrien.

On February 6, Castle noted in 
his diary: ‘It appears our men and 
the Germans near Armentieres 
have been chumming up again, 
and do not fire on each other. This 
has come to the notice of Sir John 
French, and they are all wild that 
this goes on notwithstanding all the 
orders we give on the subject. Any 
kind of fraternising with the enemy 
is forbidden. We are to be at War.’ 
(The last sentence in his diary is 
underlined.)

On Easter Day (April 3) Castle 
referred to the subject again. ‘They 
[the Germans] evidently want 
another Christmas gathering.’ He 
did not elaborate.

A young officer, John Buchanan-
Dunlop, in civilian life a teacher in a 
Catholic boarding school, prepared 
a ‘concert’ of popular songs and 
sacred music, to which the Germans 
presumably would be invited. For 
this he received a severe reprimand 
from a senior officer. Another man 
complained that when his Royal 
Welsh Fusiliers, who had been 
merrily trucing with the Germans, 
went back to Armentieres they were 
spat upon by French women who 
told them they were no good, in 
fact ‘beaucoup’ bad.
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book revIew

Wilding has created a panoramic mosaic of 19th century Australia as reflected 
in the lives of an immigrant trio who lived as Bohemians, and paid the price.

DIGGING NEW GoLD  
FRoM oLD WoRKINGS

By James Murray

ACH OF Michael 
Wilding’s subjects 
w o u l d  h a v e 
provided enough 
ma te r i a l  f o r  a 
biography.  Indeed, 
individually they 

are already literary industries, not, 
perhaps on the scale of the Rupert 
Murdoch global industry or even 
the local Gough Whitlam and Bob 
Hawke cottage industries. 

Nonetheless, by linking his 
subjects together for their relatively 
brief 14-months as members 
of the Yorick/Savage club, 
Melbourne, Wilding has created a 
panoramic mosaic of 19th century 
Australia as reflected in the lives 
of an immigrant trio who lived as 
Bohemians, and paid the price.

They were not, however, cut off 
from mainstream life as Wilding’s 
documented research makes clear. 

Everyone knows of the poet 
Gordon’s feats as a horseman 
including his leap close to the 
Mount Gambier’s Blue Lake in 
South Australia.  Few know of 
his friendship with Father Julian 
Tenison-Woods, co-founder with 
Mary MacKillop, of the great Sisters 
of St Joseph teaching order and 
Australia’s first declared saint. 

Wilding adds to his Tenison-
Woods cameo the information 
that he worked at The Advertiser, 
Adelaide, surely a cue for present 
and ex-incumbents such as Piers 
Akerman to have a Tenison-Woods 
day.  

Knowing the value of the period 
flavour innate to quotation, and 

imbuing his own narrative with a 
skilled pasticheur’s apt orotundity, 
Wilding lets his subjects speak 
for themselves or through their 
contemporaries. 

He has the South Australian 
pastoralist Edward Stockdale 
recount:  

‘I was present on the now 
historic night when the Rev. J. 
Tenison-Woods came to Old Lake 

Hawdon station and sat talking with 
Gordon till past midnight.  They 
talked of their favourite authors – 
of home associations and schoolboy 
days – Gordon regretting that 
he had not gone into the army, 
where he would have bid an aim 
in life congenial to his inclination. 
Tenison -Woods said it was at one 
of the English universities that the 
whole tenor of his life was changed 
through coming in touch with the 
famous Newman.  Prior to this I 
understood him to say he belonged 
to the English Church.

‘They also talked of the antiquity 
of man and either soon after or just 
before, Tenison- Woods delivered 
a lecture at Robe on the same 
subject.  Gordon that night said 
“Look here, Father, what does it 
matter.  Old or young it all comes 
to eat, drink and be merry for 
tomorrow you die.”

‘Gordon and Woods were both 
at times light hearted and gay 
with occasional relapses into grave 
moods, as though their thoughts 
were far away.  They left the 
impression upon me that in each 
life the past held a shadow.’

It may also be surmised that 
the encounter presaged Gordon’s 
suicide, premature like all suicides 
in that breakthrough news came 
just after he died and that his way 
of death did not match his most 
quoted lines:

‘Life is mostly froth and bubble,
‘Two things stand like stone,
‘Kindness in another’s trouble,
‘Courage in your own.’
Wilding notes that Queen 

Wild Bleak Bohemia: Marcus 
Clarke, Adam Lindsay Gordon and 

Henry Kendall: a Documentary  
by Michael Wilding, Australian 

Scholarly publishing, pb $39.95.
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Elizabeth II quoted the poem in 
her Christmas message in 1992, 
her ‘annus horribilis,’ and that the 
London Daily Mail, 2 September 
1997, reported that Princess Diana 
quoted the lines at a breast cancer 
fundraising event in Washington 
DC; according to Martin Amis in 
Experience she used to claim that 
the poem was her favourite. 

Marcus Clarke’s work, For the 
Term of His Natural Life, can be 
seen as the prototype of The 
Great Australian Novel ahead of 
Helen Handel Richardson’s, The 
Fortunes of Richard Mahony which 
writers from Christina Stead to 
Peter Carey, from Shirley Hazzard 
to Tom Keneally 
have sought to 
emulate, the latter 
h a n d i c a p p i n g 
himself by 
eschewing fiction 
for history and thus 
going up against 
the mighty Peter 
Fitzsimons who is 
to history what the 
late Bryce Courtney 
was to fiction.   

Wilding, in 
one anecdote, 
shows what a cool 
character Clarke 
could be by quoting 
an exchange between him and 
the manager of a bank where he 
worked:

“Clarke: ‘I have come to ask, 
sir, whether you received my 
application for a few weeks’ leave of 
absence.

“The Manager: ‘I have, Mr Clarke.
“Clarke: ‘Will you grant it to me, 

sir?’
“The Manager: ‘Certainly, Mr 

Clarke, and a longer leave, if you 
desire it.

“Clarke: ‘I feel very much 
obliged, sir. How long may I extend 
it to, sir?

 “The Manager: ‘Indefinitely Mr 
Clarke, if you do not object”.’

Subsequently Clarke got more 
congenial work as a journalist on 
The Argus about which he wrote 
to his schoolmate in England 

Cyril Hopkins, elder brother of 
another schoolmate Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, later to become the 
celebrated Jesuit poet.

Wilding is similarly offbeat in 
his illumination of Henry Kendall’s 
period as a public servant after a 
plea to five-times NSW Premier 
Henry Parkes, Father of Federation, 
commonly known as Toby Tosspot, 
less known as a poet who had yet 
another poet, Henry Halloran, in his 
office. 

Again Wilding is incisive: “In 
April 1866 Kendall borrowed £25 
from Parkes; in October, unable to 
pay back the final £5, he borrowed 
a further fiver.  On 19 December 

1866, The Sydney Morning Herald 
announced in the Government 
Gazette: ‘Mr Henry Kendall to be 
a clerk in the Colonial Secretary’s 
department.

“The position, worth £250 per 
annum, was obtained through 
Parkes’ patronage.  Ten years 
later in ‘Government Clerks in 
Gotham’, The Freeman’s Journal, 
5 January 1878, Kendall recalled 
somewhat ungratefully how Parkes, 
‘transferred me, with my coppers 
and pawn ticket, to his office – the 
swell department of the service.  
At this distance of time I am not 
uproariously grateful to the Hon. 
Henrico.  When I took up my 
position at his damned desk I was a 
youth with Apollonian locks.  When 
I left it I was fit for the Liverpool 
Asylum.’

 ‘The Sydney Punch found the 
possibilities presented by the three 
literary Henrys in governmental 
office irresistible, and published a 
succession of amusing speculations 
on their activities. 26 January 1867 
it offered a play in heroic couplets, 
‘An Hour in the Colonial Secretary’s 
Office’:

‘Parkes – Poetic pair, I’m charmed, 
but ah! The clerks returning

‘Warn me it’s time that you your 
screw were earning.

‘That Jones, my Halloran’s been 
drunk six times –

‘Just write and say he’s sacked, in 
double rhymes.

‘Your task, my Kendall, be’t this 
afternoon

‘To write six different 
sonnets to the moon.
‘For me, your strains 
have roused the latent 
Muse;
‘I feel her power, and 
think I’ll take a snooze.’   

Such notice and 
Kendall’s response 
to it led to his 
meeting the likes 
of Joseph Sheridan 
Moore, educated at 
Stonyhurst, who was 
a Benedictine monk 
and headmaster of 
Lyndhurst College 
in Glebe, leaving the 
order in 1856 and 

marrying in 1857.
Wilding writes: ‘He introduced 

Kendall to the literary circle of the 
lawyer and bibliophile and former 
friend of Thomas De Quincey, Nicol 
Drysdale Stenhouse, who lived in 
Balmain; it included the poet and 
politician Daniel Deniehy who had 
been articled to Stenhouse, the poet 
and barrister James Michael, and 
Dr John Woolley, who had been 
appointed the first principal of the 
University of Sydney in preference 
to the poet Arthur Hugh Clough.’

At that time there was no Public 
Library in Sydney.  Woolley enabled 
Kendall to use the University 
of Sydney Library – to which 
Stenhouse donated his personal 
library of 4000 volumes – and also 
offered him the chance to take an 
Arts course at the university for 

Bronze Statue of Adam Lindsay Gordon in Melbourne – the 
work of noted English-born sculptor Paul Montford, 1868-1938.
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of English, University of Sydney) 
should be on its schedules. 

Above all Michael Wilding is 
another of those writers covered 
by his fellow Oxfordian, Hilaire 
Belloc’s jokey self–epitaph, ‘His 
sins were scarlet but his books 
were read.’

JamEs murray is a Glasgow-born Catholic. A 
Sydney-based writer his career includes ten years in 
Fleet Street, and contributions to Australia’s major 
publications.  He writes Annals  film reviews, and is 
the author of our ever-popular Media Matters.

gold.  He should be on university 
reading lists and on the diplomatic 
gift list for foreigners, a precedent 
set by former Foreign Minister 
Alexander Downer who presented 
works on one of the world’s 
greatest citizen-soldiers, John 
Monash. 

Worth noting that the University 
of Sydney Press, once moribund 
is now in revival. Wilding (former 
editor of the Oxford University 
journal Isis and Emeritus Professor 

free, but Kendall declined on the 
grounds he had to earn a living.  

Among other still resonant 
names that feature in the narrative 
are William Bede Dalley and 
Doctor James Murray who 
was involved in a murderous 
blackbirding venture (not a known 
ancestor of your reviewer).      

The Parkes hiring of Kendall 
can be said to have anticipated 
all those politicians who hire 
scribblers as speechwriters and 
wits-in-waiting, not least Graham 
Freudenberg, (Arthur Calwell and 
Gough Whitlam), Bob Ellis (Bob 
Carr and Bill Shorten) and Don 
Watson (Paul Keating).

All the quotations set in 
Wilding’s narrative have 
empathy – result of his having 
traversed modern Bohemia as an 
academic, writer, publisher and 
encourager of writers (including 
your reviewer) and from his 
mastery of dialogue, a mastery 
he demonstrates in his fiction, 
particularly Academia Nuts and 
Superfluous Men, parts of a 
projected trilogy which could put 
him high in the company of others 
such as Kingsley Amis, Malcolm 
Bradbury and Mary McCarthy who 
have drawn from the not always 
sweet-water wells of Academe.

His work also inspires; implicit 
in it is a rebuttal of the notion that 
Australia was forged as a nation in 
the crucible of war, specifically the 
Great War of 1914-18, currently 
being commemorated.  

From Wilding’s work, it is 
arguable that artists of all kinds 
create a sense of nationhood, 
soldiers defend and strengthen 
that sense, including soldiers who 
were themselves writers whose 
work was ignored, preference 
being given to the hyperbolic 
despatches of such mythmakers 
as the Englishman Ellis Ashmead 
Bartlett.

What Wilding has done is create 
a magic pudding different from 
Norman Lindsay’s inexhaustible 
effort.  

Slice Wilding’s pudding 
anywhere and you strike a vein of 
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In St Peter’s basilica in Rome, reacting against the miserly offerings made to the 
Apostle, [Francis of Assisi]  threw his bag of silver coins onto the saint’s tomb. 

He was on his way to dedicate himself to Christ and the poor.

ThE FIRST FRANCIS AND RoME
By Desmond O’Grady

B O U T  2 5 , 0 0 0 
visitors have been 
coming annua l ly 
to St Francis’s cell,’ 
said Father Stefan 
Tamburo of the San 
Francesco a Ripa 

church and monastery in Rome, 
‘but the numbers are increasing 
because the Pope chose the name 
Francis. After the cell is restored we 
expect over 50,000 yearly.’

Francis emerged when those 
advocating a return to the Gospels 
often ended up, as did Peter 
Waldo who founded the Waldesian 
movement, opposed to Rome 
and all it signified. In contrast, 
Francis was attached to the papacy, 
obedient and respectful. Perhaps 
he did not aim to reform the 
Church but simply to live the 
Gospel wholeheartedly. And he was 
fortunate in the popes and cardinals 
he dealt with. His cell is a proof of 
the link between the poor man of 
Assisi and the papacy.

‘A visit here can help people 
see with the eyes of Francis,’ said 
Tamburo, ‘and understand his 
radical commitment to the poor.’

The nine friars at the monastery 
continue this commitment: they live 
with fifteen young immigrants from 
Africa and the Middle East who are 
at various stages of adaptation to 
their new country.

When Francis stayed here it was 
partly a hospital for pilgrims and he 
spent time with them.

His stone cell on the first floor is 
6 metres long and 3 metres wide. It 
still has the block of stone he used 
as a pillow in memory of mountains 

splitting when Jesus died on the 
cross. It is presumed that Francis’s 
bed was of straw.

Between 1209 and 1223 it is 
believed that Francis stayed at 
the monastery six times—there is 
documentation for four visits to 
Rome and stories about another 
two. 

He first came to Rome early in 
the century. He was the pleasure-
loving son of a rich Perugian 
merchant but, after being taken 
prisoner when fighting against 
the forces of Assisi, he began to 
reconsider his life. In St Peter’s 
basilica in Rome, reacting against 
the miserly offerings made to the 
Apostle, he threw his bag of silver 
coins onto the saint’s tomb. He was 
on his way to dedicate himself to 
Christ and the poor. 

He met Jacopa Frangipani dei 
Settesoli, who had married one of 
the richest nobles of the capital. She 
found accommodation for Francis 
at what was then a Benedictine 
monastery/hospital but now is 
San Francesco a Ripa. She is said 
to have inspired him to found 
the Franciscan Third Order of lay 
people and is buried opposite him 
in Assisi.

In 1209 he returned to Rome to 
seek papal approval for his group 
of friars. Pope Innocent III gave his 
approval but they did not yet have a 
Rule to regulate their lives.

Three years later Francis came 
again to tell the pope of the 
increase in his followers and even 
that young Chiara of Assisi wanted 
to adopt the same style of life.

It is thought that he returned 
once more in 1215. The fourth 
Lateran Council held that year 
approved the mendicant orders 
who preached to the new urban 
populations otherwise prey to 
heretical movements. 

The Friars Minor obtained 
approval, as did the Dominicans. 
Francis met Dominic de Guzman, 
the Dominicans’ founder, possibly at 
the Santa Sabina monastery which 
stands on the Aventine hill looking 
down to San Francesco a Ripa on 
the other side of the Tiber in the 
Trastevere district.

Two years later he was back in 
Rome to report on developments 
in the Order. Subsequently he went 
to the Middle East, where a crusade 
was underway. He had the courage 
to talk directly to the Sultan in 
Damietta, Egypt.

catholIc lIfe

Rome is 
where it 

was

THe pAST never returns 
; the course of events, 

old in its texture, is ever new 
in its colouring and fashion. 
england and Ireland are not 
what they once were, but 
Rome is where it was, and 
St. peter is the same : his 
zeal, his charity, his mission, 
his gifts are all the same. 

— Blessed John Henry Cardinal 
Newman, ‘discourse I,’ The Idea of a 

University, Gateway editions, Regnery 
publishing, 1999, p.17
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In 1223 he probably returned 
when Pope Honorius approved the 
Rule for the Franciscans. 

On these trips his followers 
and companions also stayed at the 
monastery-hospital. In 1229 Gregory 
IX, who before his election had 
been the cardinal-protector of the 
Franciscans, decided to hand the 
monastery and church over to the 
Order which still runs it. 

Francis had died three years 
earlier, but even his brother who, 
like their father, had been critical 
of Francis’s radical lifestyle, now 
acknowledged his spiritual stature.

Francis’s cell was blackened 
by centuries of candles and oil 
lamps burning during Masses 
celebrated at an altar backed by a 
wooden structure which occupies 
the end wall. Installed there is a 
portrait of Francis painted shortly 
after his death. It is probably an 
idealised portrait of short and slight 
Francis. There are also the relics 
of Franciscan martyrs. It is a fine 
baroque tribute to Francis but out 
of character with the rest of the cell.

An effort has been made this 
year to restore the original cell 
as far as possible. The Franciscans 
chose a 2014 method of begging 
to raise the $US 130,000 necessary: 
online crowd-funding through the 
US Kickstarter within a month. 
Although it seemed improbable to 
meet the deadline, they gathered 
the money from 1,117 subscribers, 
mainly in the US. 

While the work of restoration is 
underway, a replica of the cell can 
be visited. The aim is to finish the 
work by October 4, when the first 
Pope to take his name from the saint 
has been invited to the opening 
ceremony.  No doubt humble 
Francis of Assisi has been surprised 
that a pope chose to use his name. 

The church attached to the 
monastery was replaced by the current 
church in the 17th century. It has the 
last statue by Bernini and the tomb 
of Giorgio de Chirico, a major 
Italian  painter who died in 1978.

dEsmond o’Grady is a Rome-based Australian free-
lance writer.
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<– Follow the Magi

Follow the Magi –> 

ThE SEvEN  
GREAT ‘o’ ANTIPhoNS

CHRISTMAS was a feast much beloved of 
our Catholic forebears. It heralds salvation 
for mankind, and gives meaning finally to 
tenderness as well as suffering. Among many 

pre-reformation Catholic writers, Wulfstan the 
anglo-saxon Benedictine monk who was Archbishop 
of York and died in 1023 A.D. expresses the wonder 
of Christmas, and the Incarnation: ‘Christ made 
himself wonderfully humble ... when he was a child 
they fed him just as other children are fed. He lay 
wrapped, in a cradle, just as other children do, and 
they carried him until he could walk . . .’. The Great 
‘O’s are offered to Annals readers in the hope that 
their sentiments and music will bring Christmas 
truly into our hearts this 2013th anniversary of 
Christ’s birth. Wulfstan sang them, as did St. 
Thomas a Beckett and St. Thomas More. They are 
part of our heritage as Catholics.

What they are
For the seven days before the vigil of Christmas 

[December 17 to 23] all priests say [and monks and 
nuns sing] special antiphons before and after the 
Magnificat during the evening office of vespers. 
Each antiphon begins with ‘0’, and contains prayers 
and sentiments drawn from the Old and New 
Testaments referring to the hope for the coming of 
the Messiah.

Their origin
Originally of course they were in Latin, and four 

of the prayers [0 Sapientia - 0 Wisdom; 0 Radix 
Jesse - O Root of Jesse; 0 Emmanuel, and 0 Clavis 
David - 0 David’s Key] are found prefigured in a 
work by Pope Damasus [366-384 A.D.]. We find St. 
Ambrose of Milan [339-397 A.D.] also referring to 
Jesus as David’s Key in his Concerning the Institution 
of Virginity. The same phrase was used in the ancient 
Roman Pontifical or Mass Book, during the Mass 
for the consecration of a King. The Antiphons were 
always seven in number, and are first found in their 
present form in the 8th century A.D. although some 
scholars attribute them to the 7th century. 

Artwork: the late incomparable Hal English, RIP.  
Transcription of Gregorian Chant: John Colborne-Veel  
Text and English translation of Antiphons: Paul Stenhouse

December 17 
O Wisdom

December 18 
O Adonai
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How they were sung
The music, despite the modern notation, is the 

ancient Church chant called ‘Gregorian’ after Pope 
St Gregory the Great [590-604 A.D.]. During the 
singing of Vespers in the evening Office of the seven 
days preceding the Vigil Mass of Christmas, the 
singing of the Great ‘O’s, as they were called, was 
reserved to various dignitaries in Monasteries and 
Cathedral Chapters. Thus, the first [0 Sapientia - 0 
Wisdom] would be sung by the Abbot or Bishop, the 
second [0 Adonai - 0 Lord] by the Prior; the third [ 
0 Radix Jesse - 0 Root of Jesse] by the Doorkeeper, 
the fifth by the Cellarer and so on until the last 
evening. The monastery church or cathedral would 
have been packed for the Vespers and the Singing of 
the Great ‘O’s. The atmosphere of expectancy proper 
to Advent was heightened by the singing and colour 
that accompanied the traditional Latin Vespers, and 
is still to be found in monasteries where the Divine 
Office is sung.

At the conclusion*
Each of the Antiphons concludes thus: ‘You who 

live and reign with God the Father in the unity of 
the Holy Spirit, forever and ever. Amen.’ This is sung 
in a monotone using the note F for all the syllables 
until the words ‘ forever and ever’ for which the 
notes have been provided below. In the music, at 
the end of each ‘0’ antiphon, the final note with, an 
asterisk, is F. In singing the chant, it is important for 
the music to flow with the words and for that reason 
there are no bar lines.

Christmas banned!
Christmas was not a holiday in Communist 

countries, and Christmas is not celebrated in 
Muslim countries. The fairly general observance 
of this Catholic Feast in the West is all the more 
remarkable when we recall that in Britain in the 
1600s it was banned! It was declared a fast day by 
Act of Parliament to stop the people from celebrating 
it; even eating plum puddings was forbidden! After 
the Restoration ‘Yuletide’ was called ‘Foolstide’ and 
in the early days of the United States the Feast was 
forbidden by law. Modern paganism seems intent, 
today, on reducing the Religious Feast to a time of 
merrymaking and holidays, without much reference 
to the birthday of Jesus Christ.

December 19 
O Root of Jesse

December 20 
O David’s Key

Secret message of the Great ‘O’s
The singing of the 0 Antiphons was eagerly 

awaited each Christmas from early mediaeval times 
right up to the present century, when the liturgy was 
still exclusively in Latin. When the final antiphon 
has been sung on the Christmas Vigil, the initials of 
each prayer, in inverse order, form an acrostic. Thus 
(reading backwards): 0 Emmanuel, 0 Rex Gentium, 
0 Oriens, 0 Clavis David, 0 Radix Jesse, 0 Adonai,  
0 Sapientia form the words, in Latin, ERO CRAS - “I 
shall come tomorrow”. This acrostic was interpreted 
by the faithful down through the Middle Ages as 
our Lord’s response to the prayers that were offered 
during the preceding seven days.
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December 21 
O Morning Star

December 22 
O King of Nations

December 23 
O Emmanuel

The Nativity  
Of Christ

BEHOLD the father is 
 his daughter’s son,
The bird that built the nest 
 is hatched therein, 

The old of years 
 an hour hath not outrun, 
Eternal life
 to live doth now begin,
The Word is dumb, 
 the mirth of heaven doth weep, 
Might feeble is, 
 and force doth faintly creep.
O dying souls, 
 behold your living spring;
O dazzled eyes, 
 behold your sun of grace;
Dull ears, attend what word 
 this Word doth bring; 
Up heavy hearts, 
 with joy your joy embrace.
From death, from dark, 
 from deafness, from despairs, 
This life, this light, 
 this Word, this joy repairs.
Gift better than himself 
 God doth not know;
Gift better than his God 
 no man can see. 
This gift doth here 
 the giver given bestow; 
Gift to this gift 
 let each receiver be. 
God is my gift, 
 himself he freely gave me;
God’s gift am I, 
 and none but God shall have me.
Man altered was by sin 
 from man to beast;
Beast’s food is hay, 
 hay is all mortal flesh. 
Now God is flesh 
 and lies in manger pressed 
As hay, 
 the brutest sinner to refresh. 
O happy field 
 wherein this fodder grew, 
Whose taste doth us 
 from beasts to men renew.
– Saint Robert Southwell (1561-1595). A native of 
Norfolk, Robert was educated by the Jesuits at Douai 
and Paris and entered the Jesuits in 1580. After working 
as a priest in England for 8 years, he was betrayed by 
Anne Bellamy, daughter of Richard Bellamy of Harrow. 
He was hanged, drawn and quartered as a traitor in 
1595. He was canonized in 1929.
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Follow the Magi –> 

ANNALS Australasia offers the Great ‘O’s in an English form, and with 
musical notation more easily sung by modern-day Catholics, in the 
hope that families or parish groups or school choirs may be able to join 

in the choral Preparation for Christmas in the traditional Catholic manner: A 
suggested format for the preparation, drawn from the Roman Breviary, is as 
follows:

Family/Parish/Group 
Preparation For Christmas

All: In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

Leader: 0 God, come to our aid.

All: 0 Lord, make haste to help us. 
Glory by to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit. 
As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be. Amen.

Reading: (From St Paul’s letter to Philemon) Rejoice in the Lord always; 
again I will say, rejoice. let all men know your forebearance. The Lord is at 
hand.

Leader: Let your face shine on us and we shall be safe. 
Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit.

All: Come to us and save us, Lord God Almighty. 

Antiphon (depending on the day) 

Magnificat: recited by all.

Intercessions:
Leader: The Son of God is coming with great power;  
All mankind shall see his face and be reborn. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: You will bring us wisdom, fresh understanding and new Vision. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: You will bring us good news and power which will transform our lives. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: You will bring us Truth, showing us the way to your Father. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: Born of a woman, you will open in our flesh the way to eternal life and joy. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: Our Father, etc.

Prayer: Father, by your will your Son took upon himself that human nature 
which you fashioned and redeemed. Grant that the Word who took flesh in 
the womb of the ever-Virgin Mary and became a man like us, may share with 
us his Godhead. We make our prayer through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

Magnificat
Song of Blessed Mary 

the Virgin

MY soul proclaims
the greatness of the Lord,
my spirit rejoices in God

my Saviour;
for he has looked with favour
on his lowly servant,
and from this day on
all generations will call me 
blessed.

The Almighty as done
great things for me;
holy is his Name.
He has mercy on those
who fear  him
in every generation.

He has shown
the strength of his arm,
he has scattered the proud
in their conceit.
He has cast down the mighty
from their thrones,
and has lifted up the lowly.
He has filled the hungry
with good things,
and has sent
the rich away empty.

He has come to the aid
of his servant Israel
for he has remembered
his promise of mercy,
the promise he made
to our fathers,
to Abraham and his children
for ever.
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Seeing through the distortions — psychological and historical of the New-Age Jesus

BENEDICT ThE MYTh BUSTER
By Wanda Skowronska

N E  O F  P o p e 
Emeritus Benedict 
XVI’s lasting legacies 
will no doubt be 
his most effective 
mythbusting of false 
depictions of Christ. 

As cardinal and pope Ratzinger/ 
Benedict (henceforth Benedict) 
took on debunking deceptive 
Christologies with a determined 
zeal. 

He focused much of his attention 
on theo-ideological mythbusting, in 
a post-modern, post-Christian, post 
metaphysical context — especially 
in Jesus of Nazareth (2007),The Yes 
of Jesus Christ (2003), God is Near 
us (2001) and God and the World 
(2000). Benedict astutely picked 
up on the western distortions of 
Christ – as had Romano Guardini, 
whose Christological (and other) 
works deeply influenced Benedict, 
(along with those of Karl Adam, 
Franz Michael, and Hans Urs von 
Balthazar). 

Benedict and Guardini 
highlighted Christological 
distortions and emasculations of 
Christ as burgeoning twentieth 
century problems –pinpointing the 
types of distortions — psychological 
and historical — which presented 
Jesus as an all too human teacher, 
leader and political revolutionary. 

Over 70 years ago Guardini said:
‘How little justice was done 

to the figure of Christ by the 
historical and psychological 
method of the liberal school of 
theologians!. The nature of Christ 
cannot be deduced from a study 
of the psychology of the religious 
man in general and the Christian 
in particular. The Christian can 
exist only in terms of a Christ 

who eludes psychological 
analysis.’1

A peculiar outgrowth of these 
peculiar distortions was the 
depiction of a ‘new age’ Christ 
which Benedict understood as an 
easy and therapeutic reflection of 
the age. He saw that the growth 
of new age ‘spiritualism’ in 
Gnostic and eco-fundamentalist 
forms during the past century 
had produced yet another 
counterfeit Christology – following 
the ‘historical’ Christ and the 
‘revolutionary’ Christ — in which 
Christ here is seen as a yogi, an 
ascended master, one attaining to 
higher gnosis, but definitely not 
the Son of God. A popular example 
can be found in high profile guru 
Deepak Chopra’s book, The Third 
Jesus: The Christ We Cannot Ignore 
(2008) in which the author says:

‘What made Jesus the Son 
of God was the fact that he had 
achieved God-consciousness.’ 2

We too can attain this state 
if we progress in the right way 
according to Chopra. This 
notion of Jesus’ progression in 
knowledge denies his uniqueness 
as the God-Man and has also 
infiltrated Christian thought. In 
Truth and Tolerance (2004) when 
describing the ‘Copernican turning 
point’ experienced by J. Hicks, a 
Presbyterian minister who went 
to India to see Jesus in terms of 
Eastern religions, Benedict states: 

‘ …that identification of Jesus 
with reality itself, with the living 
God was now rejected as a relapse 
into myth: Jesus was consciously 
relativized, reduced to one 
religious genius among others.’ 3

The new age Jesus is allowed 
to think He is God as long as his 

thoughts have nothing to do with 
objective reality. Jesus does what 
all new age avatars do, in rising 
in enlightenment, and eventually 
even overcoming subjective 
consciousness and merging with 
the ‘cosmic dance’. Benedict sees 
this as a resurgence of Gnosticism, 
beneath whose purported veneer of 
‘tolerance’, lies a deep intolerance 
to the reality of Christ’s revelation, 
in fact a ‘relativist elimination of 
Christology’.4 It is an elimination of 
any capacity to know reality itself. 

Benedict points out that this 
Eastern/Western melange of Hicks 
and his followers is a convergence 
of the ‘postmetaphysical philosophy 
of Europe’ with the ‘negative 
theology of Asia’ into which the 
Divinity can never enter into the 
world of appearances. This goes 
further than Kant’s unknowable 
‘noumenon’ for, as Benedict says,all 
reality ‘remains beyond all words’ 
and beyond all comprehension in 
absolute transcendence.5 

Reality and contradictions, 
whether Hegelian or otherwise, 
do not really matter. What matters 
is to be tolerant of all religions, in 
a feeling based false ecumenism, 
to avoid fundamentalism- i.e. any 
claims of objective reality. Any 
statement claiming to be ‘true’ is 
necessarily fundamentalist. 

As James Schall says:
‘Fundamentalism is, conse-

quently, taken to mean, from 
a relativist philosophy, the 
affirmation that there is a 
revelation of God in history 
through Christ, that is…
orthodoxy.’6

This denial of reality, of any 
revelation from God, Benedict says, 
denies Christianity as the religion of 

catholIc lIfe and new age
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the ‘Logos’, the religion according 
to true reason, distinguishing the 
latter from its merely positivist 
forms. Revelation and faith assist 
true reason’s understanding of 
transcendence, the metaphysical 
and the infinite. It heals distortions 
of reason, bringing it ‘to itself again’ 
and conversely,’ faith without reason 
cannot be human.’7 

If reality is unknowable, if truth 
forever eludes us, one wonders 
what missionaries’ converts to 
Christianity were doing when 
they freely staked their lives on 
the truth and often lost their lives 
in doing so. In the anti-rationalist, 
fluid mysticism of our age, the 
evasion of reality is the ultimate 
evasion of God and of ourselves 
– an understandable reaction in a 
‘killing field’ world. It is a statement 
of despair at our human capacity 
to know we exist, that there is a 
God who can communicate with 
us and that there is a meaning to 
our existence. This evasion is not a 
static state but rather a sinister one. 

For to deny our capacity to know 
even the simplest truths is to invite 
in new controllers of our fates:

‘The entire life of a society, 
political as well as personal 
decisions, can in this way rest on 
a dictatorship of untruth: of how 
things are presented and reported 
instead of reality itself. An entire 
society can thus fall from the 
truth into shared deceit into a 
slavery of untruth.’ 8 
Benedict explains that despite 

the new age Christology’s denial 
of orthodoxies, it ironically 
merges with Liberation Theology 
in emphasising external ritual. 
Rev. Hicks’ hinduised Christ, for 
example, emphasises ritualistic 
orthopraxis at the expense of 
orthodoxy – just as liberation 
theology emphasises political 
orthopraxy in insisting on political 
revolution as the fulfilment of the 
Gospels. 

Ironically, this meant that in 
some Eastern settings the political 
orthopraxis of liberation theology 
found an entrance, meaning that 
‘politics necessarily becomes the 

religion’ which goes beyond the 
notions of ‘ritual’ in Hinduism, 
politicising a religion which was 
previously not so. 9 Of course it is 
totally contradictory to insist on an 
orthopraxy as true if one does not 
know what truth is. 

In Introduction to Christianity, 
Benedict challenges new age 
distortions of Christ in a perceptive 
counterfoil:

‘Instead of being the man who 
is God, Christ becomes the one 
who has experienced God in a 
special way. He is an enlightened 
one and therein is no longer 
fundamentally different from 
other enlightened individuals, for 
instance, Buddha. But in such an 
interpretation the figure of Jesus 
loses its inner logic…. Buddha—
and in this he is comparable to 
Socrates—directs the attention of 
his disciples away from himself: 
his own person doesn’t matter... 
But with Jesus, what matters 
is precisely his Person, Christ 
himself.’10

Benedict’s critique of the 
new age Christ again reveals the 
consistent Christology which 
pervades all his writing. ‘What did 
Jesus actually bring?’ – Benedict 
asks in Jesus of Nazareth and he 
replies, ‘The answer is very simple: 
God. He has brought God.’ 

He resoundingly reaffirms the 
reality of God’s communication to 
us through His son as the ground 
of truth defying psychological and 
imaginative categories. Challenging 
Chopra’s (and Harnack’s) assertions 
to the contrary, Benedict reasserts 
what Avery Dulles called ‘the 
language of proclamation, appealing 
to the intrinsic authority of God’s 
truth’.11 

Proclamation with confidence in 
God’s revelation and simultaneous 
humility in approach, cuts through 
relativism with the power of the 
Logos, and in an age of deception, 
Benedict says, the world longs to 
hear it. 

Recovery from  
Christ-amnesia.

Whether historic-critical, poli-
tical or new age in origin, false 
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words are to be taken for what 
they are, – Jesus truly revealing the 
Father, revealing Himself as God, 
and revealing his eternal love in 
coming to meet us. 

In The Nature and Mission 
of Theology, Benedict urges a 
Ressourcement as an ‘awakener,’ 
to open the age’s ears to the ‘voice 
greater than man’s’ in Scripture:

‘How stimulating how 
wonderful it would be to renew 
the quest for that Jesus who is 
portrayed not by this or that 
presumed source but by the real 
New Testament itself.’15

Benedict’s pervasive Christology 
proposes what he calls a true 
‘non-conformism to the spirit 
of the age’ — a renewed creative 
sense of openness to Scripture, to the 
transcendent, to reacquaint the 
world with Christ in a reflective, 
lucid, memorable way. 

Benedict proposes the ‘hidden 
Christology’ of the Beatitudes as 
a direct ‘road map for the church, 
seeing in new millennium’s spiritual 
hunger, not an obstruction, but 
an opportunity to proclaim Christ 
anew, because ‘the longing for the 
infinite is alive and unquenchable 
within man’ and ‘only the God who 
himself became finite…corresponds 
to the question of our being.16

In the ideological aftermath of 
the past centuries’ destruction, wars, 
genocides and post-modern ennui, 
there has been a simultaneous 

have fainted in the heat of century’s 
deceptions, by boldly re-outlining 
the portrait of Christ. 

In Values in a Time of Upheaval, 
Benedict says the true meaning 
of the pope’s teaching authority 
is ‘that he is an advocate of 
Christian memory’. He says that the 
understanding of what homoousios 
means, ‘of one being with the 
Father’ and this has not, nor will 
ever change. 

Like a persistent reawakener 
of the theologically comatose and 
tender healer of lost memories, 
Benedict reminds Christian 
amnesiacs of who Christ is, who 
they are, and how they are to speak 
of Christ. The clear articulation 
and debunking of defective 
Christologies is a core part of 
this Benedictine post Vatican II 
approach to what the Council 
sought — a daring Christological 
renewal.

Although, Benedict echoes 
Guardini’s words that no 
psychological portrait can 
render Christ’s features fully 
‘comprehensible from a human 
perspective’, he insists that Jesus 
still speaks across centuries, cultures 
and class differences.14 Faith in 
Jesus always has a chance because 
it corresponds to the nature of man 
to seek him, to see His face. 

When John records Christ saying 
‘Now you have seen me you have 
seen the Father’ (John: 14:6), the 

Christologies, in Benedict’s view, 
reveal that they are ‘more like 
photographs of their authors and 
the ideals they hold’, reflecting 
specific eras, or selective aspects of 
Christ’s teaching.12. They disguise 
ancient heresies–Arianism (The 
Jesus of history), Pelagianism (Jesus 
the revolutionary) and Gnosticism 
(the new age Jesus) but they also 
reflect the particular despair and 
confusion of their times. 

They reduce or eliminate 
the very claim Jesus made, 
revealing himself as God, and 
revealing man to himself –
not by means of interfaith 
dialogue, but by proclamation of 
a unique, irrevocable fact. Once 
Christ’s uniqueness fades from 
consciousness, as Benedict explains 
in Truth and Tolerance, there is a 
move to ‘theocentrism’, asserting the 
total unknowability mystery God. 
With God far away, man is ‘free’ 
to create imaginary paradises and 
inevitably forgets his relatedness to 
God, who he is and makes space for 
other beliefs:

‘ … it is not merely the modern 
way of domination by the self that 
is renounced and abolished; here, 
man – in order to be free must let 
himself be abolished. The gods 
are returning. They have become 
more credible than God.’13

Amidst this abolition of self, 
Benedict says that the theological 
anthropology ofGaudium et Spes–
that is, that ‘Christ…fully reveals 
man to man himself ’, along with 
Dei Verbum’s insights on Revelation, 
are yet to be truly understood. 
Perhaps it will take a century 
for our understanding of these 
documents to clarify and settle 
and the socio-political convulsions 
that surrounded them. An essential 
prerequisite to such understanding 
is Benedict’s pervasive 
Christological clarification, (along 
with those of Pope John Paul 
II In Redemptor Hominis and 
Dominus Iesus) which first, expose 
the irrationalities embedded in 
distorted Christological images and 
secondly, apply theological ‘smelling 
salts’ to reawaken disciples who 

A Christmas Carol

IT’S TRue that when the 31-year-old dickens wrote A Christmas 
Carol in late 1843, he hoped it would be a big moneymaker.  … 

The initial sales in england brought in just £230, however, and the 
author’s impolitic remarks while on a tour in America hurt sales there 
as well. dickens then turned to giving public readings, which launched 
A Christmas Carol’s enduring popularity. dickens, says Timko, often 
remarked that he wrote ‘not merely to entertain readers and make 
himself rich, but to promote individual ‘salvation’ and bring about social 
reform.’ He may well have had his own salvation and reform in mind. 
He was no prince. His father landed in a debtors’ prison when dickens 
was 12, and he was forced into miserable labor at a boot-blacking 
factory. This trauma forever colored his attitude toward money; ‘like 
Scrooge, he seemed to put it ahead of everything,’ says Timko.
— Review of ‘Why dickens Wrote A Christmas Carol’ by Michael Timko, in Current, March–April 

2002 in The Wilson Quarterly, Autumn, 2002
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has come our understanding of 
dignity, rights equality, tolerance 
and compassion.18 Humanity is 
hard wired to hear it. As Benedict 
says, ‘Faith reveals to us that eternal 
reason is the ground of all things’ 
– the ultimate eternal GPS for a 
confused age.19 

Presenting Benedict’s astute 
debunking of the ‘mythical Christs’ 
presented during the last century, in 
particular in its new age forms, can 
be a good ‘way in’ to reintroduce 
Christ to a spiritually hungry world 
for it speaks in the language of the 
times and unveils anew the Lord 
of history who cuts through every 
myth speaks to all cultures and 
times.

Wanda skoWronska is a registered psychologist 
who works as a counsellor in inner city schools 
in Sydney. She has recently been awarded a PhD 
in Psychology/Theology at Melbourne’s John-
Paul II Institute. She has done voluntary work 
for the Catholic pro life organisation Family Life 
International, and is a regular contributor to 
Annals.
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human spirit for transcendence 
and religious meaning which is 
not only a contemporary cultural 
phenomenon but was evident in the 
ancient world both Christian and 
pagan.’ 17. 

While as he says ‘the divine 
dimension can give our souls and 
our society a new inner stability 
once again,’ it is not an imaginary 
divine illusion that helps us but 
one which proclaims the reality 
of Christ’s life and inescapable 
realities of the truths from which 

observable spiritual hunger for 
transcendent explanations of 
human existence. The church 
needs to warn against the 
‘cocaine’ spiritualities and new age 
distortions of Christ. 

The Apostolic letter published 
by the Pontifical Council for 
Interreligious Dialogue, Jesus Christ 
the Bearer of the Water of Life; A 
Christian Reflection on the New Age 
[2002] did not see the ‘new age’ 
as new but rather as reflecting 
the ‘unquenchable longing of the 
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Lessons for modern Australia

CAThoLIC RESISTANCE To  
GERMAN STATE PERSECUTIoN  

By Justin Dyson Heydon

N JANUARY last year Lord Sumption delivered 
a remarkable dissenting judgment in the 
United Kingdom Supreme Court. The case was 
R (Prudential plc) v Special Commissioner of 
Taxation. Its present interest is that in it Lord 
Sumption referred to: “the complexity of the 
modern law and its progressive invasion of 

the interstices of daily life”: [2013] 2 All ER 247 at 
279 [120].The more complex and numerous the laws, 
the greater their invasion of the interstices of daily 
life, and the greater the power of the State. And with 
that growth in State power comes a capacity and a 
temptation to abuse it. 

No-one is more memorably linked 
with thought about the dangers of 
State power than the man after whom 
this series of lectures is named – John 
Emerich Edward Dalberg Acton. He 
was the beneficiary of many gifts. He 
spoke several languages. He was the 
son of an English baronet. He was 
related to nobility in France, South 
Germany and Italy. He inherited great 
possessions. He assembled a library 
of 60,000 volumes – a remarkable 
number: for Lord Sumption himself, 
in writing his lapidary multivolume history of the 
Hundred Years War, is said to have assembled only 
about 8,000. 

Acton had the advantage of being educated, from 
the ages of 16 to 22, in Munich, in the household of the 
great liberal Catholic historian Ignaz von Döllinger. Von 
Döllinger inculcated in him Burkean liberalism. He also 
inculcated a hatred of all forms of absolutism, whether 
in Church or State. 

Finally, Acton was given the great gift of being 
a master of English prose. But he is often seen as 
a failure. He failed in democratic politics. Gladstone 
placed him in the House of Lords, but he failed there. 
His marriage failed. As a custodian of his wealth he was 
a failure: he had to sell his library to Andrew Carnegie. 
His literary output was profound but skimpy. His 
History of Liberty was described as the “greatest book 
that never was written”. The source of his downfall in 

this respect lay in a refusal to write until he had read 
all the sources. This, as one biographer observes, 
was “a rule which was fatal in the era of the opening 
of archives”. Yet he is remembered as a man of deep 
integrity, devoted to conscience, truth and liberty. 
Indeed his name survives that of many successful 
contemporaries. 

If for nothing else, he is remembered for one idea 
and a couple of phrases. The Actonian idea was that 
however much social conditions changed, moral 
standards remained absolute: “the moral law is written 
on the tablets of eternity”. He applied to States the 
same code of morals as applied to individuals. 

What of the Actonian phrases? 
Many common English phrases, 
derived from the Book of Common 
Prayer, the King James version of 
the Bible, the works of Shakespeare 
or the works of later writers, once 
started life as fresh and vivid but 
became clichés. That is not true 
of the phrases with which Acton’s 
name will always be associated. 
In 1887, Mandell Creighton, an 
Anglican Bishop, published a History 
of the Popes which achieved fame 

in its day. Acton attacked it for not condemning the 
failings of the medieval papacy more vigorously. On 
3 April 1887 he wrote a letter to Creighton in which 
he said: “Power tends to corrupt and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely. Great men are almost always bad 
men.” At least the first of those two propositions is 
unquestionably true. 

In 1843 Heinrich Heine wrote: “A drama will be 
enacted in Germany compared to which the French 
Revolution will seem like a harmless idyll. Christianity 
restrained the martial ardour of the Germans for a time 
but it did not destroy it; once the restraining talisman 
is shattered, savagery will rise again … the mad fury of 
the berserk.”

This lecture concerns two episodes in the history of 
German Catholicism which involve the abuse of State 
power. They reflect the German drama predicted by 
Heine. The first of them indirectly involved Acton. And 

past and present

The more complex and 
numerous the laws, the 
greater their invasion of the 
interstices of daily life, and the 
greater the power of the State. 
And with that growth in State 
power comes a capacity and a 
temptation to abuse it. 
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they do have some contemporary significance. 
The first relates to the authoritarian figure of 

Bismarck, Prussian and Imperial Chancellor in the 
later 19th century, who deliberately attacked one 
denominational community. He was opposed by 
Ludwig Windhorst, who might be described as, if not 
a liberal Catholic, at least as a type of tolerant Catholic. 

The other relates to Bismarck’s incomparably 
more evil successor in the 20th century, Hitler, who 
encountered some resistance from that denominational 
community, particularly from Bishop von Galen – unlike 
Acton, not a liberal Catholic, but, I think, contrary to 
some who dislike his failure to bow to modernity, a 
very brave man.

The first episode concerns what is known as the 
Kulturkampf. The immediate story begins in 1866 with 
the Austro-Prussian war. The war broke out on the 
issue of the appropriate path to German unification. 
Should there be a Grossdeutschland solution? Or 
should there be a Kleindeutschland solution? 

The Grossdeutschland solution involved a loose 
federation led by Austria, the feeble ruler of a large 
multinational Empire which was rapidly becoming 
fragile as nationalism spread amongst its component 
parts. 

The Kleindeutschland solution 
involved the large state of Prussia 
becoming ruler of a more unitary 
federal state, with Austria excluded. 
The latter was Bismarck’s vision 
of German unification: Protestant 
Prussia would lead the German 
states at the expense of Catholic 
Austria. 

In 1866 Bismarck instructed 
his generals to order their soldiers 
to march to the limits of the 
Protestant confession, and as far 
further as they could carry their 
fence posts. Some of the North 
German states backed the wrong horse by supporting 
Austria and resisting Prussian troops. They, unlike 
similar south German states, had to be dealt with after 
the war. They included Hesse-Kassel, Nassau, Frankfurt 
and Hanover. 

Kaiser Wilhelm I opposed the termination of these 
legitimate princely dynasties. But Bismarck insisted. 
Hanover was ruled by a blind man, King George 
V. Bismarck deposed George V. He went further: he 
abolished his ancient Guelph dynasty, the oldest 
in Germany, from which the British Royal family is 
descended. He incorporated that German State into the 
North German Confederation of 1867 – the precursor 
to the larger German Empire of 1871. 

He drove the King into exile. And he confiscated the 
King’s fortune. It was supposed to be used as a fund for 
countering Hanoverian subversion and separatism. In 
fact it was used as a means of spending money without 

the need for Parliamentary sanction or oversight 
to bribe editors and journalists, and others whose 
assistance was needed in securing German unification.

This upset Ludwig Windhorst. Who was he? He 
was a Catholic Hanoverian lawyer. He had been one 
of King George V’s Ministers. He never accepted the 
subjugation of his country. And he had been entrusted 
with the task of looking after the King’s interests. 
Among the chief of those interests were the financial 
interests damaged by the seizure of the royal fortune. 
The King was not only his deposed ruler, but his client.

In some ways Windhorst had not been blessed 
by nature. He was very short and appeared to be 
hunchbacked. As he grew older he came to verge on 
blindness. He wore extremely unusual spectacles – 
thick and coloured green. But he was a very shrewd 
political tactician. He was a brilliant debater. Bismarck 
admired his skill but loathed him as a man. He 
described Windhorst’s remarkable oratory as not oil, 
but vitriol on an open wound. 

Windhorst is generally thought to be the greatest 
parliamentarian of 19th century Germany – and 
perhaps of anywhere in the 19th century. This is a 
large claim, since in his lifetime Peel, Disraeli, Bright, 

Gladstone, Cobden and Joseph 
Chamberlain flourished at 
Westminster.

In 1870 Windhorst helped to 
organise a new political party 
called the Zentrumspartei – 
the Catholic Centre Party. It 
was founded in response to 
perceptions of a rising anti-
Catholic mood. In November 
1870 the party obtained 57 seats 
in the elections to the Prussian 
Parliament. It obtained 53 seats 
in the March 1871 election to the 
new Imperial Reichstag – out of 
382. It was the third largest party, 

and although it was not dominant it was significant. At 
each election thereafter its position tended to improve. 

It survived until 1933, when it committed a terrible 
error of judgment in March of that year. It was one 
of the “Weimar parties,” as distinct from the anti-
Weimar parties – the Communists on the left and the 
Nationalists and Nazis on the right. From time to time 
it ruled in coalition with other relatively moderate 
Weimar parties. This irritated the most conservative 
members, and leading prelates like Cardinal Bertram, 
Cardinal Faulhaber and Bishop von Galen disliked the 
republic. But the Centre provided several Chancellors, 
including the last two civilian Chancellors of the 
Weimar republic – the courageous Heinrich Brüning 
and the rather frivolous Franz von Papen. 

Like all other parties but the Nazi Party, it 
disappeared from 1933 to 1945. It was reorganised 
after 1945 by Konrad Adenauer – a man whose 

He [Bismarck] drove the king into 
exile. and he confiscated the king’s 
fortune. it was supposed to be used 
as a fund for countering hanoverian 
subversion and separatism. in fact 
it was used as a means of spending 
money without the need for 
Parliamentary sanction or oversight 
to bribe editors and journalists, and 
others whose assistance was needed 
in securing German unification.
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and independence within the Empire. It wanted 
to harmonise the interests of capital, labour and 
landowners. 

It stressed the need to protect the interests of the 
new industrial working class. In this it aligned itself 
with the Bishop of Mainz, Wilhelm von Ketteler, who 
died in 1877 but whose ideas were transmitted to 
Bishop von Galen by his father. He established unions 
and worker cooperatives. He promoted legislation 
to control child labour and to ensure proper factory 
inspections. Strictly speaking, the Centre was not 
a confessional party. At least some of its leaders, 
including Windhorst, advocated tolerance of Protestants 
and Jews. The Centre Party was not supported only by 
Catholics, and many Catholics did not support it.

Bismarck feared that this new party would gain votes 
from those who had lost earlier wars with Prussia – the 
wars fought to defeat Napoleon I, the war of 1866 to 
defeat Austria, and the war of 1870 to defeat Napoleon 
III. One big loser in 1866 comprised the Hanoverians. 

But there were other small 
states who were losers. 

A big group of losers in 
1815 comprised the Polish 
nationalists who lived within 
the boundaries of the Reich 
but had no national state of 
their own, though they had 
hoped Napoleon I would create 
it. Another big group of losers 
in 1870 comprised those who 
lived in the two provinces 
acquired from France, Alsace 
and Lorraine. Bismarck feared 

that the Centre would prove to be a destructive source 
of division within the German Empire after 1871. The 
Catholic Centre Party and the Pope got onto a long 
Bismarckian list of Reichsfeinde – enemies of the 
Reich. Later they were joined by Poles, socialists and 
minorities of all kinds.

The seven years before the Kulturkampf began had 
been unhappy ones for the Papacy. In 1864 Pope Pius 
IX had published a “Syllabus of Errors”. It diverged 
sharply from the outlook of the time. It attracted the 
dislike of the progressive element in politics. For the 
Pope, 1870 was a bad year, and July 1870 was a 
particularly bad month. On 18 July 1870, at the Pope’s 
urging, the First Vatican Council issued a Declaration of 
Papal Infallibility. This divided Catholics across Europe 
and aroused the deepest suspicions. The next day, 
19 July, France declared war on Prussia. The French 
soldiers who had been upholding papal rule left to fight 
the Prussians. That left the Papal States unprotected 
against the soldiers of Victor Emmanuel I. Thus they 
became part of United Italy. For the first time since 
the fall of the Roman Empire, the Papacy lost temporal 
power in the Papal States.

Of that event, it need be said only that its long-term 

integrity and independence is attested to by his having 
been jailed before 1945 by Hitler twice and after 1945 
by the British Army once. Adenauer had been jailed on 
the orders of Field Marshal Templer, whom he treated 
with perfect courtesy when they lunched together in 10 
Downing Street years later. That aged but remarkable 
Catholic statesman– “ der Alte” – served as Chancellor 
of West Germany from 1949 to 1963. By skilfully 
nursing the electorate in general and the very large 
ex-service vote in particular, he never lost office. 

He led his country from utter ruin to prosperity. 
When he began his post-war career, his country was 
completely without friends. Well before he ended his 
career, his country was a central partner in the Western 
alliance whose members had done so much damage to 
his country. The successor to the old Catholic Centre 
Party has held office for most of the post 1949 period 
under the title “Christian Democrats”. Chancellor 
Merkel, daughter of a Lutheran Pastor, is its current 
leader.

From 1870 the new party 
was highly unusual because 
of its social basis. The 
nascent Social Democrats 
represented the working 
class. The National Liberals 
represented the middle class. 
Various Conservative parties 
represented aristocratic and 
rural interests. But the Centre 
included every class from 
Catholic princes, ecclesiastical 
hierarchs of all levels, peasants 
and members of the industrial 
proletariat in Catholic centres of industry. 

In due course the interests of the last group were 
aided by the creation of Catholic trade unions which 
had an effective life, even if they did not surpass the 
trade unions associated with the Marxist parties. The 
Centre subordinated all the competing interests of 
its members to broader aims. One of these was the 
practical independence of the Catholic Church from 
State control. The party was formed after a long 
period in which the German speaking lands had been 
split equally between Protestants and Catholics in the 
religious settlement of the mid-16th century. After 
1866 and 1870, the exclusion of Austria from the 
new German Empire left Catholics as one third of the 
population – a minority, though a large one, in the new 
Bismarckian creations. 

The Centre infuriated Bismarck for several reasons. 
It denied the validity of the treaties on which the 
Empire was based. It demanded a more truly federal 
State. It wanted the units of the federation to be 
freed from domination by Prussia. It wanted the 
units of the federation to enjoy greater independence 
from the national State. It also contended that the 
Catholic Church should enjoy complete freedom 

it [tHe catholic centre Party] wanted the 
units of the federation to be freed from 
domination by Prussia. it wanted the units of 
the federation to enjoy greater independence 
from the national state. it also contended 
that the catholic church should enjoy 
complete freedom and independence within 
the empire. it wanted to harmonise the 
interests of capital, labour and landowners. 
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more sober observers, that the Declaration of Papal 
Infallibility would lead to excessive interference in 
secular politics. This proved to be unfounded.

However, initially there was a genuine but narrow 
collision between the Declaration of Infallibility and 
the German State. It can be illustrated thus. In the face 
of “Old Catholic” opposition to the new doctrines, 
the Vatican felt a need to enforce its authority within 
its own communion. For example, when four “Old 
Catholic” professors at the State University of Bonn 
refused to subscribe to the Declaration of Infallibility, 
the Archbishop of Cologne excommunicated them 
on that ground. But they were public servants of the 
Prussian State. 

The Prussian Constitution guaranteed the enjoyment 
of civil and political rights independently of religious 
belief. The Archbishop’s conduct was seen as 
inconsistent with the rights recognised by the Prussian 
State. From this point of view the Vatican had got 
itself into a difficult position. The scene was set for 
a struggle. Sometimes it was presented as a struggle 

between the modern age 
as reflected in the National 
Liberals and the Progressives 
and an earlier age. Sometimes 
it was seen as a struggle 
between large Protestant 
Prussia and small Catholic 
States. Sometimes it was seen 
as a struggle between German 
nationalism and Catholic 
ultramontanism. It ended up 
as a struggle between the 
all-encompassing power of 
the modern secular state and 
the competing claim of the 
individual conscience. 

The Second Reich created 
by Bismarck was unusual in 
its time in resting on universal 

suffrage. This inevitably led to the creation of large and 
organised political parties. The Reich did not, however, 
practise responsible government as we understand it. 
Our Constitution requires Ministers to sit in Parliament. 
By convention they are answerable to Parliament and 
must leave office when they lose the confidence of 
Parliament. 

But in the Second Reich, Ministers were not 
necessarily members of the Reichstag and were not 
answerable to it. Bismarck did not lead any political 
party. Bismarck’s tenure of office depended on the 
favour of the Emperor – first Kaiser Wilhelm I, then 
the dying Kaiser Friedrich III, then Kaiser Wilhelm 
II. Bismarck’s tenure did not depend on the results of 
no-confidence motions in the Reichstag. There was a 
Federal Council of the individual States, dominated by 
Prussia, which had veto powers over the Reichstag. But 
legislation had to be enacted by the Reichstag. Since 

effects were wholly beneficial to the former subjects 
of the Papacy, for the genius of the Papacy did not 
lie in secular rule. It was also wholly beneficial to the 
Papacy itself: it reversed the great error of the Emperor 
Constantine in uniting church and state too closely. 

What of the Declaration of Papal Infallibility? 
It recognised rigid papal authority over Catholics 
wherever they were. This was known as an 
“Ultramontanist”, as distinct from “Gallican”, doctrine. 
It was controversial within Catholic circles. There were 
German Catholics who did not accept the position of 
the Council and the Pope. They were called the “Old 
Catholics”. They favoured the Church coming to terms 
with the new liberal age. They viewed ultramontanist 
notions as too unrealistic to adopt. 

The “Old Catholics” were small in number. But they 
were intellectually powerful. Initially they attracted 
significant support. Their greatest representative was 
Professor Ignaz von Döllinger of Munich, a friend 
of Gladstone, and, as I said earlier, the teacher of 
Lord Acton. Indeed Lord Acton himself was an “old 
Catholic”. Von Döllinger refused 
to accept the Declaration 
of Infallibility. He saw the 
doctrine as “simple, concise 
and luminous”. He summarised 
it, probably much more widely 
than the modern Church 
would, thus: “The Pope is the 
supreme, the infallible, and 
consequently the sole authority 
on all that concerns religion, 
the Church and morality; and 
each of his utterances on these 
topics demands unconditional 
submission, internal no less 
than external”. 

Von Döllinger was 
excommunicated for his 
opposition, and dismissed from 
his academic post. Excommunication was a fate only 
narrowly avoided by Acton.

There had been restiveness about papal power for 
centuries. In England, before the reign of Henry VIII, 
there had been many medieval statutes of praemunire. 
Then there was the reign of Henry VIII itself. Then 
there were the so-called “enlightened despots” in 
Austria in the late 18th century – Joseph II and 
Leopold II. Then there were the French revolutionary 
leaders, and, in milder form, Napoleon I. In similar vein, 

Bismarck took a stand against the papacy. He came 
to believe that the Declaration of Papal Infallibility was 
fundamentally inconsistent with the supremacy of the 
German State. He thought it challenged the newly-
established unity of Germany. He saw the Vatican as 
being part of an international conspiracy with French 
priests and Catholic Poles. These were rather fantastic 
ideas. But there was at the time a fear, even among 

Bismarck took a stand against the 
papacy. he came to believe that the 
Declaration of Papal infallibility was 
fundamentally inconsistent with the 
supremacy of the German State. he thought 
it challenged the newly-established unity of 
Germany. he saw the Vatican as being part 
of an international conspiracy with French 
priests and catholic Poles. these were rather 
fantastic ideas. But there was at the time a 
fear, even among more sober observers, that 
the Declaration of Papal infallibility would 
lead to excessive interference in secular 
politics. This proved to be unfounded.
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office by unauthorised persons was punishable by loss 
of civic rights and criminal sanctions. The State was 
given power to withhold from recalcitrant bishops the 
payment of State endowment. No priest could exercise 
office in Germany without meeting German educational 
qualifications.

The governments of the Reich and of Prussia did 
not foresee the effects of these measures. But they 
were disastrous. In 1875, Pope Pius IX issued an 
encyclical declaring some of the laws null and void and 
threatening any priest who complied with them with 
excommunication. He encouraged passive resistance. 
Earlier, Windhorst had organised a campaign of passive 
resistance against the laws. Many priests refused to 
comply with the laws. 

Many priests, nuns, bishops and archbishops – 
perhaps as many as 1800 
– and thousands of other 
Catholics, were jailed. Or they 
were fined, and then jailed 
because the fines were not paid. 
Government refusal of consent 
to the appointment of priests 
led to over a thousand parishes 
being without a priest. Punitive 
measures against hard-working 
priests in villages and small 
towns were very unpopular. 

There were riots when 
the State sold the property 
of bishops to pay the fines 
imposed on them. Catholics 
often bought the property at 
auction and restored it to the 

owners. Monasteries were closed. As bishops died or 
fled into exile and were not replaced, only a handful 
remained. Some sees were administered by bishops 
in exile. Social divisiveness increased. Catholics 
as a class refused to recognise the validity of the 
legislation and openly rebelled against it. There was a 
revival in Catholic practice. But even some Protestant 
conservatives turned against the government. The 
Catholic Centre Party doubled its vote in the 1874 
election. 

Windhorst shrewdly pointed out the impotence 
of the modern State to deal with the problem it had 
created – even States with the executive strength of 
Prussia and of Imperial Germany. The defiance of the 
law by prelates who went to jail with the applause of 
their populations in their ears led him to remark that 
the only path by which the State could succeed was 
to bring in the guillotine – if it dared. That was a path 
down which the German State ventured in the terrible 
times to come 60 years later. 

Matters worsened in 1874 after a Catholic working 
man, Heinz Kullman, fired at and wounded Bismarck. 
Bismarck encouraged a wave of anti-Catholic feeling by 
alleging that this was part of a Catholic conspiracy. In 

Bismarck was not the leader of any party, he had to 
obtain support from changing blocs of parties in order 
to secure majorities in the Reichstag for any legislation 
he wished to have passed. 

It would be wrong to see the Kulturkampf as simply 
arising from the whim of a masterful and overbearing, 
but febrile and aging, politician. It was in fact very 
much favoured by some parties and by many of the 
people. Bismarck, it seems, planned the Kulturkampf 
as a popular national crusade partly because he saw the 
Catholic Church as a principal enemy of the Reich, and 
partly because he sought to secure Reichstag support 
from the anti-clerical deputies, the left-leaning National 
Liberals, Progressives and Radicals. He succeeded in 
getting that support for his programmes generally. 

So the Catholic Church had strong opponents even 
apart from Bismarck. Indeed 
it was one of the Progressive 
deputies, a celebrated 
pathologist, Rudolf Virchow, 
who christened the battle the 
“Kulturkampf”. He saw it as 
a conflict between two worlds 
or two cultures or two visions 
of civilisation or two rival ways 
of life – one obscurantist, one 
progressive, one reactionary, 
one enlightened. It is a 
truism that the persecuted, 
once they gain power, tend 
to become persecutors. The 
tolerance on which the heirs 
of the Enlightenment warmly 
congratulated themselves did 
not, as usual, extend to the views of others which they 
did not share. 

A significant aspect of the Kulturkampf was a body 
of anti-Catholic laws. Most of these were drafted by 
one of Bismarck’s Ministers, Adalbert Falk. He was an 
ardent anti-clerical rationalist. He wanted a complete 
separation of church and State. 

Under those Falk laws, the Jesuits were expelled. 
Priests were forbidden to participate in political life. 
Catholic associations were disbanded. Most religious 
orders were dissolved or exiled. Civil marriage was 
made compulsory and religious marriages ceased to 
be recognised. The Catholic Bureau in the Ministry of 
Education, which, it was thought, had been exercising 
a powerful pro-Catholic influence on the government, 
was suppressed. Catholic priests lost the right to inspect 
schools. Instead schools were placed under the control 
of State inspectors. 

For Polish citizens of the Reich this was hurtful: it 
threatened the survival of their language. Certain 
ecclesiastical sanctions were forbidden, or limited to 
German authorities. All ecclesiastical appointments were 
placed under State control – hardly a regime which 
separated church and State. The exercise of spiritual 

it woulD be wrong to see the kulturkampf 
as simply arising from the whim of a 
masterful and overbearing, but febrile and 
ageing, politician. it was in fact very much 
favoured by some parties and by many of 
the people. Bismarck, it seems, planned the 
kulturkampf as a popular national crusade 
partly because he saw the catholic church 
as a principal enemy of the reich, and partly 
because he sought to secure reichstag 
support from the anti-clerical deputies, the 
left-leaning National liberals, Progressives 
and radicals. 
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Democrats. He ceased to need the National Liberals as 
he forged other Reichstag alliances. The new Pope was 
Pope Leo XIII. He sighed unrepentantly for the lost 
temporal power of the Papacy. But in 1891 he was the 
author of the famous liberal encyclical Rerum Novarum, 
which recognised the sufferings of the industrial 
working classes. He was much more conciliatory and 
modern-minded than his predecessor. In a fashion not 
entirely to Windhorst’s liking, Bismarck came to terms 
with Pope Leo XIII. Most of the offending legislation 
was either not applied or repealed. The hapless Falk 
was dismissed.

But it was not particularly easy for Bismarck to 
terminate the Kulturkampf. The anti-Catholic laws he 
had passed with enthusiastic National Liberal support 
proved hard to reverse over enthusiastic National 

Liberal opposition. 
At this time there was 

an English visitor to Berlin, 
seeking to improve his 
German – the young Austen 
Chamberlain, son of Joe, 
half-brother of Neville. On 
22 April 1887, Austen wrote 
a letter to the 17 year old 
Neville containing a vivid 
picture of a parliamentary 
scene in which Richter, the 
National Liberals leader, 
fiercely attacked some 
repeal legislation, and which 
Bismarck only secured the 
passage of by threatening to 
resign.

The Kulturkampf had two 
paradoxical consequences.

The first paradox lay in this. It was designed 
to weaken the Catholic Church. But instead it 
strengthened it. The unworldliness of Pope Pius IX had 
split the Church into two factions. But the Kulturkampf 
reunited them against Bismarck. The Kulturkampf 
also attracted some non-Catholic support for the 
Catholic cause. Windhorst himself saw the campaign as 
defending the interests of all religions and all kinds of 
free thought. 

The second paradox was a change in the perceived 
role of the Papacy. It had originally been seen as 
choosing to punish freedom of thought on the part 
of the Old Catholics. But it came to be seen as an 
advocate of freedom of thought against the repression 
of the government. It showed the impotence of 
governments in trying to crush churches, or other 
groups, on the ground of what they believed. What 
began as a reaction to Vatican repression ended up as 
a controversy raising fundamental issues. What was 
the purpose of civil government? What was its relation 
to ecclesiastical authority? What was its relation to 
dissident schools of thought of all kinds? 

the Reichstag he shouted at the Centre Party: “You may 
try to disown this assassin, but he is clinging to your 
coat-tails all the same.”

The tumults of the Kulturkampf became notorious 
outside Germany. One particularly striking event took 
place in the early hours of 7 December 1875. At that 
time a ship which had sailed from Bremen en route 
to America with 200 persons on board, including five 
nuns exiled by the Falk laws, sank when it struck rocks 
on the English coast. Many people were drowned, 
including the five nuns. This caused a sensation. More 
importantly, a completely unknown 31 year old Jesuit 
priest was deeply moved by the event. He had been 
a poet, but had destroyed his work on becoming a 
priest, and had vowed not to write again until his 
superior advised him to do so. This the superior now 
did. The priest wrote a long 
poem in the form of an ode. 
It was not published in his 
own short lifetime – indeed 
not until 1918. The ship 
was the Deutschland. The 
poem was “The Wreck of the 
Deutschland”. 

The poet was Gerard 
Manley Hopkins. The poem 
was an extraordinary work. 
On the strength of it and 
some other poems, after 1918 
Hopkins soon came to be 
viewed as the greatest English 
religious poet since the 17th 
century, and possibly the 
greatest English poet since 
the death of Pope. So the 
Kulturkampf at least had the result of generating a 
literary masterpiece.

Windhorst and the Centre Party vigorously opposed 
Bismarck’s policies. Windhorst described anti-
Catholicism as the anti-Semitism of the intellectuals. By 
that he meant that just as the masses were viciously and 
unthinkingly anti-Semitic, the intellectuals, the likes of 
Virchow and others, were viciously and unthinkingly 
anti-Catholic. It is an aphorism which is growing truer 
today. 

Windhorst’s success was reflected in a large rise in 
the Centre’s Reichstag representation after the 1874 
elections to 91 members. In 1887 it had 99 Reichstag 
members. The success of Windhorst’s tactics drove 
Bismarck to remark: “Hatred is as much an incentive 
to life as love. Two things maintain and order my life, 
my wife and Windhorst; the one for love, the other for 
hate.”

In 1878 the irreconcilable Pope Pius IX died. It was 
more than a piece of news. It was an event. By then 
Bismarck had had enough of the unrest which the 
Kulturkampf was causing. He had other battles to fight. 
He feared the rise of Marxist parties like the Social 

tHe catHolic church had strong opponents 
even apart from Bismarck. indeed it was one 
of the Progressive deputies, a celebrated 
pathologist, rudolf Virchow, who christened 
the battle the “kulturkampf”. He saw it as a 
conflict between two worlds or two cultures 
or two visions of civilisation or two rival ways 
of life – one obscurantist, one progressive, one 
reactionary, one enlightened. it is a truism that 
the persecuted, once they gain power, tend to 
become persecutors. The tolerance on which the 
heirs of the enlightenment warmly congratulated 
themselves did not, as usual, extend to the views 
of others which they did not share. 
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This dramatic event took place during the 
“Investiture Controversy” about the rights of German 
rulers to consent to and control ecclesiastical 
appointments. That was an issue, of course, which arose 
in another form in the Kulturkampf. 

In the course of the Investiture Controversy, 
Pope Gregory VII – the author of “Hildebrandine 
reform” – fell into hostilities with the German King, 
Heinrich IV, later Holy Roman Emperor. In 1076, 
Heinrich IV purported to depose the Pope. The Pope 
excommunicated him for his pains, and absolved his 
subjects from their oaths of allegiance. This was in 
effect to dethrone Heinrich IV. 

In order to get the ban lifted, the King had to go to a 
castle at Canossa where the Pope was residing. Its ruins 
lie near Modena and Bologna, in the mountains. It was 
winter. The tall and handsome young King – he was 

27 years old – had to kneel in 
the open air in a white shroud 
and do penance for three days, 
shivering in the snow. It was a 
scene of humiliation for ardent 
patriots. Bismarck’s promise to 
the Reichstag that he would not 
go to Canossa was greeted by 
prolonged cheering. 

But in the end Bismarck did 
have to go to Canossa, at least 
in spirit. He made sufficient 
concessions to Pope Leo XIII 
to ensure his cooperation, 
even if Windhorst found them 
insufficient. 

In 1887, Pope Leo XIII 
declared that the Kulturkampf was over, and that the 
Catholic Church had secured, if not all that it had 
fought for, at least the substance of it. The Pope was a 
highly civilised and cultivated man. He sent emollient 
presents to Bismarck, including a copy of the Latin 
poems he had composed. Bismarck did not send in 
reply a copy of the speech in which he had said he 
would not go to Canossa.

The strangest irony is that in 1890 two further 
tableaux took place closing Bismarck’s career. They 
both took place at his Chancellery. 

In the first, he met his old foe Windhorst and 
conceded all or most of Windhorst’s remaining 
demands in relation to ending the Kulturkampf. He 
did so in order to obtain the support of the Centre 
Party in an attempt to retain office as Chancellor. But 
as Windhorst left Bismarck’s house, he uttered some 
perceptive and famous words: “I am coming from the 
political death bed of a great man”. 

A second tableaux took place two days later. The 
young Kaiser Wilhelm II contacted Bismarck’s staff 
early in the morning and demanded a meeting in half 
an hour at the Chancellery. The aged Chancellor had 
time to get dressed, but not to have breakfast. He met 

Bismarck’s policy threatened to divide united 
Germany into two parts, Protestant and Catholic, to 
return to the religious wars of the Reformation, to 
resume the medieval conflicts between Guelph and 
Gibelline, and to recreate the long struggle between 
Empire and Papacy in a new form. It also led to 
ill-feeling among Catholics even after the Kulturkampf 
had ended – a sense that, numerous though they were, 
there was no true place for them in a united Germany.

Windhorst had shown considerable skill. He moved 
the debate away from the Vatican’s role in restricting 
the freedom of conscience of the Old Catholics and the 
independence of State officials from religious sanctions. 
He moved the debate towards grand issues about 
freedom of conscience for those who were not happy 
with the Falk laws, about the independence of religion, 
about the liberty of individual Germans to worship as 
conscience led them, and about 
an Empire based on justice.

Sometimes history is 
presented as a series of great 
symbolic tableaux. One 
example is the signing of the 
1919 peace treaty in the Palace 
of Versailles. Another is the 
declaration of the German 
Empire in the same place 48 
years earlier. There is a good 
example in the Musée d’Orsay 
in Paris. It is not a good 
painting, but it is a startling 
one. It shows Louis XIV 
welcoming Condé– the “Great 
Condé” – on his return from 
some victory. The autocratic Sun King stands arrogantly 
at the top of a flight of steps being slowly ascended by 
the general – once an aristocratic rebel, now reduced to 
total dependence on royal favour. 

Another tableaux is the retirement of the ill and 
weak Emperor Charles V in 1555, supported by his 
son Phillip II on one side and William the Silent on 
the other – gentlemen who then spent the next three 
decades leading opposite sides of the Revolt of the 
Netherlands against Spanish rule. 

Another is the broken King John, submitting to the 
demands of the Barons at Runnymede in 1215. One of 
those scenes took place a generation earlier. Bismarck 
recalled it on 14 May 1872 in a speech to the Reichstag.
Bismarck proclaimed to the deputies: “Do not fear, we 
will not go to Canossa, either in body or spirit.” “Nach 
Kanossa gehen wir nicht”.This was an allusion to one of 
the most dramatic events in the Middle Ages – and for 
German patriots, one of the most distressing. It was an 
event all educated Germans in the 19th century would 
have been familiar with, as they pondered the glories 
of the First Reich, in which the Hohenstaufen dynasty 
had fitfully ruled all the lands between the north of 
Germany and Sicily. 

wiNDHorst sHrewDly pointed out the 
impotence of the modern State to deal with 
the problem it had created – even States 
with the executive strength of Prussia and 
of imperial Germany. the defiance of the 
law by prelates who went to jail with the 
applause of their populations in their ears 
led him to remark that the only path by 
which the State could succeed was to bring 
in the guillotine – if it dared. That was a path 
down which the German State ventured in 
the terrible times to come 60 years later. 
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were either abolished or moved under the State’s wing. 
It would not be enough to abolish the Centre Party 
along with the Social Democrats and all parties but the 
Nazi party. The silence of potential political dissenters 
had to be secured. Hitler offered the Centre Party a 
concordat with the papacy. In return for abstinence 
by the church from political activity, its independent 
existence would be guaranteed. 

For Hitler the concordat was a method of avoiding 
something he genuinely seemed to fear, a second 
Kulturkampf. For the church the concordat was seen 
as an instrument of survival, a safeguard against 
persecution even worse than the Kulturkampf. But 
Hitler breached many of the terms of the concordat in 
the next eight years. Many priests were arrested and 
imprisoned. Catholic lay organisations were closed 
down – youth clubs, workers associations, friendly 

societies, schools. Church 
buildings were seized. Catholic 
education was interfered with. 
This kept the Catholic bishops 
in a constant state of anger and 
apprehension. Then in 1940 it 
became known that the Nazis 
were conducting an organised 
programme of compulsory 
euthanasia for those who 
had incurable mental or 
physical incapacities. They 
called it a campaign against 
“life unworthy of life”. They 
justified it as purifying the 
race and as saving the costs of 
hospitals. 

On 14 July 1933 the Nazis 
had introduced compulsory sterilisation for people 
suffering hereditary weaknesses. They agreed that if 
the concordat were signed, they would reconsider the 
sterilisation legislation – one of the earliest of their 
concordat-related promises which they broke. The 
success of the eugenics movement in the 1920s and 
1930s made this a fashionable idea at the time. Many 
American states and European countries had similar 
laws. But from 1929 Hitler had advocated not just 
the sterilisation but also the killing of what he called 
“degenerates,’ or, to use the contemporary euphemism, 
compulsory euthanasia. He had considered making 
provision for this in the sterilisation law of 14 July 
1933, but dropped the idea because of the controversy 
it would arouse. In 1935 he made it plain he would 
introduce compulsory euthanasia in war time, when 
the value of human life “weighs less in the balance”. 
Nazi papers began advocating the programme. Officials 
began to prepare it. 

The killings began in 1939, in substitution for 
the sterilisation programme. A decree in October 
1939 purported retrospectively to legalise this. Some 
of the killing was effected by starvation, some by 

the Kaiser. After a great quarrel, the Kaiser dismissed 
Bismarck from office for negotiating with Windhorst 
behind the Emperor’s back. 

So ended Bismarck’s 28 years as Prussian Chancellor 
and 19 years as Imperial Chancellor. This second 
tableaux was immortalised by the famous Punch 
cartoon entitled “Dropping the Pilot”. 

Windhorst died in the following year. Bismarck lived 
another eight years, which he devoted to composing his 
readable but mendacious memoirs. 

Bismarck, then, was one great victim of the 
Kulturkampf. He had underestimated the power of 
conscience, and the difficulty of defeating it – even if 
it was the conscience only of a minority. The National 
Liberal Party was another great victim. The failure of its 
loathing for Catholicism caused a steady weakening in 
its electoral position. But there was a third regrettable 
victim of the Kulturkampf. It 
caused the Catholic Church in 
Germany to feel persecuted, 
isolated and unwanted. Before 
1870, German Catholics 
seemed to have felt secure in 
their small or medium sized 
independent states. After the 
Kulturkampf they did not seem 
to feel so secure in a union 
dominated by a large Protestant 
state, Prussia. Like von 
Galen’s parents, many German 
Catholics were shocked 
when in 1885 Pope Leo XIII 
bestowed a decoration on 
Bismarck – the instigator of 
the Kulturkampf. Von Galen 
himself said in January 1941: “It was a dark time, when 
sorrow and danger existed for all German Catholics”. 
German Catholics felt that there was no real place for 
their community in a united Germany. This may have 
influenced the behaviour of their leaders under the 
Nazis.

I turn more briefly to the second German Catholic 
episode.

On assuming office, Hitler made it plain that he 
wanted to convert Germany into a totalitarian state. 
To do that, if he were not to depart from his not very 
convincing guise as “Adolphe legalité,” he had to amend 
the Constitution. That required the enactment of what 
became the “Enabling Act”. It required a majority of 
two-thirds in the Reichstag. To get that two-thirds 
majority, Hitler needed the support of, among other 
parties, the Catholic Centre Party. The Weimar Republic 
had its problems and flaws, but it was a plural society. 
It had many diverse political parties, churches, trade 
unions, trade associations, social and cultural clubs, 
newspapers, charities and other bodies interested in 
public affairs but independent of government. The 
State would not be totalitarian unless all those groups 

But it [the role of the Papacy] came to be 
seen as an advocate of freedom of thought 
against the repression of the government. 
it showed the impotence of governments in 
trying to crush churches, or other groups, 
on the ground of what they believed. 
what began as a reaction to Vatican 
repression ended up as a controversy raising 
fundamental issues. what was the purpose 
of civil government? what was its relation to 
ecclesiastical authority? what was its relation 
to dissident schools of thought of all kinds?
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By 1941 von Galen had gained a considerable 
reputation. He was a man of massive physical 
presence – two metres tall. Shortly after the end of 
the war, a British diplomat described him as “the 
most outstanding personality among the clergy in the 
British zone”. He said: “Statuesque in appearance and 
uncompromising in discussion, this oak-bottomed 
old aristocrat, who acquired renown for his forthright 
denunciation of the Nazis, is by no means effusive of 
the Allies. He is a German nationalist … and sticks up 
for German rights against all comers”. 

The “forthright denunciation of the Nazis” to which 
the diplomat referred took place in July and August 
1941. Von Galen preached a series of sermons attacking 
the government. The trigger for the first of them 
was the news on 12 July 1941 that Gestapo agents 
were seizing certain Jesuit institutions in Münster. 
He actually caught the Gestapo in the act of driving 
priests out, and called them thieves and robbers. He 

then stormed back to his 
palace. His staff could hear 
him typing a sermon with 
one finger all that night. 
The next day he walked to 
St Lambert’s Church and 
delivered the sermon. It 
began with expressions of 
sympathy for the suffering 
citizens of Münster – an 
ancient medieval city of 
about 200,000 people 
which was on the edge of 
the Ruhr and which had 
been heavily bombed in 
the preceding week. His 
principal theme was the 
excesses of the Gestapo. 
But he also criticised the 

occupation of church properties, and the expulsion of 
monks, nuns and lay brothers and sisters. He made a 
favourable reference to Pastor Martin Niemöller, who 
had been in a concentration camp since 1937. Von 
Galen expected immediate arrest by the Gestapo after 
the sermon, but it did not happen. A considerable 
demand developed for copies of the sermon, but it did 
not terminate the seizure of church property. Before 
the last sermon, the police attempted to intimidate the 
Bishop by imprisoning his cousin, Helene von Galen, 
who was a nun. But this only angered him even more. 
In his final sermon in the series, on 3 August 1941, 
he concentrated a very intensive attack on the Nazi 
euthanasia programme. The immediate cause was that 
a Roman Catholic chaplain at a mental hospital had 
told him that patients were about to be taken away for 
killing, and asked him to do something. 

Early in the sermon he read out the Biblical record 
of Christ weeping over Jerusalem. He attacked the 
euthanasia programme as “plain murder”. He gave 

lethal injection, and eventually carbon monoxide gas 
chambers were developed. The victims were removed 
from their hospitals and asylums, and sometimes from 
their homes. False explanations of their sudden deaths 
were given to their families. The campaign became 
known – to patients, then to relatives, then to various 
sections of the public. 

Judge Kreyssig protested to Nazi officials. So did 
charity workers. So did doctors, including the famous 
surgeon Ferdinand Sauerbruch. And so did Pastor 
Friedrich von Bodelschwingh, who ran a children’s 
hospital. That hospital was bombed in 1940, causing 
heavy loss of life. German propaganda blamed the RAF. 
But it is probable that the culprit was a German pilot 
attempting to kill or deter von Bodelschwingh on the 
government’s orders. 

There were occasional public and private protests 
by Lutheran and Catholic preachers. Pope Pius XII 
attacked the programme in express terms in late 1940. 
But in 1941, at the height of 
Hitler’s apparent success and 
popularity, the programme 
of compulsory euthanasia 
continued and grew.

At that time the Catholic 
Bishop of Münster was an 
aristocrat. His name was 
Clemens August Graf von 
Galen. He was then aged 
63. He was the eleventh of 
thirteen children. He had 
been brought up in a castle, 
but in Spartan conditions 
– no running water, 
little heating, no indoor 
bathrooms. He continued 
to live in Spartan fashion all 
his life. He had personally 
been affected by the 
Kulturkampf, since all the Jesuit schools to which his 
parents wished to send him had been closed down by 
the government, and he had to leave Westphalia to get 
a Jesuit education. He had been appointed a Bishop in 
1933, and had collected the sort of enemies that bring 
one honour. 

In 1935 Rosenberg and Frick (both to be hanged at 
Nuremberg) organised a vast anti-Catholic rally outside 
the Bishop’s palace in Münster in which they attacked 
him. In 1941, Heydrich (shortly to be assassinated by 
the Czech underground) was enraged that von Galen 
had compared Nazi policy towards the Catholic Church 
with the Kulturkampf. 

In 1942, Göring (who committed suicide at 
Nuremberg) wrote to von Galen and accused him of 
violating his oath of loyalty. Several times in the 1930s 
there had been mass demonstrations in Münster in 
favour of von Galen after he had been attacked by 
leading Nazis. 

Bismarck, tHeN, was one great victim of the 
kulturkampf. He had underestimated the power 
of conscience, and the difficulty of defeating it – 
even if it was the conscience only of a minority. 
the National liberal Party was another great 
victim. the failure of its loathing for catholicism 
caused a steady weakening in its electoral 
position. But there was a third regrettable victim 
of the kulturkampf. it caused the catholic church 
in Germany to feel persecuted, isolated and 
unwanted. Before 1870, German catholics seemed 
to have felt secure in their small or medium sized 
independent states. after the kulturkampf they did 
not seem to feel so secure in a union dominated by 
a large Protestant state, Prussia.  
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reluctantly, not to take vengeance on the Bishop. Hitler 
did say he would be “taken care of” after the war. And 
later he said to his dinner companions: 

“I am quite sure that a man like Bishop von 
Galen knows full well that after the war I shall exact 
retribution to the last farthing. And, if he does not 
succeed in getting himself transferred in the meanwhile 
to the Collegium Germanicum in Rome, he may rest 
assured that in the balancing of our accounts, no ‘T’ will 
remain uncrossed, no ‘I’ undotted!”

Bishop von Galen was sent to a concentration camp 
after the bomb plot on 20 July 1944. The euthanasia 
programme was terminated in 1941, save in relation to 
children, and did not resume. But its techniques were 
transplanted to the East, for use on a much larger scale. 

What lessons can be learned from the Kulturkampf 
and the Nazi persecution of Christianity? What lessons 
can be learned from the lives of Windhorst and von 
Galen?

One lesson taught by the 
careers of Ludwig Windhorst 
and Bishop von Galen is 
that minority interests and 
views, if effectively ventilated 
by capable and courageous 
people before a public 
opinion in which there are 
some decent elements, have 
to be tolerated by modern 
States – even States as 
authoritarian as Bismarck’s 
and as tyrannical as Hitler’s. 
That is so not only as a matter 
of morality. It is also so as a 
matter of practical power. 

Another lesson may 
be this. Until about the 

1960s Australian society was marked by sectarianism. 
It took several forms. For example, particularly in 
country towns, Catholics were derisively referred to 
in non-Catholic circles; perhaps the opposite position 
also prevailed. Professional firms were to some 
extent organised along sectarian lines: Catholic firms 
employed Catholics and no-one else, Presbyterian firms 
employed Presbyterians and no-one else, and Catholics 
were not easily employable in other non-Catholic firms. 
In due course, all that changed. The federation began 
with a great judge who was a Catholic, Mr Justice 
O’Connor. But there had been very few Catholic judges 
in New South Wales before the McGirr Government 
came into office in 1941; since then there have been 
many, including the great Sir Cyril Walsh. 

Now there may be a new anti-Catholic movement, 
particularly among the intellectuals. To adapt 
Windhorst’s aphorism, anti-Catholicism in Australia now 
might be called the racism of the intellectuals. 

This new anti-Catholicism may backfire as much 
as Bismarck’s Kulturkampf. It is intolerant. It is 

very graphic details of the techniques used to kill 
the patients. He read out relevant parts of the of the 
German Criminal Code, reminded the congregation 
that Cain was treated by the Bible as a murderer long 
before the Ten Commandments, and read out the Fifth 
Commandment. He demanded that those responsible 
be prosecuted on murder charges. He said that human 
beings should not be treated as if they were broken 
machinery or lame horses or old cows. He also pointed 
out that the programme would in due course involve 
all invalids, cripples and badly wounded soldiers – 
and there were at that time many badly wounded 
soldiers returning to Germany from the East and from 
North Africa. He said it would pave the way to death 
for those disabled at work and all ill people even if 
their mental health was satisfactory. It would destroy 
all trust between doctor and patient. He linked these 
attacks with a general attack on the amorality of the 
Nazi regime, as exemplified by Rudolf Hess, who had 
mysteriously disappeared 
from the Reich and flown to 
Scotland only a few weeks 
earlier. It is not possible to 
summarise, and not possible 
adequately to quote, the 
sermon. All that can be said 
is that in its burning emotion 
it was an extremely powerful 
piece of oratory.

Copies of that sermon 
were read out in all the 
parish churches of Münster. 
They were distributed 
throughout Germany, 
and circulated among the 
soldiers at the front. Anxious 
soldiers questioned their 
officers about it. The British Broadcasting Corporation 
broadcast parts of the sermon to German audiences. 
The Royal Air Force dropped translated copies of 
the sermon over Occupied Europe. Other Bishops 
followed von Galen’s lead. The Bishop, who expected 
martyrdom, became an admired hero. Although the 
seed of the public reaction had been prepared by 
others, he brought in the harvest.

What was the government reaction to the “Lion of 
Münster”? Himmler wanted him to be arrested. The 
local Gauleiter, Meyer, wanted him to be hanged. 
So did Walter Tiessler, one of Goebbels’s staff. So 
did Bormann. Goebbels, however, was an unlikely 
advocate of mercy. He had an appalling record during 
his public career. It culminated when his own suicide 
was preceded by the cold-blooded murder of his six 
helpless children. But he was the Minister for Culture 
and Propaganda. He did understand public opinion. 
He advised Hitler not to proceed against the Bishop 
because it would alienate the whole of Westphalia 
for the rest of the war. Goebbels’s advice led Hitler, 

oN 14 July 1933 the Nazis had introduced 
compulsory sterilisation for people suffering 
hereditary weaknesses. … many american 
states and european countries had similar laws. 
But from 1929 Hitler had advocated not just 
the sterilisation but also the killing of what he 
called “degenerates,’ or, to use the contemporary 
euphemism, compulsory euthanasia. … the 
killings began in 1939, in substitution for the 
sterilisation programme. A decree in october 
1939 purported retrospectively to legalise this. 
some of the killing was effected by starvation, 
some by lethal injection, and eventually carbon 
monoxide gas chambers were developed. 
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Catholics Reichsfeinde; the Nazis sometimes called 
them Staatsfeinde – enemies of the State. In Australia 
now there are campaigns against at least the Christian 
religion which are relatively novel.

There is a current debate about whether speech 
intended to be offensive should be rendered 
controllable by court orders. Whatever the merits of 
that debate, it sometimes overlooks the distinction 
between permitting offensive speech and encouraging 
it. There is a shift from the question: “Should offensive 
speech be permitted?” to the view that offensive speech 
is, if not actually compulsory, a universally desirable 
and virtuous part of public discourse. Yet there is a 
moral question about offensiveness. Was it Balfour who 
said that the definition of a gentleman was that he was 
never intentionally offensive?

There is also a failure to appreciate that the 
constant employment of offensiveness becomes self-
defeating, if only because most modern practitioners 
of offensiveness are mediocre, repetitive, and boring. 
Just before the First World War there was a genre of 

offensive satire produced by 
those very different writers 
Chesterton, Belloc and 
Kipling. Chesterton wrote 
a famous poem attacking 
F E Smith. Belloc wrote a 
poem strongly attacking the 
Jewish financiers and mining 
magnates, who, as he saw 
it, were behind the Boer 
War. Kipling attacked Rufus 
Isaacs on his appointment to 
be Chief Justice of England 
shortly after the Marconi 
scandal. That poem, “Gehazi”, 
was so savage that it could 
not be published for some 
years. Now each of those 
poems was offensive, and 
the second and third of 

them were anti-Semitic. But they were not mediocre 
or repetitive or boring. If offensiveness is a legitimate 
weapon, it is one not to be overused. 

There is one value which competes with 
offensiveness. That value is civility. It is a value which 
has been in steep decline for many years. It ought to 
start rising. But civility on religious issues has special 
importance. Offensiveness about a person’s religion 
can be needlessly cruel. Religion does, after all, seek 
to give to humanity an explanation of its nature and its 
destiny. People can be hurt by offensive challenges to 
the explanations they accept.

The German events present another parallel with the 
modern world. The religion of a people is integrally 
connected with its past. To wipe out a religion is to 
wipe out the past of the nation which adhered to that 
religion. A religion is integrally connected with the 

hypocritical. It fails to recognise the extraordinary 
contribution of Australian Catholicism to education, to 
charitable relief, to the running of hospitals, to social 
progress of all kinds, to political life, and indeed to the 
life of the nation as a whole. Without that contribution, 
Australia would not be the Australia we know. The new 
anti-Catholicism may cause suffering, but it is suffering 
which may unify Catholics. It may bring other elements 
of society in behind Catholics, for its programme is 
more than anti-Catholic. Whether these desirable 
results flow depends on new Windhorsts and new von 
Galens. The hard question is: Where are they to be 
found?

But it may be said that Australia does not face 
the problems faced by Windhorst and von Galen. 
In Australia we do not see attempts by the State to 
seize church property, control church appointments, 
prevent the provision of Christian teaching, or 
prevent the existence of church schools. Nor do we 
have involuntary euthanasia or the imprisonment of 
offending clergy without trial. Some of those assertions 
are open to possible 
challenge, or soon may be. 
But on the whole life seems 
to drift along peacefully 
enough. 

For Australian churches 
there are no enemies in sight 
to match either the Nazis or 
Bismarck. The problem for 
Australian churches, it may 
be, is that, like others in the 
past, they can stand any test 
except that of prosperity. 
However, there are many 
characteristics of Christ’s 
earthly life which, though 
they have been found 
attractive in the past even 
by non-Christians, are out of 
line with the spirit of our age. 
He showed a concern for the poor, a concern for the ill, 
a concern for those who were on the margins of society 
or had been cast out by it, a care for other people, not 
only friends, but also enemies, an opposition to self-
righteous hypocrisy, an encouragement of the idea that 
if one criticises others one should pay attention to one’s 
own deficiencies, and a lack of concern with wealth 
or material power. We avoid the poor, shun the ill and 
the outcast, hate our enemies, practise hypocrisy, pay 
little attention to our deficiencies while criticising those 
of others, and above all we grovel before wealth and 
power. 

However that may be, our life does have one 
trait reminiscent of the Kulturkampf and Hitler’s 
campaign. Those events tried to stimulate hatred for 
a particular group, and revealed a desire to isolate 
it by being offensive towards it. Bismarck called 

To AdAPT windhorst’s aphorism, anti-catholicism 
in Australia now might be called the racism of 
the intellectuals. this new anti-catholicism may 
backfire as much as Bismarck’s kulturkampf. it is 
intolerant. it is hypocritical. it fails to recognise 
the extraordinary contribution of Australian 
catholicism to education, to charitable relief, to 
the running of hospitals, to social progress of all 
kinds, to political life, and indeed to the life of 
the nation as a whole. without that contribution, 
australia would not be the australia we know. the 
new anti-catholicism may cause suffering, but it is 
suffering which may unify catholics. it may bring 
other elements of society in behind catholics, for 
its programme is more than anti-catholic. 
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incompetence. It is better for all the world, if instead 
of waiting to execute degenerative offspring for crime, 
or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can 
prevent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing 
their kind. The principle that sustains compulsory 
vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting the 
Fallopian tubes. Three generations of imbeciles are 
enough”. 

The brilliant cruelty of that prose tends to repel 
sympathy with the argument. And the reasoning is, like 
the Nazi justifications for sterilisation and involuntary 
euthanasia, purely utilitarian. 

In modern eyes the vice in the Nazi euthanasia 
programme was its involuntary character – or, to use 
von Galen-like bluntness, its murderous character. 
But “voluntary” euthanasia is very popular now. How 
voluntary is “voluntary” euthanasia? How voluntary is 
it when people, who are dying in great pain or whose 
lives seem to have no worthwhile future and who 
are using up their estates on the heavy costs which 
modern high quality health care entails, are constantly 
in the company of seemingly sympathetic but greedy 
descendants concerned that their inheritances are being 
gobbled up?

I offer no answers to these questions. I say only that 
these questions, and perhaps many others, arise from 
considering the persecution of religion under Bismarck 
and Hitler. 
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language of a people, and with its history. Western 
literature, art and music are inescapably linked with 
Christianity. Really ruthless regimes like the Khmer 
Rouge in Cambodia aimed to wipe out not only 
many of the people, but also the historical identity of 
the survivors, which was largely based on religion. 
Bismarck, no doubt, never considered anything 
similar, but Hitler would have if he had survived long 
enough. To mock religious faith offensively may have 
unintended consequences. 

There may be another modern parallel. The Nazis 
showed that it is very easy to slide from sterilising 
the congenitally defective to killing the congenitally 
defective and indeed then to killing children who 
may not have been defective at all, since they suffered 
from nothing more than developmental difficulties 
they would gradually have overcome. From one point 
of view it is easy to distinguish sterilisation from 
murder. But Hitler saw no distinction. His 1933 law 
on sterilisation, he originally hoped, would include 
laws permitting involuntary euthanasia – because the 
two measures had the same goal, the purity of the 
race. In Buck v Bell the Supreme Court of the United 
States upheld the validity of legislation permitting 
the sterilisation of inmates in institutions for the 
mentally defective. Mr Justice Holmes, one of the most 
admired judges in the history of the common law, and 
a man viewed as the acme of civilisation, delivered 
a judgment, the language of which has damaged his 
reputation (274 US 200 at 207 (1927)):

“We have seen more than once that the public 
welfare may call upon the best citizens for their lives. 
It would be strange if it could not call upon those 
who already sap the strength of the State for these 
lesser sacrifices, often not felt to be such by those 
concerned, in order to prevent our being swamped with 

National Churches and the Catholic Church

douBTleSS THe National Religion is alive. It is a great power in the midst of us, it wields an 
enormous influence; it represses a hundred foes ; it conducts a ‘hundred undertakings ; it attracts 

men to it, uses ‘them, rewards them ; it has thousands of beautiful homes up and down the country; 
it collects vast sums in the shape of voluntary offerings, and with them it builds churches, prints and 
distributes innumerable Bibles, books, and tracts, and sustains missionaries in all parts of the earth. In 
all parts of the earth it opposes the Catholic Church, denounces her as anti-Christian, bribes the world 
against her, obstructs her influence, apes her authority, and confuses her evidence.  In all parts of the 
world it is the religion of gentlemen, of scholars, of men of substance, and men of no personal faith at 
all. If  this be life, if it be life to impart a tone to the Court and Houses of parliament, to Ministers of State, 
to law and literature, to universities and schools, and to society, if it be  life to be a principle of order 
in the population, and an organ of benevolence and alms-giving towards the poor, if it be life to make 
men decent, respectable, and sensible, to embellish and reform the family circle, to deprive vice of its 
grossness and to shed a glow over avarice and ambition ; if, indeed, it is the life of religion to be the first 
jewel in the Queen’s crown, and the highest step of her throne, then doubtless the National Church is 
replete, it overflows with life ; but the question has still to be answered : life of what kind ?

— Augustine Birrell, Collected Essays, vol.II, , elliot Stock paternoster Row london, 1902 p.113. Birrell, 1850-1933, was an english politician and 
noted essayist. He was not a Catholic.
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ChRISTMAS, 1915

ANOTHER DAY of inactivity faded into a dull evening, and shortly after dusk we paraded on 
the road. We were to go to the front line, there to spend our Christmas. Last year there had 

been much fraternising with the enemy, but this year strict orders had been issued that we must 
confine our goodwill not only to our fellow-Christians, but to Christians of allied nationality. We 
were to remain throughout possessed by the spirit of hate, answering any advances with lead. 
This was the substance of the message read out to us on parade on Christmas Eve ; it created 
no stir, nor did it seem in any way unreasonable at the time. Not one of us, standing on that 
road, had any desire to show cordiality to an enemy unseen and unknown, whose presence 
was manifested only in sudden moments of a great uprising of fear. Why should we cherish any 
thought of sharing with this impersonal cause of our degradation even one arbitrary day of peace 
? I do not say that we marched up the rue Tilleloy inspired with a fresh determination to kill at 
every opportunity on Christmas Day, nor that we meditated a secret overthrowing of the orders 
that we had received. We reached the front line in a neutral mood, hoping rather for a quiet and 
uneventful spell of trench duty.

The night was fine and starry, with little wind. The frontline trench was wet and poor, flimsier 
even than Fort Erith technically speaking it was a breastwork, not a trench. If Fort Erith seemed 
unfinished, this could not be rated higher than half-begun, with its evil-smelling wet walls, 
undrained sump-pits and ramshackle dug-outs. There were five officers to share the watch, and 
when the company commander allotted to me a two-hour period, from one in the morning till 
three, I felt proud to command a stretch of the front line on my first visit. At dinner that evening 
a bottle of champagne gave a spurious glow to an ordinary meal, if a first meal in the front line 
can ever be called ordinary. Towards midnight we heard voices from .the German trenches and 
some snatches of song : they were making merry. The night was still, and its quiet was unbroken 
by rifle or machinegun fire. The artillery on both sides sent over a few shells towards the rear of 
the lines. The firing could rightly be described as desultory, for there was little desire on either 
side to create trouble ; some rounds must of course be fired, otherwise questions would follow.

The battalion on our right was shouting to the enemy, and he was responding. Gradually 
the shouts became more deliberate, and we could hear ‘Merry Christmas, Tommy ‘ and ‘Merry 
Christmas, Fritz.’  As soon as it became light, we saw hands and bottles being waved at us, with 
encouraging shouts that we could neither understand nor misunderstand. A drunken German 
stumbled over his parapet and advanced through the barbed wire, followed by several others, 
and in a few moments there was a rush of men from both sides, carrying tins of meat, biscuits 
and other odd commodities for barter. This was the first time I had seen No Man’s Land, and 
now it was Every Man’s Land, or nearly so. Some of our men would not go, and they gave terse 
and bitter reasons for their refusal. The officers called our men back to the line, and in a few 
minutes No Man’s Land was once again empty and desolate. There had been a feverish exchange 
of ‘souvenirs,’ a suggestion for peace all day, and a football match in the afternoon, and a promise 
of no rifle fire at night. All this came to naught. 

An irate Brigadier came spluttering up to the line, thundering hard, throwing a ‘court-martial ‘ 
into every other sentence, ordering an extra dose of militant action that night, and breathing fury 
everywhere. We had evidently jeopardised the safety of the Allied cause. I suspect that across No 
Man’s Land a similar scene was being played, for later in the day the guns became active. The 
artillery was stimulating the infantry to resume the War. Despite the fulminations of the Generals, 
the infantry was in no mood for offensive measures, and it was obvious that, on both sides, rifles 
and machine-guns were aimed high.

A few days later we read in the papers that on Christmas Day, 1915, there was no fraternising 
with the enemy – hate was too bitter to permit of such a yielding.

— Llewelyn Wyn Griffith, 1884-1977. He was a captain in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in 1915,  
Our excerpt is from his memoir Up to Mametz and Beyond, Faber and Faber, Ltd, 1931.
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MEDIA MATTERS
By JamEs murray

Whither Fairfax? 

The inky wind from Fairfax carries the 
question: is mining dowager Gina Rinehart 
waiting until chairman Roger Corbett 
departs before making a full bid for the 
company?  

Inexplicably Corbett has not played to his 
Woolworths retailing experience.  Rather 
than maintain a price advantage The Sydney 
Morning Herald and The Age enjoyed over 
The Australian, he and his board upped their 
price 20 cents to match their rival’s $2.50. 

What a missed cue for a hard-sell slogan: 
FAIRFAX: THE FRESH NEWS 

CHEAPER PEOPLE.  
Roger Corbett’s successor?  No cardinal 

is likely to be as significant as was Cardinal 
John Henry Newman when Conrad Black 
appointed Sir Zelman Cowen chairman.

How so? According to the George Tombs’s 
biography, Robber Baron, Black chose Cowen 
on learning that he like Black himself was a 
Newman admirer.

Sino Obama 

Ripples from G20 Brisbane continue, 
result of the climate proclamation by 
presidents Barak Obama and Xi Jinping.  
‘Deal ’ was the most often used word, 
perhaps because it echoed the Rooseveltian 
‘New Deal’ or, more simply, because it has a 
low-letter count for headline and autocues. 

The truth is it was not a deal.  This 
involves a settled, monetary bargain, it was 
an entente, an understanding on matters 
perceived as potentially and mutually 
beneficial. 

History’s most celebrated entente was, of 
course, the entente cordiale between France 
and the United Kingdom, pertaining to 
colonial rivalries.         

What Obama and Xi achieved was 
an entente carbonique (the temptation to 
translate this freely as ‘hot-air accord’ 
is irresistible). 

Anti-Abbottism

Another sequel to the entente carbonique: 
Prime Minister Tony Abbott is deemed to 
be ‘out in the cold’.  Surely his stance puts 
him out in the heat?  After all , one very 
hot day in Brisbane was taken as a further 
evidence of global warming and impending 
chaos, cataclysm or catastrophe (tick noun of 
choice).  

Vaudeville (to borrow Paul Keating’s 
mordant definition of politicking) was 
inherent in President Barak Obama’s climate 
speech to students at Brisbane University; it 
was an out-of-town rehearsal for the show 
that will tour America in the remaining 
two years of his presidency as he readies 
himself for a lucrative Clinton-style global 
ambassadorial role.  

Abbott’s G20 keynote address was not 
vaudeville.  Any Australian Prime Minister 
has a unique status; he or she is the only 
world leader whose domestic politics are 
actually continental in scope. 

Okay, given that overseas coverage of 
Australian affairs can be patchy, Abbott’s 
address (as televised) could have done with 
an intro to create context.  Nonetheless what 
came through was a quality rare in politics: 
humility albeit clumsy, but humility is 
clumsy, pride is smooth.  What Abbott was 
saying, particularly to smaller G20 nations, 
was: no brag, our problems are akin. 

Abbott might also have argued (with a 
grin) that his cool waiting game on climate 
had left room for Obama and Xi to duet as 
major polluters in absolute terms compared 
to Australia’s record per capita.  

This term, your correspondent believes, 
was introduced into the climate play from 
someone in India, another major polluter, 
taking wry delight in the googly use of what 
is a constant qualifier of Australia’s self-view. 
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Dizzie update

The most depressing result of the G20 
climate show is that it entails an update 
of Benjamin Disraeli ’s invaluable epigram: 
‘There are lies, damned lies and statistics.’     

In the light (babble?) of 21st century 
climate data, the epigram should read: 
‘There are lies, damned lies, statistics and 
computer projections.’  

Thus the extent to which climate change 
is anthropogenic can still be disputed.  What 
cannot be gainsaid is that the nostrums 
proposed by economists such as Nicholas 
Stern are market oriented and, unlike 
climate, predictably dubious.  

Moti ‘s mark     

The new high mark for future G20 
leaders has been set by the exuberant Indo-
Australian welcome accorded to Prime 
Minister Mahendra Moti.  No other leader 
received such a welcome. 

In Xi Jinping’s case, the presence of 
Chinese Australians with two or more 
offspring could have been embarrassing; Xi, 
in demeanour benignly Confucian, heads 
a government notorious for its extreme 
Malthusian birth-control programmes 
which deny the sine qua non human right: 
the right to life.  Yes, India, too, has such 
programmes. 

India, however, unlike China does not 
have the world’s fastest ageing population 
which makes the latter a profit target for 
Australian entrepreneurs with early-won 
expertise in ageing-population care.       

Reality Robb

Trade Minister Andrew Robb’s deals with 
South Korea, Japan and China were real.  
Yet in the acclaim for the Chinese deal one 
mighty opinion was missing, that of Rupert 
Murdoch; his dealings with the Communist 
neo-mandarinate were at the highest level 
but did not enable him to emerge unscathed.

Of the negotiators on either side of the 
deal, the Chinese secured an edge through 
the agreement that their companies could, if 
necessary, bring in workers.  No reciprocal 
edge appeared to be feasible for Australian 
companies.

There again, if Chinese workers are 
brought in they can scarcely fail to learn 

of free-trade union benefits deriving from 
the Higgins Harvester Judgement, basis of 
Australia’s fair-go prosperity. Apropos.  Does 
the deal have a sub-clause covering Chinese 
workers who may seek political asylum?        

Next trade-deal target for Robb is India.  
No doubt he will have his researchers 
consult dusty archives to discover the 
lessons to learned from previous dealings 
which go back a long way.  And as someone 
who worked brief ly for Kerry Packer, he 
will be interested in Packer’s Indian venture 
last century.  The same file may also clarify 
outcomes of the Woolworths Australia pact 
to contribute its retailing expertise to India. 

Above all , Robb will surely emphasise 
joint-venture employment of Dalits (aka 
untouchables).  In so doing he will be 
reinforcing Indian law which makes 
discrimination against them illegal.   

In free-trade deals, there is tendency to 
what might be called, ‘The Upside-Downside 
Anomaly’; that is, a smaller domestic-market 
participant does less well in real terms 
than a larger one. Such a tendency can be 
aggravated if one participant has a f loating 
currency and the other a fixed currency (as 
is the case with Australia and China). 

Scepticism about G20 outcomes is not 
diminished by the seeming lack of action on 
transnational corporate-tax dodging.  

Ill timing

No need to send in the clowns but 
perhaps next year if the Abbott Coalition 
does not find its lost timing. Examples:

 *Easing financial regulations when it 
must (should?) have known of impending 
complaints about the investment arms of 
major banks (whose logos appear on the 
ad-free ABC).

*Linking below-inf lation defence pay 
increases with entitlement restriction 
including Christmas leave. 

Senator Jacqui Lambie was party to group 
rectification of the first; her continuing 
protest against the second will make her a 
key independent as the Coalition strives to 
get its ‘crisis budget’ passed, and defence 
force personnel are committed more widely 
to anti-jihadist operations.
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ABC follies 

The welterweight contest between 
ABC managing director Mark Scott and 
Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull 
has the enduring quality of Blue Hills.  In the 
opening rounds, Scott made the mistake of 
trying to outbox and/or outfox Turnbull.

He failed and then came an own goal 
(mixed metaphors are a must in clarifying 
confusion).  The elite 7.30 team, of which 
Scott is ex officio editor-in-chief and the 
high-calibre Sally Neighbour executive 
producer, bunged on a skit about the Abbott 
v Putin shirt-fronting kerfuffle.      

Funny?  Not even if you could forget the 
multi-national casualties of the infamous 
rocket attack on Malaysian Airlines, Flight 
MH17, and those mourning them.        

Scott’s spin team compounded offence by 
bowling up a suggestion that the skit was 
designed to give 7.30 a tot of This Day Tonight 
satire.  But back in TDT time, satire was rare.  
Now it is pandemic, its chief carrier, so to 
speak, Shaun Micallef. 

The own-goal syndrome continued.  
ABC Head of Television Richard Finlayson 
reportedly said he did not have enough time 
to plan coverage of the Prime Minister’s 
Literary Awards.  These SBS grabbed with 
glee, possibly to avenge the ABC’s take-
over of long-cherished football rights, a sly 
manoeuvre more appropriate to a ratings-
driven commercial station. 

As editor-in-chief, it is surprising that 
Scott did not tell Finlayson to drop the dead 
donkey and broadcast the kind of prestigious 
junket where authors have been known 
to hurl bread rolls at each other instead 
of hoarding them for hungry days at the 
keyboard writing submissions for Literature 
Board grants.  

Unkindest cuts 

Inevitably the ABC and SBS multi-million 
dollar cuts that you have (when you’ve been 
promised no cuts) add to the number of 
journalists seeking work.  Some may be 
accommodated in the expanding PR industry, 
commercial and political, the latter a way to 
the top as Tony Abbott has shown.   

Scott himself ?  He is, reputedly, a 
superlative managerialist.  The mystery of 
his tenure so far is how he contrived to lose 

prime BBC product while The Guardian, 
London was promoting his chances of 
becoming BBC director-general,      

Seemingly lost in the static was the voice 
of Peter Manning, ex-ABC News and Current 
Affairs boss, who suggested pay cuts as a 
solution to costs.

There’s a simpler solution; it lies in the 
truism: Too much already.  The ABC 24/7 
news cycle, for example, is a misnomer, it is a 
news recycle, a Mixmaster on constant chop-
chop-promo-promo - a visual argument for 
privatisation.  Similarly the truism applies to 
ABC2 and to digital platforms; commercial 
digital platforms multiply with such rapidity 
that every person on the planet could have 
one.     

Turnbull ’s strong hint that Scott be 
divested of his editor-in-chief title was sound; 
he should also decouple the ABC managing 
directorship from the political patronage 
gravy-train – an heroic move; Turnbull would 
make a great ABC managing director.    

Forever mediaeval

No word is more misused as a pejorative 
than ‘mediaeval’. This is, of course, a legacy 
of the Enlightenment which, in a phase of 
archetypal spin, conflated the Dark Ages and 
the Middle Ages. Yet it remains a fact that the 
Middle Ages formed the bedrock of law on 
which modern society is based.   

As historian Walter Ullmann wrote in 
Mediaeval Political Thought: ‘With the now 
generally noticeable increased interest in 
political ideas goes a heightened awareness of 
the need to understand how modern political 
concepts became what they are… This is 
all the more true in regard to a history of 
political thought in the Middle Ages of which 
the present age is, in more than one respect, 
the direct heir and descendant...’ 

Ullmann was writing in 1964.  What more 
apt time for recognition of the true meaning 
of mediaeval than Christmastide in Vatican 
II’s 50th anniversary year when ancient carols 
will remind those who propagate the idea 
of, ‘the right side of history’ that rather than 
being, say, Marxist-atheist, pragmatic-secular 
or existentialist-euthanasiac, it continues to 
be life-enhancing Catholic-mediaeval.

God rest ye merry, gentlemen, er, 
gentlefolk! 

 © Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2014. 
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Every day more than one million passengers travel on 2365 daily services  
over the 2080 kms of railway tracks around New South Wales.   

Among the one million passengers was Joe Meagher.

ThE hoLoCAUST AND ThE ‘hoLLoW’ PoPE
By Max Barrett

H !  W h a t  a 
coincidence! Joe 
Meagher raised 
a n  i n q u i r i n g 
e y e b r o w  a n d 
looked aslant at 
the speaker who 

lowered herself into the seat beside 
him. Actually she lowered herself 
into half of Joe’s allotted space as 
well, and momentarily the Eight-
O-Fiver had the illusion of being 
in the path of avalanche. About 
to make a sad observation on the 
current prevalence of anorexia, 
he suppressed the thought: the 
Meaghers’ by-word was chivalry. 
Instead, he snatched a shallow 
breath and asked in a strained voice: 
‘Coincidence?’

‘Yes. You are 
reading up on 
the Holocaust, 
and I am soon 
to present my 
M.A. on The 
Holocaust and 
the Hollow Pope. 
Pius XII, that 
is.’

A c t u a l l y 
there was no 
co i n c i d ence . 
R i c h a r d 
Gleason, 8.05 
regular and 
Joe Meagher 
enthusiast, had 
indulged in 
some match-
making. The 
p r e v i o u s 
S a t u r d a y 
at a social 

function he had been irritated by a 
mature-age university student with 
mature age spread and one topic: 
her thesis. Richard was furious, and 
frustrated: obviously she had gulped 
down the libellous propaganda 

against Pius XII, but he did not have 
the real facts at his finger tips to 
deflate her. Then there came to him 
a marvellous, malevolent inspiration. 

He handed the lady a large 
slice of Black Forest cake and a 
suggestion. ‘There’s a doddering 
beanstalk of a man with whom I 
go to work, an old johnny with a 
fixation on his hero, Pius XII. He 
never stops talking about his topic. 
You know how it is. Look, how 
about you join the 8.05 on Tuesday? 
You’ll get no end of fun sorting him 
out.’ The thesis lady relentlessly 
pursued the remnant of Black Forest 
and the Gleason bait. ‘Wonderful 
idea. Should be fun. Tuesday? Can’t 
wait.’

Richard moved quickly. On 
Sunday he borrowed 
what he knew to be 
a recent and well-
documented life 
of Pius XII. On 
Monday morning 
he handed it to Joe 
with the request 
that he read it 
and comment. On 
Tuesday morning 
he gave the merest 
nod of the head 
to the student 
lady who came in 
on cue. Richard 
opened his own 
tome on advanced 
accountancy. (The 
train reached 
Kirrawee before 
he noticed he was 
holding the book 
upside- down.)

FATHeR MAX BARReTT is 
a Redemptorist priest now 

resident in Sydney. This piece 
was the fourteenth in a popular 
series that we ran in Annals in 
2002, following the career of Joe 
Meagher over quite a few train 
rides. A number of readers have 
asked us to re-run the series. 
Annals is happy to do so and we 
hope that our new readers will 
enjoy Joe Meagher as much as 
we did when first we ran it. 

randoM thoughts on the traIn
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The drop-out from weight 
watchers carried her thesis with the 
affection she normally bestowed 
only on her lap dog. Joe, still 
struggling for breath, maintained 
his old-world charm. ‘Now that’s a 
fine looking manuscript you have 
put together. May I take a glance? 
Your supervisor? … Ah, of course; 
a gentleman with decided views on 
this matter; a person who would 
write excellent fiction, don’t you 
think?’

The lady wobbled several 
chins in puzzlement at Joe; what 
direction was this odd-bod coming 
from? That was exactly what the 
beanstalk was about to explain.

‘Now, in dealing with this kind 
of topic, it is vitally necessary to get 
the facts in focus; to understand 
the sitz-im-leben.’

The lady said she was not 
strong on French, to which Joe 
replied that neither was he strong 
on German. He tried again. ‘But 
the German people – as well as 
people like our two selves — know 
how important it is to view a topic 
in its proper context, in the light 
of its own time. People in today’s 
work-force – the commuters on 
this train, for instance – would not 
readily understand the atmosphere 
following the collapse of France, 
and Dunkirk, and the Luftwaffe, 
AND the expectancy of an 
any-day-now invasion of England. 
But mature age people like you and 
me …’

The lady cradling her thesis 
would have been probably thirty 
years younger than Joe and did 

not quite appreciate the carbon-14 
dating. Richard Gleason was 
preening himself on his own sheer 
genius. Joe continued:

‘I was still in primary school 
at the time I refer to. But I have 
a vivid recollection of the mood. 
It was nervous; a touch defeatist. 
‘I remember that our butcher 
scrawled what was meant to be a 
reassuring message on the window 
of his shop. In white chalk he 
wrote: ‘Don’t worry — he may not 
bother to come out here.’

‘That was the context to which 
the addle-brained of later decades 
referred when they pontificated: 
‘Why didn’t the Roman Pontiff tell 
Hitler to lay off the Jews.’ We are 
talking about a time when nobody 
was telling Hitler what to do. Hitler 
was telling the world what to do 
— and it wasn’t polite. But I’m sure 
you have already made that point 
painfully clear in your thesis.’

The ample academic was 
adamant. ‘The Pope should have 
spoken out more strongly. He knew 
exactly what was going on.’ With no 
small bitterness she added: ‘He was 
Hitler’s pope.’

Joe was having some trouble 
coping with physical discomfort; 
but he spoke now with quite a 
different sort of pain. 

 ‘Look, I would dearly like to 
lend you this book, only it doesn’t 
belong to me. But would you please 
listen. I’ll give you some quotes. I’ll 
provide the references. If you wish, 
I will have these bits photocopied 
and give them to you tomorrow 
morning.

‘Eugenio Pacelli — Pius XII 
– used radio and the Vatican 
newspaper to condemn racist 
crimes. The Nazis’ reaction was 
to dub him ‘a mouthpiece of the 
Jewish war criminals’.

‘The New York Times 
acknowledged the ‘up front’ stance 
taken by Pacelli. Its bold print 
headline of 14 March 1940 read: 
Pope is emphatic about just peace. Jews’ 
rights defended. That newspaper’s 
Christmas editorial for the 
following year, 1941, praised Pius 

Producing 
Saints

oNlY [evelyn Waugh’s] 
religion could - quite 

ruthlessly - put this proud 
man in his humble place; he 
realistically accepted that, in 
a theological perspective, his 
unique talents in the end did 
not amount to much: `I cannot 
think of a single Saint who 
attached much importance to 
art ... The [Catholic] Church 
and the world need monks 
and nuns more than they 
need writers ... A youth who 
is inarticulate in conversation 
may well be eloquent in 
prayer ... The Church does 
not exist in order to produce 
elegant preachers, or artists, 
or philosophers. It exists to 
produce Saints.’

— Simon leys, The Angel and the 
Octopus, duffy & Snellgrove, Sydney 

1999, p.188

Flavourless Salt  

CoNSeRVATISM’S history has been that it demurs to each aggression of the progressive party, and aims to 
save its credit by a respectable amount of growling, but always acquiesces at last in the innovation. What was 

the resisted novelty of yesterday is today one of the accepted principles of conservatism; it is now conservative only 
in affecting to resist the next innovation, which will tomorrow be forced upon its timidity and will be succeeded by 
some third revolution, to be denounced and then adopted in its turn. American conservatism is merely the shadow 
that follows Radicalism as it moves forward to perdition. It remains behind it, but never retards it, and always 
advances near its leader. This pretended salt hath utterly lost its savour: wherewith shall it be salted?  Its impotency 
is not hard to explain. It is the conservatism of expediency … It tends to risk nothing serious for the sake of truth.

— Robert l. dabney (1820-98), presbyterian theologian and biographer of Stonewall Jackson 
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squarely across the path of Hitler’s 
campaign for suppressing the truth.’

‘Field Marshall Lord 
Montgomery, staunch Anglican and 
son of an Anglican bishop, had two 
pictures in his room: one of his 
father; the other of Pius XII.’

Joe flipped the pages to his next 
marker. ‘When Pius XII died, Golda 
Meir — Israel’s redoubtable prime 
minister — expressed her sympathy 
in a letter to the Vatican and the 
letter read: ‘We share in the grief 
of humanity at the passing away 
of Pius XII. He upheld the highest 
ideals of peace and compassion. 
When fearful martyrdom came to 
our people in the decade of the 
Nazi terror, the voice of this Pope 
was raised for the victims … We 
mourn a great servant of peace.’

‘And then, of course, there was 
Israel Zolli, chief rabbi in Rome 
during World War II. Zolli became 
a Catholic and, in baptism, took the 
name of Eugenio in honour of the 
man who was protector of so many 
of his fellow-countrymen.

‘May I quote two renowned 
researchers? First, the Jewish 
historian Pinchas Lapide – did 
I mention he was Jewish? — 
champions the cause of the Pacelli 
pontiff because, (quote): ‘If fairness 
and historical justice are keystones 
of Jewish morality, then keeping 

of a national psychopathic case. We 
cannot act towards them by normal 
means. That is why the problem is 
very difficult.’
The lady with the M.A. thesis 

seemed to be fighting for life now. 
‘Wishy-washy words,’ she said with 
marked bitterness. ‘Typical Vatican 
double-talk.’

Joe replied, ever so mildly: ‘That 
was not Vatican talk. That was 
the then-president of the U.S.A. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt.’ Joe went on:

‘Hitler perished, and the world 
was grateful to Pius XII. Then, 
about twenty years later, there 
began a diabolical effort to smear 
the name of Pacelli.’ ‘Diabolical’: I 
don’t use the word at random.

‘Now, dear lady, you could likely 
overwhelm me with quotes from the 
denigrators of this pope. But you 
must realise that there are others 
who speak of the Pacelli pontiff 
with admiration … and gratitude.

‘Albert Einstein, for instance. 
He said: ‘Only the Church stood 

for having ‘put himself squarely 
against Hitlerism’. The London 
Times, October 1, 1942, gratefully 
acknowledged that the Holy Father 
‘condemns the worship of force … 
and the persecution of the Jewish 
race.’ Twenty-three days later the 
same newspaper reported Goebbels 
as labelling Pius ‘a pro-Jewish Pope’.’ 

Joe was about to ask, ‘Are you 
with me?’ but desisted. Siamese 
twins had more freedom of 
movement.

‘The sheer horror of Hitler’s 
Final Solution was at first too 
maniacal for the world to 
comprehend, and information of 
what was actually going on was 
hard to come by. (You appreciate 
this point, of course, because of 
what happened in 2003 in Iraq. 
United Nations teams search for 
months for weapons of mass 
destruction. No cache was found. 
The war ‘concluded’ — and still 
no cache was found …) Even in 
mid-1943 the American Secretary of 
State was questioning the existence 
of Nazi gas chambers. It would 
seem that the Holy Father had a 
better intelligence service because, 
in his Christmas address of the 
previous year, Christmas, 1942, he 
pleaded ‘for hundreds of thousands 
who, through no fault of their own 
but only because of their nationality 
or descent, are condemned to 
death’. 

‘All these facts and dates are 
verifiable. They would seem to 
indicate that Pius XII did not fail to 
protest. The Pope led the protest.

‘Early the following year, when 
the extermination of Jews was 
begun in Holland, the Dutch 
bishops condemned the crime. The 
result: the persecution of Jews was 
moved up a gear. From that time, 
the Holy Father voiced no further 
condemnation, for fear of making 
the situation more unbearable. As 
was said at the time — and would 
you please bear with me while I 
read you another verbatim: 

‘…we cannot treat these matters 
in normal ways. We are dealing with 
an insane man … and the group that 
surrounds him represents an example 

Look out for a Better Country

leT uS never forget that Christ is our Guide and Guardian. He is ‘the 
Way, the Truth, and the life.’ He is a light unto our ways, and a lantern 

unto our paths. He is our Shepherd, and the sheep know His voice. If 
we are His sheep, we shall hear it, recognize it, and obey it. . . . . let 
us desire to know His voice; let us pray for the gift of watchful ears and 
a willing heart. He does not call all men in one way; He calls us each 
in His own way. . . . But whatever difficulty there be in knowing when 
Christ calls, and whither, yet at least let us look out for His call. let us not 
be content with ourselves; let us not make our own hearts our home, or 
this world our home, or our friends our home; let us look out for a better 
country, that is, a heavenly country. let us look out for Him who alone 
can guide us to that better country; let us call heaven our home, and this 
life a pilgrimage; let us view ourselves, as sheep in the trackless desert, 
who, unless they follow the shepherd, will be sure to lose themselves. We 
are safe while we keep close to Him, and under His eye; but if we suffer 
Satan to gain an advantage over us, woe to us!

— Blessed John Henry Cardinal Newman, 1801-1890, Parochial and Plain Sermons, 
longmans Green and Co, london, Vol. 8, Sermon 16, The Shepherd of our Souls, pp.241-242. 
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His answer amounted to: what 
rubbish. What the historian actually 
said was: you must appreciate 
the sitz-im-leben; the extremely 
dangerous circumstances at the 
time; the necessity to act with 
caution so as not to jeopardise 
Jewish lives.’

 Joe plunged on. The thought 
had been pestering him from the 
beginning, so out with it. 

‘Dear lady, my hunch is that you 
have been an enthusiastic mature 
age student, a good student. You 
have been given excellent marks 
and you have deserved them. 
Then (I’m guessing) you went to 
your professor and said, ‘I have no 
idea of a topic for my thesis,’ and 
he said: ‘Write on the Holocaust 
and the Pacelli pope; I will line 
up the source material for you.’’ 
An involuntary shudder from his 
neighbour suggested to Joe that he 
may not have been entirely wrong. 
‘Don’t let them use you. Don’t let 
them …’

The train slid into Redfern and 
the thesis-bearing-student needed 
all available leverage to regain her 
feet. Momentarily, Joe had the 
painful illusion of having sustained 
a compound fracture. He also 
stood, watched the receding figure, 
massaged his side, hummed a few 
bars from the old Mavis Bramston 
Show, Togetherness. Then his eye 
fell on Richard — and realisation 
dawned. ‘Et tu, Brute,’ he breathed.

Richard grinned. ‘I don’t speak 
French.’ But may I ask a question in 
the vernacular: ‘Why didn’t the Pope 
excommunicate Hitler?’ 

Patiently, Joe explained: ‘My 
dear young friend, you can’t 
excommunicate someone who is not 
communicating. Adolf Hitler had as 
much religion as a bull ant.’

* Much of the furor against 
Pope Pius XII stemmed from 
a publication in 1999 by John 
Cornwell who gave his book the 
title: ‘Hitler’s Pope’. The controversy 
still takes up space in the media. 
Of some interest is the fact that 
Cornwell later moderated his 
stance.

Righteous. It is great stuff. Sir Martin 
explains that ‘the Righteous’ were 
those who put their own lives on 
the line in their bid to save Jewish 
lives. Among the Righteous, Gilbert 
says, ‘were many non-Catholic 
heroes … But essentially the 
predominant Church in Europe 
was the Roman Catholic Church … 
under the leadership of Pope Pius 
XII.’

‘Gilbert has latterly been 
interviewed on his research and was 
asked about the Pope’s ‘timidity’. 

silent in view of slanderous attack 
on a benefactor is injustice … Far 
more than two million Jews did 
indeed survive, thanks to the help 
of the Church, bishops, priests, 
laymen …’

‘Then there is Gilbert – ‘
‘As in Gilbert and Sullivan.’ A fine 

salvo from the student.
‘As in Sir Martin Gilbert, Winston 

Churchill’s official biographer and 
historian of the Holocaust and, 
by the way, a Jew. Sir Martin has 
just written a book entitled The 
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MovIesThe Water Diviner

For his debut as director Russell 
Crowe needed a great star-character 
actor. He looked in the mirror and 
cast himself, not vaingloriously, for 
he does carry the movie as Joshua 
Connor, a dour farmer, who fights 
to hold his drought-ridden property 
together by water divining and well-
sinking.

After his wife Eliza (Jacqueline 
Mckenzie) commits suicide, Connor 
heads for Turkey, his aim: to establish 
the fate of his three sons Art (Ryan 
Corr) Henry (Ben O’Toole) and 
Edward (James Fraser) missing in 
action at Gallipoli. 

Arrived in Turkey, Connor is 
guided to put up at an hotel in 
Istanbul, run by the lovely Ayshe 
(Olga Kurylenko who by a remarkable 
piece of casting is also lovely).     

Steve Bastoni, balancing just on 
the right side of fez caricature, steals 
scenes as Omer, Ayshe’s brother-
in-law, intent on making her his 
second wife. 

The movie is being promoted 
as based on a true story. Yes, and 
no. But all credit to Andrew Knight 
and Andrew Anastasios for spinning 
from a single archival line an epic 
of war-peace and reconciliation as 
Connor goes to the battlegrounds 
of Gallipoli to establish the fate of 
his sons. War-grave work intercut 
with flashbacks show how bitter the 
conflict was.   

Caveat: it is the Turks under Major 
Hasan (Yilmaz Erdogan) a Kemal 
Ataturk look-a-like who are the noble 
patriots, fighting to recover their land. 
British service personnel get cliché 
pom treatment. Greeks are cast as the 
villains. No mention that the Ottoman 
Turks conquered their land.   

Script research doesn’t seem to 
have uncovered the relevance of 
Byron’s lines: ‘The mountains look 
on Marathon/And Marathon looks on 
the sea/And musing there an hour 
alone/I dreamt that Greece might still 
be free.’ 

Among the producers is James 
Packer who is having a better 
international run with movies than his 
father Kerry did. This production can 
only add to his prestige. What price 
the Crown Constantinople Casino in 
Istanbul? 

Given its errors, omissions and 
biases the movie may well play better 
here and in Istanbul than Athens and 
British cities. Despite this Russell 
Crowe, joins the line of great actors 
who have successfully directed 
themselves; it is an illustrious line 
going back a century to Charlie 
Chaplin.     

MHHHNFFV. 

Winter Sleep 
(Kis uykusu)

Director Nuri Bilge Ceylan starts 
his drama in a style that illustrates 
why it won this year’s Cannes Palme 
D’Or, his cinematographer Gokhan 
Tiryaki’s bird’s-eye opening shot 
sweeps over the landscape of Anatolia 
before focusing on a village hotel 
carved from the rocks of Cappadoccia.  

Ceylan’s closing scenes are 
equivalently powerful. In between, 
however, there are long sequences in 
which he seems to be implying ‘You 
think you’ve experienced talkies, this 
is a talkie.’ 

Indeed it is; the movie runs for 
196 minutes as the characters resolve 
personal and social problems over tea, 
coffee and (brief interlude) alcohol.    

Nonetheless the acting is superlative 
(or possibly engrossing). Haluk 
Bilgener plays the hotel proprietor 
Aydin, an ex-actor writing a history 
of Turkish theatre while dealing with 
tenant-rent problems through his 
factotum Hidayet (Ayberk Pekcan). 
Add his own marital problems with 
his much younger wife Nihal (an 
enthralling turn by Melisa Sozen) who 
is into education welfare with a young 
teacher Levent (Nadir Saribacak). 

Alleviation comes from the 
presence of Aydin’s divorced sister 
Necla (Demet Akbag), who provides 
witty commentary. As she and the 
other characters played out the action, 
your reviewer kept hoping that one 
of them would break through a wall 
and find a shrine, relic of the fact 
that Cappadoccia’s underground 
habitats were created by Christians 
taking refuge from Ottoman Muslim 
persecution.

If Ceylan needs material for a 
sequel covering Ottoman persecution, 
then and now, he should contact 
the editor Paul Stenhouse and 
contributor Peter Day who brilliantly 
encapsulated it in last month’s issue.  

Ceylan does give a hint that he 
is aware of it; he gives Ayn’s abode 
the name ‘Hotel Othello’, surely a 
reference to the Shakespeare work set 
in the context of Catholic resistance 
to Muslim Ottomon expansionism.

MHHHNFFV

The Dark Horse

Many ways forward have been 
shown in movies. Writer/director 
James Napier Robertson comes up 
triumphantly with an unexpected one: 
chess. 

Robertson’s location is a Maori 
community in Gisborne in which 
brawler bikie gangs are set against 
the Knights Chess Club where 
youngsters gather. 

Released from hospital where he 
has been treated for bipolar disorder 
Genesis (Gen) Potini (Cliff Curtis) is 
taken in by his brother Ariki (Wayne 
Hapi). The arrangement does not 
work out and Gen makes his way to 
the chess club.   

Robertson’s narrative is inspired 
by the life of the late New Zealand 
master, Genesis Potini who taught 
chess to thousand of youngsters, 
saving them from dead-end lives. 

Robertson reduces this to one: 
Mana (James Rolleston) Akiri’s son 
who is being groomed for bikie gang 
life.

Can Gen get him to the National 
Chess Championships in Aukland? 
Can the All Blacks do the haka?

Robertson and his crew’s 
independent mini-budget movie 
is yet another that packs more 
entertainment than a run of multi-
million dollar franchise blockbusters.

MHHHHNFFV

Paper Planes 

Dylan (Ed Oxenbould) takes 
to making paper aeroplanes as 
relief from the sadness of living in 
a shack with his father Jack (Sam 
Worthington), broken following the 
death of his wife. 

Director Robert Connolly 
and co-writer Steve Worland’s 

By James Murray
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imaginations soar in a fantasy 
sequence set in an aircraft museum 
where Dylan takes fantasy flight 
with his ex-war pilot Grandpa (Terry 
Norris).  

Deborah Mailman as Maureen, 
a contest organiser, puts enough 
spirit into her performance to power 
a jumbo jet to Tokyo which is 
where, by way of contrast, Connolly 
shows documentary background 
footage at the World Paper Plane 
Championships where Dylan and 
other Australian plane-makers 
compete.      

David Wenham tees up as Patrick a 
golfer whose son (Anthony LaPaglia 
Jr) is a spoilt rival to Ed. 

And the winner is? Everyone!
Holiday treat of the year with 

The Young and Prodigious T.S. Spivet 
(reviewed in the previous issue).                                                   

GHHHHSFFV.

The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay – Part 1

True Jennifer Lawrence is still 
compelling as Katniss Everdeen; 
so, too, in a different way, is Josh 
Hutcherson as her friend Peeta, But 
while The Hunger Games franchise, 
based on the Suzanne Collins novels, 
was never totally popcorny, its latest 
episode directed by Francis Lawrence 
is black-bread. 

President Snow (Donald 
Sutherland) still rules Panem but 
freedom fighters led by Alma Coin 
(Julianne Moore) sally forth from 
a giant silo. They include Snow’s 
former vizier Plutarch Heavensbee 
(a penultimate grand turn by Philip 
Seymour Hoffman) and Effie Trinket 
(Elizabeth Banks stripped of paint, 
bling and glad rags). Only Stanley 
Tucci remains as a Snow retainer and 
keeper of Peeta.

Coin recruits Katniss as a 
propagandist. Uncannily in scenes 
where she is filmed amid ruin 
and mayhem you wonder whether 
jihadists might have previewed the 
movie before videoing their murders).

Intriguingly the overalls of the 
freedom fighters are similar to those 
worn by the downtrodden in George 
Orwell’s 1984, suggesting that the 
revolution, like so many, could be 
suborned. Certainly Julianne Moore’s 
Coin gives the impression that she is 

not to be trusted further than Katniss 
can fire an explosive arrow. The final 
episode will tell.      

MHHHSFFV.

The Green Prince

Writer/director Nadav Schirman 
brings to the screen a multi-layered 
documentary thriller of espionage 
and counter espionage beyond the 
informed imagination of John Le 
Carre.   

Schirman’s protagonist is Mosab 
Hassan Yousef, son of Sheik Hassan 
Youssef, a co-founder of Hamas, 
betrayed into prison for his own 
safety. His antagonist is Gonen Ben 
Yitzhak, Shin Bet security agent and 
Mosab’s handler.      

Schirman displays them by way of 
into-camera monologues set in the 
context of archival satellite-tracking 
footage and analysis of how the agent 
became the spy’s only friend when 
his cover was blown. 

Yousef junior is now dodging 
around in the United State. Ben 
Yitzhak is a lawyer in Israel, Sheik 
Youssef is in jail.

The Green Prince (like The Gate 
Keepers) is another example of how 
Israel is prepared to fund movies that 
go beyond print, radio or television in 
coverage of its strife.

MHHHHNFFV

Nightcrawler

 The title distils writer/director 
Daniel Gilroy’s contempt for his anti-
hero, Lou Bloom whose progress is 
from petty theft to grand larceny 
of horrific footage for sale to Los 
Angeles cable-TV stations.  

Anti-hero Bloom may be, but Jake 
Gyllenhaal endows him with a deal 
of charm and barefaced cheek that 
enables him to set up his operation, 
penetrate police barriers and outpace 
more experienced rivals. 

Even his News Director Nina, 
played by Renee Russo in style 
betokening many a glass-ceiling 
crash, falls for him. Gilroy spares us 
scenes involving close encounters of 
the bedroom kind, preferring to rely 
on ironic exchanges in which Bloom 
deploys a lingo of his own, a mix 
of street and Harvard MBA speak. 
Rick, (Riz Ahmed) Bloom’s offsider, 
endures Bloom’s most unspeakable 
betrayal.

It would be nice to think such 
behaviour is confined to LA. If only…

MA15+HHHHNFFV.

The Mystery of Happiness

From its opening vocal and gently 
percussive sound track over footage 
of two cars driven in sweet accord 
through the maelstrom traffic of 
Buenos Aires, it is clear that director 
Daniel Burman is an absolute original 
of romantic comedy. 

The cars halt together and their 
drivers, life-long friends and business 
partners, Santiago and Eugenio, 
enter the premises where they run 
an electrical-goods business so 
prosperous that it has attracted an 
equity-fund takeover bid.      

The smooth promise of their joint 
venture is shattered when Eugenio 
vanishes and the bachelor Santiago 
has to make contact with his partner’s 
wife, Laura.  

Road movie coming up? Correct. 
The road, however, is not of concrete 
but of the heart, its location the 
racetrack, dance clubs, barbecue 
parties and a restaurant run by 
gourmet seer where Santiago and 
Laura try to solve the Eugenio 
mystery.   

To play Eugenio, Santiago and 
Laura, Burman cast Fabian Arenillas, 

Official 
Classifications key

G: for general exhibit ion; 
P G : p a r e n t a l  g u i d a n c e 
r e c o m m e n d e d  f o r 
persons under 15 years ; 
M 15+: recommended for 
mature audiences 15 years and 
over; MA 15+: restrictions apply 
to persons under the age of 15; 
R 18+: Restricted to adults,  
18 years and over.

Annals supplementary 
advice

SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing; 
NFFV: Not For Family Viewing.
TBA:  classification to be 

announced
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Once again the action of the Poles, 
Marian Rejewsky, Henryk Zyglalski 
and Jerzy Rozycki, in providing an 
Enigma machine is not merely under-
rated, it is omitted. Nor are alternative 
versions of the Polish contribution 
mentioned  – unless your reviewer 
missed a muttered, coded reference. 

MHHHNFFV.

The Drop

Even the greatest stars are 
essentially jobbing actors, poor 
players strutting and fretting their 
hour upon the stage, as one of them, 
Will Shakespeare, put it. James 
(Sopranos) Gandolfini was such a star, 
and director Michael K Roskam elicits 
from him a performance that is also a 
requiem.

Gandolfini plays Marv who tends a 
murky Brooklyn bar he once owned. 
His cousin Bob Saginowski works 
alongside him. In playing Bob, Tom 
Hardy shows a deference that cannot 
quite hide an ember of tough pity. He 
rescues a beaten pup, an action that 
leads to an encounter with a troubled 
nurse, Nadia (Noomi Rapace).

The bar is robbed at gunpoint. 
Neither Marv nor Bob can go to the 
cops; the bar is part of a money-
laundering operation; the Chechen 
gangsters who run it want their 
money back. How they get it is not 
pretty.

The script, based on a Dennis 
Lehane short story, has a Catholic 
context (Bob attends Mass but does 
not go to Communion).  Lehane, 
it may be, has read the work of 
America’s greatest crime writer: 
George V Higgins. Sequels are 
not always a good idea.  Such is 
the movie’s ending and Hardy’s 
performance, The Drop requires one. 

MA15+HHHNFFV.

The Best of Me

 Michael Hoffman directed this 
romance about schoolmates Amanda 
and Dawson, separated by the barrier 
that her family is rich, his dirt-poor, 
and so nasty with it that they seem 
to have wandered in from a different 
movie. 

Michelle Monaghan and James 
Marsden co-star as the mature lovers, 
Luke Bracey and Liana Liberato as the 
high school versions. 

Chastain plays Cooper’s grown-up 
daughter. 

Nolan has requested discretion 
on some details. But it is no breach 
of this to say he does love his 
technological toys; he does, however, 
go a gizmo too far in showing scenes 
where a fifth dimension looks like 
venetian blinds through which 
Cooper peers. Nor is it a breach to 
remark on the humour when the 
bio-science fails and Cooper takes 
off for a planetary rendezvous with 
Amelia. Who would have thought the 
nonchalant McConaughey could do 
philoprogenitive: the new Adam off to 
meet the new Eve? 

Place Christopher Nolan’s 
Intersteller in orbit over Stanley 
Kubrick’s masterwork, 2001: A Space 
Odyssey because Anne Hathaway (off 
camera) made it clear that Nolan is 
into transcendence not simply sci-fi; 
she quoted Einstein: ‘Science without 
religion is lame, religion without 
science is blind.’ 

MHHHHSFFV.

The Imitation Game

Genius inspires genius acting, the 
prime genius being Alan Turing, the 
second being Benedict Cumberbatch 
who plays him in writer/director 
Mortem Tyldrum’s take on Enigma/
Ultra, the code-breaking exercise 
that many say defeated Hitler’s Nazi 
regime. 

Tyldrum does not see this as 
relevant enough. He interweaves 
flashbacks to Turing’s bullied days 
at boarding school with a post-war 
burglary case at his Manchester digs. 
This revealed publicly that Turing, 
though he had married a colleague 
Joan Clarke, had become an active 
homosexual: eventual result: suicide.

Other players, including Charles 
Dance, Mark Strong, Allan Leech 
and Matthew Goode, rise to 
Cumberbatch’s high definition 
performance. Keira Knightley, 
who plays Clarke, complements 
Cumberbatch, her cool sensitivity 
matching his hectic extremity.

The title is obscure, and 
presumably relates to Turing’s 
building what was effectively a 
prototype computer to do the quick 
numbers-crunching essential to 
beating war deadlines.   

Guillermo Francella and Ines 
Estevez. The latter, against brilliant 
underplaying by Francella steals the 
picture as she rises from pill-popping, 
put-upon wife to elegant, take-charge 
executive who beguiles Santiago into 
imparting his deepest secret: on a 
youthful trip to Brazil with Eugenio, 
they both fell in love with same girl, 
Cassandra, but agreed to give her up 
for friendship sake.       

Along the way to the denouement, 
and if you think you know what it 
is you underestimate the ingenuity 
of Burman and his co-writer Sergio 
Dubcovsky who are able to contrive 
a pre-sleep encounter between Laura 
and Santiago that matches the witty 
understatement of Claudette Colbert 
and Clark Gable in Frank Capra’s 
classic, It Happened One Night.  

Seek Burman and Dubkovsky 
comedy out; see it before Hollywood 
or Ozywood does a cover version.

PGHHHHSFFV

Interstellar

One word sums up director 
Christopher Nolan’s space adventure: 
awesome. That the adjective is now 
a children’s cliché makes it all the 
more appropriate, for Nolan retains 
the wonder of childhood as did Jules 
Verne who invented sci-fi in Journey 
to the Moon.

Nolan and his co-writer brother 
Jonathan deploy real technology 
beyond the ramshackle props of 
the Mieles Brothers who converted 
Verne’s book into a silent movie. 

The Nolan storyline involves a 
rocket launch from a covert NASA 
installation and the traverse of a 
wormhole near Saturn in search of a 
refuge planet where the human race 
can be re-created by bio-scientific 
means. 

The cast matches the grandeur of 
the story line. Matthew McConaughey 
plays Cooper, an astronaut turned 
widower dustbowl farmer. At the 
invitation of Professor Brand (Michael 
Caine at his most courtly) Cooper 
volunteers to leave his daughter 
Murph (Mackenzie Foy) and brother 
Tom (Timothee Chalamet) to lead a 
mission crew 

Anne Hathaway plays Amelia 
Brand the crew’s bio scientist. In 
time-bending sequences, Jessica 
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Foxcatcher

Flickering black-and-white footage 
of fox hunting sets the haunting mood 
for director Bennett Miller’s true-life 
thriller; he then cuts to the colour 
and splendour of the mansion estate 
where John Du Pont (Steve Carell), 
heir to the Du Pont fortune, lives with 
his mother. 

From there Miller cuts to the 
colour, shabby colour, of the small 
town life of Mark and David Schultz, 
the only brothers in amateur wrestling 
history to win Olympic honours.  

John Du Pont’s decision to set up 
his own Foxcatcher Team to compete 
for the US in 1980s Olympic Games 
transforms their lives.

Mark Ruffalo plays the amiable, 
gregarious Dave, Channing Tatum 
his loner brother Mark. Tatum’s 
performance is a revelatory marvel 
of hitherto untapped talent. But 
Steve Carell’s turn as John Du Pont 
dominates; Carell shows a comedian 
making a startling shift to tragedian, 
this despite a false nose that makes 
him look as if he’d wandered onto the 
wrong set on his way to play Cyrano 
de Bergerac.

Carell and Tatum may well be 
in contention for a different kind of 
gold: Oscar gold. Yet the movie is 
less entertaining than disquieting, a 
mausoleum of memories.

John Du Pont died in prison only 
in 2010. Mark Schultz is still alive and 
teaches wrestling in the US. 

MA15+HHHNFFV

Love, Rosie

Set in a swinging Dublin a long 
way from Molly Malone’s cockles 
and mussels wheelbarrow, director 
Christian Ditter’s work comes across 
as a mix of fairy floss and barbed 
wire. Ditter worked with Juliette 
Towhidi who had the task of turning 
Cecilia Ahern’s novel Where Rainbows 
End, comprising mainly emails, into a 
screenplay visualising the childhood 
friendship, wayward love-life with 
others and too long delayed marriage 
of Rosie (Lily Collins) and Alec (Sam 
Claffin).      

Everyone knows what was found at 
the end of the rainbow. Certainly the 
crock is there in this comedy-romance 
but it’s not a crock of gold.   

MHHNFFV.

Add the fact that every other 
character, old and young, has some 
form of chronic computeritis, and 
empathy exhaustion – not to say 
boredom – sets in.      

Emma Thompson provides the 
unseen narrative voice and succeeds 
only in raising the question: what is a 
dulcet-voiced UK nanny doing in US 
suburbia? Certainly she is not there 
to provide a spoonful of sugar to help 
the medicine go down in a drama shot 
in a murk far from the sunny, cereal 
commercials that sustain the American 
dream.

Linking sequences consist of shots 
of a communications satellite in 
orbit, recording and storing all our 
messages; the sequences also create a 
sense that we are aliens – self-made 
aliens – on planet earth. No allusion to 
a creator, odd in a country with such a 
broad spectrum of religions.  

Reitman’s ending is not conclusive; 
it is an emergency dressing on a social 
wound.  

MHHHNFFV

My Old Lady

Sprightly is the word: sprightly for 
playwright Israel Horovitz who at 75 
took on the task of turning one of his 
70 plays into smart comedy, sprightly 
for the performance of Maggie Smith 
as Matthilde, the old lady of the title. 

Kevin Kline plays Mathias, an 
unpublished novelist, who travels to 
Paris with expectations of selling the 
apartment left to him by his estranged 
father. The apartment is indeed as 
great as his expectations: the kind of 
location on which Woody Allen dotes.

Snag: Mathias learns from a local 
real-estate agent (an amusing turn by 
Dominique Pinon) that the apartment 
is viager, subject to a benign twist of 
French law forbidding the eviction of 
a sitting tenant.  

No prize for guessing the tenant: 
Smith at her most implacable, 
although it must be said she is no 
more totally convincingly French than 
Helen Mirren was as a French woman 
in The Hundred Foot Journey.

Adding to the problem is the 
presence of a spinster daughter Chloe 
(Kristin Scott Thomas, playing dowdy 
as only she can, that is with panache). 

MHHHHSFFV

 Do Amanda and Dawson overcome 
the barrier. Clue: novelist Nicholas 
(The Notebook) Sparks wrote the script 
and produced.

MHHHNFFV

Folies Bergere 
(La Ritournelle)

Writer/director Marc Fitoussi’s 
comedy drama has nothing to do with 
the celebrated Parisian cabaret and 
everything to do with farming. Isabelle 
Huppert plays Brigitte wife to the dour 
Xavier (Jean-Pierre Darroussin) whose 
care for trophy-winning Charolais beef 
cattle has overtaken his love for her, a 
situation aggravated by their children 
having left home. 

Their property does have a 
sufficiency of cattle but few chooks 
or geese. This, and the farmhouse 
furnishings together with Brigitte’s 
elegance (no wellie boots, fox-fur hat) 
create an impression of the kind of 
Versailles farm where Marie Antoinette 
and her courtiers are said to have 
disported. 

Fitoussi, as if conscious of this 
impression, undercuts it with the 
realistic delivery of a calf. But the 
nub of the piece is l’amour as Brigitte 
departs to Paris for an affaire with 
a student met at party only to be 
intercepted by the charming executive, 
Jesper (Michael Nyqvist). The 
resolution is witty and no Charolais 
suffers needlessly on camera.   

MHHHNFFV.

Men, Women & Children

Writer/director Jason Reitman, 
as he did in Juno and Up in the Air, 
turns his sharp eye on modern life, 
specifically the paradox that Internet 
connectivity tends to erode rather 
than enhance family and community 
relationships.   

Adam Sandler, as a family man 
addicted to computer-hired escorts, 
once again demonstrates that he can 
provide more than yahoo comedy. But 
in having his wife Helen (Rosemarie 
DeWitt) go for an equivalent 
addiction, Reitman does over-thicken 
the plot. 

Jennifer Garner plays a parent, 
her concern for others symbolised 
by black-framed glasses, who is not 
fully aware of her own daughter’s 
problems.  
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I asked my students if they had heard of Julius Caesar. Only three of my 
thirty students answered that they had; and none admitted to having read 

an historical narrative before having been forced to take my course.

STRAY FACTS AND GIBBERISh
By Paul Gottfried

MY  I N V E S T I GAT I O N S  o f 
contemporary history have often 

seemed like journeys into someone 
else’s era. Particularly obvious has 
been my alienation from today’s 
youth culture. About two years ago, 
for example, while I was teaching a 
college class in Western civilization, I 
asked my students if they had heard 
of Julius Caesar. Only three of my 
thirty students answered that they 
had; and none admitted to having 
read an historical narrative before 
having been forced to take my course. 
Then I asked whether my students 
knew which group had been the most 
persecuted: women, gays, or blacks. A 
lively debate followed full of varied 

claims to victimhood. The sundry 
persecutions that my students cited 
were all supposedly connected in 
some fashion to a certain erstwhile 
junior senator from Wisconsin. In 
the 1950s, Joseph McCarthy had 
somehow managed to unleash harm 
against all minorities simultaneously. 
Although a stray fact might have been 
mixed into this gibberish, I have yet 
to determine what it was. Nor can 
I say that this litany of lamentation 
affected my students emotionally. 
Once it was over, they went back to 
jabbering on their cell phones and 
supplying each other with information 
about which designer  jeans were 
on sale at the local mall. It might 

be argued that I am picking on very 
average young people by belabouring 
what they should not be expected 
to know. It is still possible, one 
might object, to find students at elite 
universities who would know what 
my students never bothered to learn. 
To this I would respond that I and the 
other members of my generation who 
took history classes at Bassick High 
School in Bridgeport, Connecti cut,  
in the late 1950s would have been 
bored out of our minds by what I am 
now forced to teach students about 
Western civilization. Everyone in my 
high-school classes, and this includes 
those who never thought of going on 
to college, knew about ancient and 
medieval history. They were required 
to read Sir Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe and 
several of Shakespeare’s historical 
plays. These sons and daughters of 
immigrant factory workers in blue-
collar Bridgeport were also made to 
think that it was their civilization they 
were learning about. Furthermore, 
when I studied Greek history in 
the ninth grade, my teacher Miss 
Maguire (I’ve no idea what her first 
name was) scolded me for not having 
identified enthusiastically enough 
with the Greeks when they were 
fighting the Persians. The students I 
now encounter in my nonage, with all 
due respect to Samuel Huntington, 
represent the ‘West’ not at all. They 
are merely consumers who occupy the 
space of what used to be the Western 
world, and they fall over themselves 
trying to repudiate the ‘sexist, racist, 
anti-Semitic, and homophobic’ culture 
that preceded them.

Encounters: My life with Nixon, Marcuse and other 
Friends and Teachers, ISI Books, Wilmington 
Delaware, 2009.

Opposite: St Mary’s Cathedral Sydney illuminated 
during the Light of Christmas, in preparation for the 
Birth of Christ. Photo: Catholic Communications.
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